
 

 

Please ask for Democratic Services: Telephone 01775 764693  

e-mail: demservices@sholland.gov.uk 

 

AGENDA 
 
 
 

Committee - POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL 
 
Date & Time - Wednesday, 23 March 2022 at 6.30 pm 
 

Venue - Council Chamber, Council Offices, Priory Road, 
Spalding 

 
 

Membership of the Policy Development Panel: 
 
Councillors: J Avery, A C Beal, F Biggadike, H J W Bingham, M D Booth, H Drury, 
R A Gibson, M Hasan, J D McLean, P A Redgate, J L Reynolds, G T D Rudkin, 
G P Scalese (Vice-Chairman), S-A Slade, S C Walsh and A R Woolf (Chairman) 
 
Substitute members on the Policy Development Panel may be appointed only from 
members who are not on the Cabinet.  Substitutions apply for individual meetings. 
 
Quorum: 6 
 

 

 If you would like to attend this meeting as a 
member of the public, please contact 

Democratic Services via email at 
demservices@sholland.gov.uk or via 

telephone on 01775 764693. 

Persons attending the meeting are 
requested to turn mobile telephones to silent 

mode 

 
Democratic Services 
Council Offices, Priory Road 
Spalding, Lincs PE11 2XE 
 
Date:   15 March 2022 
 

mailto:demservices@sholland.gov.uk


A G E N D A 
 
1.  Apologies for absence.  

 
 

2.  Minutes -  
To sign as a correct record the minutes of the following meetings: 
 

 

a)   Policy Development Panel -  
18 January 2022 (enclosed) 
 

(Pages 
5 - 10) 

b)   Joint Performance Monitoring Panel and Policy Development 
Panel -  
27 January 2022 (enclosed). 
 

(Pages 
11 - 20) 

3.  Declaration of Interests. -  
Where a Councillor has a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest the Councillor 
must declare the interest to the meeting and leave the room without 
participating in any discussion or making a statement on the item, 
except where a councillor is permitted to remain as a result of a grant of 
dispensation. 
 

 

4.  Questions asked under Standing Order 6  
 

 

5.  Tracking of recommendations -  
To consider responses of the Cabinet reports of the Panel.   
 

 

6.  Items referred from the Performance Monitoring Panel  
 

 

7.  Key Decision Plan -  
To note the current Key Decision Plan (copy enclosed).   
 

(Pages 
21 - 26) 

8.  SHDC Policy Register and the S&ELC Partnership Policy Register -  
To note the current SHDC Policy Register and S&ELC Partnership 
Policy Register enclosed. 
 

(Pages 
27 - 30) 

9.  Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy -  
To consider the Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy 2022 to 
establish Street Art in South Holland to provide safe and welcoming 
public spaces for our local communities (report of the Deputy Chief 
Executive – Communities enclosed). 
 

(Pages 
31 - 46) 

10.  ICT Policies -  
To seek the Policy Development Panel’s views on the proposed ICT 
Policies for Officers and Members (report of the Assistant Director – 
Corporate enclosed). 
 

(Pages 
47 - 
136) 

11.  Workforce Development Strategy -  
To seek the Policy Development Panel’s views on the draft S&ELCP 
Workforce Development Strategy (report of Assistant Director – 
Corporate enclosed). 
 
Presentation to be given by the Organisational Development Manager 

(Pages 
137 - 
160) 



BBC/ELDC. 
 

12.  Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework -  
To introduce a Housing Delivery Framework to inform future investment 
decisions for Welland Homes relating to housing developments (report 
of the Assistant Director – Strategic Growth and Development 
enclosed). 
 

(Pages 
161 - 
170) 

13.  ICT Joint Scrutiny between BBC, ELDC & SHDC -  
To agree a protocol for joint scrutiny between the partner councils in the 
South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership; to agree the scope 
for a Joint ICT Strategy Task and Finish Group; and to agree the 
appointment of three members to the Joint Task and Finish Group 
(report of Assistant Director – Governance (Monitoring Officer) 
enclosed). 
 

(Pages 
171 - 
182) 

14.  Policy Development Panel Work Programme -  
To consider the Work Programme of the Policy Development Panel 
(Report of the Assistant Director – Governance and Monitoring Officer 
enclosed) 
 

(Pages 
183 - 
192) 

15.  Any other items which the Chairman decides are urgent. -  
 
 
NOTE: No other business is permitted unless by reason of special 

circumstances, which shall be specified in the minutes, the 
Chairman is of the opinion that the item(s) should be 
considered as a matter of urgency.   
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Informal notes of a meeting of the POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL held virtually, 
on Tuesday, 18 January 2022 at 6.30 pm. 
 

PRESENT 

  
A R Woolf (Chairman) 

G P Scalese (Vice-Chairman) 
 

 

J Avery 
A C Beal 
F Biggadike 
H J W Bingham 
M D Booth 
 
 

R A Gibson 
M Hasan 
J D McLean 
P A Redgate 
J L Reynolds 
 

G T D Rudkin 
S-A Slade 
S C Walsh 
 

No apologies for absence were received. 
 
In Attendance:  The Senior Change and Performance Business Partner and Head of 
Environmental and Operational Services, the Democratic Services Manager, the 
Democratic Services Team Leader and the Democratic Services Officer. 
 

 
 Action By 

35. POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL   

  

 Consideration was given to the minutes of the Policy 
Development Panel meeting held on 16 November 2021. 
 
The following points were raised: 

• In relation to minute number 28: an amendment had been 
made to the Industrial Units Letting Policy timeframe; an 
incorrect date had been noted in the 18 January 2022 
published agenda but had since been corrected in the 16 
November 2021 minutes.  

• In relation to minute number 30: it was noted that The 
Untidy Sites Policy Document Handbook item had been 
planned to present at the 18 January 2022 meeting but by 
agreement with the Chairman this had been postponed to 
the March 2022 meeting. 

   
AGREED: 
 
That the minutes be signed as a correct record as soon as 
practicable after the meeting. 

 

   

36. SPECIAL POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL   

  

 Consideration was given to the minutes of the Special Policy 
Development Panel meeting held on 14 December 2021. 
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL - 18 
January 2022 

 

 

AGREED: 
 
That the minutes be signed as a correct record as soon as 
practicable after the meeting. 

   

37. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS.   

  

 There were none.  

   

38. QUESTIONS ASKED UNDER STANDING ORDER 6   

  

 There were none.  

   

39. TRACKING OF RECOMMENDATIONS   

  

 There were none.  

   

40. ITEMS REFERRED FROM THE PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
 PANEL  

 

  

 There were none.  

   

41. KEY DECISION PLAN   

  

 Consideration was given to the Key Decision Plan dated 10 
January 2022. 
 
AGREED: 
 
That the Key Decision Plan be noted. 

 

   

42. POLICY REGISTER   

  

 The Panel gave consideration to the Policy Register. 
 
The Chairman explained that the latest version of the register was 
presented as two documents: the South Holland District Council 
Policy Register, which had been amended to identify policy 
alignments across the Strategic Partnership; and the new 
Partnership Policy Register. 
 
Members considered the South Holland District Council Policy 
Register and no issues were raised.  
 
The Senior Change and Performance Business Partner 
introduced the Partnership Policy Register and stated the 
following key points: 

• The Partnership Policy Register detailed all policies across 
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL - 18 
January 2022 

 

 

the Strategic Partnership;   

• the Register assisted with the identification of policy gaps 
and areas of interest across the three authorities as well as 
highlighting policies which could be implemented jointly; 
and  

• that an approach had been agreed across the Strategic 
Partnership to review corresponding policies jointly at the 
earliest due date. 

 
Members considered the Partnership Policy Register and made 
the following comments: 
 

• The Partnership Policy Register was welcomed as a 
regular addition to the South Holland District Council Policy 
Register;  

• That recognition was given to the time and effort required 
to achieve policy alignment across the Strategic 
Partnership but that the Panel looked forward to seeing 
future benefits which arose from this process. 

 
AGREED: 
 

a) That the South Holland District Council Policy Register and 
the Partnership Policy Register be noted; and 

 
b) That both registers be presented at each meeting.  

 
   

43. FUEL CARD POLICY   

  

 Consideration was given to the report of the Assistant Director – 
Neighbourhoods which asked the Panel to note the new Fuel 
Card Policy prior to submission and proposed adoption by 
Cabinet. 
 
The Head of Environmental and Operational Services introduced 
the report and highlighted the following key points: 

• the purchase of fuel was essential for delivery of frontline 
services and South Holland District Council used Fuel 
Cards to purchase fuel from outlets rather than maintaining 
fuel tanks in its depots; 

• the Policy was introduced for the benefit of South Holland 
District Council and staff to ensure correct controls were in 
place and roles and responsibilities were clear; 

• the Policy was accompanied by a thorough procedure for 
Users, Administrators and Supervisors; 

• the Policy, its procedures, accompanying documentation 
and training had been written in collaboration with staff 
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL - 18 
January 2022 

 

 

working in Environmental Services and Housing Repairs; 

• a fully supportive training programme would engage staff in 
the new process; and 

• feedback from an audit in late 2021 had stated that ‘the 
Policy was comprehensive and the planned training was 
exactly what was needed to reduce any potential risk’. 

 
The Panel considered the report and made the following 
comments: 
 

• Members praised the Head of Environmental and 
Operational Services for the work on this new policy; 

• Members asked if it had been made clear to staff which 
sites accepted the card. 

o The Head of Environmental and Operational 
Services replied that the current Fuel Cards had 
been in operation for a while and that staff were 
aware of approved sites where the card could be 
used. The procurement of Fuel Cards was to be 
reviewed and any resulting change in supplier, and 
therefore potentially approved sites, would result in 
staff training. 

 
AGREED: 
 
That the new Fuel Card Policy be noted. 

   

44. POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL WORK PROGRAMME   

  

 The Panel considered a report by the Assistant Director 
Governance and Monitoring Officer, which set out the Work 
Programme of the Panel.  The work programme consisted of two 
sections, the first setting out the dates of future Panel meetings 
along with proposed items for consideration, and the second 
setting out Task Groups that had been identified by the Panel. 
 
Regarding Appendix A: 

• by agreement of the Chairman, the Untidy Sites Policy 
Document Handbook item had been moved from January 
2022 to March 2022; and 

• the Lincolnshire Discretionary Housing Assistance Policy 
item due in March 2022 had been postponed to allow 
further essential work to take place. 

 
Regarding Appendix B: 

• The South Holland Centre Task Group was ongoing; 

• The first meeting of the Street Art Wall Task Group was 
due to take place on Thursday 20 January 2022; and 
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POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL - 18 
January 2022 

 

 

• The Planning Design Task Group and the Community 
Infrastructure Levy Task Group had been moved to the 
Pending section of the table – no decision on the way 
forward with these Task Groups could be made until the 
Government White Paper on Planning had been published. 

 
AGREED: 
 
That the Policy Development Panel Work Programme be noted. 
 

   

45. ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE 
 URGENT.  

 

  

 There were none.  

   

 
 
 
(The meeting ended at 6.46 pm) 
 
(End of minutes) 
 
 
  INITS 

  INITS 

 (a)  INITS 

  INITS 
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Informal notes of a meeting of the JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL 
AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL held virtually on Thursday, 27 January 2022 
at 6.30 pm. 
 

PRESENT 

   
 

 

B Alcock 
J Avery 
F Biggadike 
H J W Bingham 
M D Booth 
C J T H Brewis 
T A Carter 
 

A C Cronin 
R A Gibson 
M Hasan 
J L King 
J D McLean 
N H Pepper 
P A Redgate 
 

J L Reynolds 
G T D Rudkin 
J Tyrrell 
S C Walsh 
D J Wilkinson 
A R Woolf 
 

Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillors A C Beal, 
G P Scalese, S-A Slade and A C Tennant  
 
In Attendance:  Councillor A Newton, The Portfolio Holder for Finance, 
Commercialisation and Partnerships, The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development, The Democratic Services Manager, The Democratic Services Team 
Leader, The Democratic Services Officer  
 
 
 
 Action By 

9. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN   

  

 Cllr Alcock was elected as Chairman for the duration of the 
meeting.  

 

   

10. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS   

  

 There were none.   

   

11. 2022/23 DRAFT BUDGET, MEDIUM TERM PLAN AND 
 CAPITAL STRATEGY (FOR CONSULTATION)  

 

  

 Consideration was given to the report of the Chief Executive – 
Corporate Development, which asked the Joint Panel to consider 
and scrutinise the Draft General Fund and Housing Revenue 
Account 2022/23 revenue and capital estimates and the Draft 
Financial Medium Term Strategy. 
 
The Joint Panel received a presentation from the Deputy Chief 
Executive – Corporate Development which highlighted the 
following main areas: 

• Spending Review for 2021; 

• Revenue Budget and Medium Term Financial Plan 
(MTFP); 
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 27 January 2022 

 

 

• Reserves; 

• The Budget journey; 

• Future options and risks; 

• Ongoing budget reviews; 

• Fees and charges; 

• Housing Revenue Account (HRA); 
• Capital Programme; and  

• Treasury Management 
 
Following consideration of the report and the presentation, the 
following issues were raised by the Panel: 
 

• Members stated that the Internal Drainage Board (IDB) 
levy placed a significant burden on the authority and 
suggested that a change of classification to a precept 
would be financially beneficial to the district. Members 
were keen to assist with driving change in this regard.  
o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate Development 

confirmed that a significant Drainage Board levy 
affected only a few districts in the country, which 
included South Holland. While IDBs faced their own 
challenges, such as increased costs relating to fuel and 
energy contracts, the question remained as to whether 
a levy collected through Council Tax was the most 
appropriate funding mechanism.  A change to a full or 
phased precept would have a significant positive effect 
on the budget. 

• Members proposed that their support be sent to Cabinet to 
lobby for IDB funding to be collected by means of a 
precept.  

 
Members asked whether the National Non-Domestic Rates 
(NNDR) notification had been considered advantageous to the 
Council, potentially indicating an improved situation than 
estimated in the report. 

• The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate Development 
expected the financial position to remain near to the 
forecasted figures stated in the report, with the following 
caveats:  

o the yield within the Collection Fund for business 
rates had been changeable throughout the year and 
it was therefore difficult to predict the yield at the 
deadline of 31st January 2022 when projections 
needed to be made;  

o whilst yield forecasting was difficult, the Council 
endeavoured to seek a realistic balanced position 
and utilised the Collection Fund and Reserves to 
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 27 January 2022 

 

 

manage large fluctuations which resulted from the 
inward and outward flow of grants within the system;  

o the NNDR and Collection Fund had experienced 
unprecedented variables but this was balanced by 
the Volatility Fund over time; and 

o a permanent drop in yield, should it occur, would 
create a longer-term deficit gap which required 
funding through the utilisation of savings or cost-
cutting measures. 

 

• Members referenced the Housing Revenue Account (HRA) 
and commented that a write-off of SHDC’s £67.456million 
loan from central government could result in a boost to the 
local economy.  

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development could not comment on Government 
policy but stipulated that interest charged on the 
substantial debt needed to be paid, a corollary of 
which was a reduction of funds available for other 
areas. 

 

• Members recognised that the New Homes Bonus was 
advantageous for the current year but concerns were 
raised for the period thereafter if funding ceased. 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development confirmed that the sum had not been 
embedded in the Revenue Account and therefore 
any future withdrawal of funds from this source 
would not pose a risk to savings. Nonetheless, the 
sum had enabled investment in projects and new 
initiatives and so any withdrawal would create a 
challenge for financing this type of activity in the 
future.  

 

• Members noted a reduction in transport costs and asked 
whether this had included a reduction in officer related 
transport costs. Had the council maximised opportunities 
by moving meetings to a digital/virtual format which would 
remove/reduce the cost of travel? 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development responded that officer costs had been 
an area for review in the coming year in order to 
maximise collaborative opportunities whilst 
minimising the impact of travel. The figures had 
included some reductions which related to fewer 
officer journeys; and had incorporated the increased 
fuel costs necessary to run the Waste Fleet and 
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 27 January 2022 

 

 

Grounds Maintenance Fleet. 
 

• Members highlighted the risks regarding pension deficits 
and asked whether this had been expected to rise in the 
future.  

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development responded that figures would be 
known from the Actuarial Review in 2022/23 when 
the Council would decide how any deficit would be 
financed. A previous decision by the Council had 
‘stepped up’ the payments but these could be 
implemented on a gradual basis. Either way, 
pressure would continue into the future. 

 

• Members referred to the Capital Programme and stated 
that the increased allocation for Environmental Services, 
which would allow an expansion of the Garden Waste 
scheme, was welcomed. 

• Members queried the increased allocation for Street 
Cleansing 2023/24 and therefore the indications for the 
future. 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development responded that regular contributions 
from Revenue Funding had been set aside into 
Reserves in order to finance capital items such as 
vehicles and equipment. At the point of need the 
funds would be transferred from Reserves to the 
Capital Programme.  

• Members asked whether Pride Teams were to be 
continued.  

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development replied that the Pride Teams were fully 
embedded within budgets. 

 

• Members noted a number of expensive items in the Capital 
Programme, such as allocations for: the atrium heating and 
windows at the main Council offices; the South Holland 
Centre; and leisure facilities. Were these items in the 
current budget due to a lack of regular investment over the 
last five or ten years? 

o In response, the Deputy Chief Executive – 
Corporate Development stated that the activity 
mentioned would be classed as Enhanced 
Responsive Repairs and financed through the 
Revenue Account. The Capital Programme financed 
programmes which increased the life of the asset. 
Reassurance was given that buildings and 
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 27 January 2022 

 

 

equipment were regularly maintained. 
 

• Members asked whether the £64K reduction in the 
homelessness budget had been realistic. 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development confirmed that this had represented a 
grant which had been included in error and had 
subsequently been removed. 

 

• Regarding housing stock, members noted that the Council 
held 14 fewer properties than in 2020, however it was 
acknowledged that the number of properties would 
increase as a result of the Affordable Housing Programme. 
Members questioned whether any of the Right To Buy 
capital receipts were due to expire in the near future. 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development was unaware of any challenges to 
Right To Buy receipts being used in a timely manner 
but this would be checked. A large delivery 
programme was in place however it was 
acknowledged that the pace of delivery needed to 
increase to cover losses and any increases in Right 
To Buy activity. 

 

• In respect of housing, members noted the delay in delivery 
and asked whether the Council had been confident that 
sufficient resources were in place to ensure successful and 
timely delivery. 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development stated that the Council carried a 
number of vacancies but that the employment 
market had been challenging. The Council was 
hopeful that vacancies would be filled. 

• Members suggested that the Council considered external 
parties to ensure delivery occurred. 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development confirmed that external parties were 
used for the development of sites but that vacancies 
existed for internal roles relating to project 
management and planning for new housing. 
Significant competition for relevant skills existed with 
Housing Associations and private industry. It was 
recognised that internal skill sets needed to widen 
through Apprenticeship Schemes and Graduate 
Programmes and that skilled managers needed to 
be in place to lead on this development. 

• Members proposed that it be recommended to Cabinet to 
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 27 January 2022 

 

 

ensure sufficient resources were in place by whatever 
means: internally, externally or through training schemes, 
in order to support the delivery of the Housing Programme. 

 

• Members noted £113K had been budgeted for CCTV for 
2022/23 and sought clarification of which CCTV this related 
to. 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development confirmed that this item was being 
revisited by the relevant service and may not feature 
in the Capital Programme submitted to Cabinet. 

 

• Members asked why the budget for staffing costs had 
reduced: was this due to the vacancies being carried, and 
did it reflect a risk to delivery of services across the 
authority? 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development explained that the effect of vacancies 
had been to reduce expenditure and that the budget 
remained unaffected. Reduction in staffing costs 
had been due to multiple factors, including:  

▪ the use of agency Waste workers; the 
expenditure of which would be shown on a 
separate accounting line;  

▪ the new Strategic Partnership and transition 
of management costs; and 

▪ decisions made regarding service delivery 
such as the South Holland Centre and Market 
provision which had resulted in a downward 
pressure on employee related expenditure.  

Regarding the risk of delivery, The Deputy Chief Executive – 
Corporate Development commented that business cases had 
been submitted and the decisions made by members had been 
budgeted for. It was the responsibility of Service Managers to 
ensure delivery based on the implemented models. 
 

• Members asked if the anticipated savings from the new 
Strategic Partnership had started to take effect and had 
they been reflected in the budget. 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development confirmed savings had been achieved 
and were reflected in the budget. 

 

• Regarding the £55k per year budgeted for Footway 
Lighting over the next four years, members queried where 
this was located and why this had only commenced in 
2022/23. 
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 27 January 2022 

 

 

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development responded that the Council had 
responsibilities for footways in some of the estates. 
Members would be advised of the specific locations 
in due course.  

o The Portfolio Holder for Finance, Commercialisation 
and Partnerships confirmed that the budget in 
question covered the commencement of a phased 
replacement of LEDs and defective posts.  

 

• Members referred to the budget allocated for the Bus 
Depot Resurfacing and Car Park Resurfacing and 
highlighted that new legislation regarding the standards of 
private car parks and highways needed to be adhered to. 
Significant potholes at the Bus Depot needed attention. 

 

• Members stated that the budget allocated to the West 
Marsh Road depot was substantial and asked whether an 
alternative site had been located in order to save money. 

o The Portfolio Holder for Finance, Commercialisation 
and Partnerships stated that Investment in the 
resurfacing of the road within the West Marsh Road 
site was necessary for the operation of the Waste 
vehicles; and investment to upgrade the welfare 
facilities was also necessary. Other investment in 
the depot would be delayed pending the 
identification of a new site.  Some of the larger 
allocations for the depot would therefore be 
removed/adjusted. 

 

• Members referred to the risks associated with appeals 
against rateable values and asked whether the Council still 
carried any risks in this area.  

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development confirmed that all longstanding risks 
had been addressed and specialist legal advice 
would be taken for any individual matters that arose.   

 

• Members stated that they had been reassured by the 
Portfolio Holder for Finance, Commercialisation and 
Partnerships at the 19 January 2022 Full Council meeting 
that improvements to Leisure facilities would be 
investigated, however there was a lack of budget for this 
area within the report. Members were disappointed with the 
facilities offered by the current Leisure Service provider, 
especially the food offer, which had detracted from usage 
of the service. Had any improvements been identified?  

 
 
 
MW, AT  
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 27 January 2022 

 

 

o The Portfolio Holder for Finance, Commercialisation 
and Partnerships stated that the current Leisure 
contract expired in two years and that the following 
work had been ongoing: 

▪ the Interim Deputy Chief Executive 
(Communities) was due to meet with the 
current Leisure service provider to discuss 
improvements; and  

▪ different options were being investigated for 
the future. 

 

• Members queried why the allocation for toilet refurbishment 
had not covered public facilities in the whole of the district.  

o The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development confirmed that the budget 
incorporated all of the toilets in the district which 
was covered through the Repair and Maintenance 
budget rather than the Capital budget.  

 

• Members thanked The Deputy Chief Executive – Corporate 
Development for the presentation and explanation of the 
figures which had been helpful.  

 

• Members thanked the Portfolio Holder for Finance, 
Commercialisation and Partnerships for his attendance. 

 
 
AGREED: 
 

a) That the report, appendices and presentation be noted; 
 

a) That the following recommendations of the Joint 
Performance Monitoring Panel and Policy Development 
Panel be considered by the Cabinet: 

 
i. To lobby for IDB expenditure to be charged as a 

precept. 
ii. To ensure sufficient resources be in place to fulfil 

the Affordable Housing Programme. Recommended 
resources included: internal resources; utilising 
external parties; or through the introduction of 
training programmes such as Apprenticeships. 
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JOINT PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
PANEL AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT 
PANEL - 27 January 2022 

 

 

   

12. ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE 
 URGENT  

 

  

 There were none.   

   

 
 
 
(The meeting ended at 7.25 pm) 
 
(End of minutes) 
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1 

 

 

    

KEY DECISION PLAN 
 

Issued – 11 March 2022 

  

 

Representations in respect of all the matters shown should be sent in writing, at least one week before the date or period the decision 
is likely to be made, to:  

 Democratic Services, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2XE 
Telephone: 01775 764451 Email: demservices@sholland.gov.uk 

 

The Key Decision Plan shows all Key decisions that the Council is likely to make over the next twelve months 
 
The Key Decision Plan is updated on a rolling basis and shows the decisions that will be considered and the date when the decision is 
expected to be made. In accordance with the Council’s Constitution the DECISIONS detailed within this document, unless otherwise 
stated, come into force and may then be implemented on the expiry of a 5 working day call-in period  from the date of publication of 
any decision.   
 
Key decisions are: “A decision which, in relation to an executive function, has a significant effect on communities in two or more 
Wards of the Council and / or is likely to result in the Authority incurring expenditure, generating income or making savings in any 
single financial year above the threshold of £75,000 in respect of revenue expenditure and £180,000 in respect of capital expenditure.” 
 
Significant decisions are: 1. A decision made in connection with setting the Council Tax; 2. A decision to approve any matter relating 
to a Policy or Strategic Plan; 3. Any non-Executive decision which significantly affects the community in two or more wards or electoral 
divisions. Some of the decisions will be recommendations to full Council, particularly if they impact on the Budget and the Policy 
Framework (comprising of statutory plans and strategies) 
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PORTFOLIO 
HOLDER / 
SUBJECT 

PURPOSE OF 
DECISION 

CONSULTEES AND 
METHOD OF 

CONSULTATION 

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS 

LIKELY DATE OF 
DECISION AND WHO 

WILL MAKE DECISION 

OFFICER 
CONTACT 

INFORMATION 

 
2 

 

Portfolio Holder 
for Assets & 
Planning 
(Councillor 
Rodney 
Grocock) 
 
Proposed 
purchase of 
strategic town 
centre asset 
 

To provide information 
on work undertaken on 
the process so far, and 
to make a decision on 
the property's future use 
 

Portfolio Holders 
 
 

Report and any 
relevant 
appendices 

Portfolio Holder for Assets 
& Planning, or Leader  
 
Not before 17th Mar 2022 

Marc Whelan, 
Strategic and 
Operational 
Property 
Manager 
Marc.Whelan@s
holland.gov.uk  

Portfolio Holder 
for HRA & 
Private Sector 
Housing 
(Councillor 
Christine J 
Lawton) 
 
Fire door and 
Compliance 
contract 
 

Fire door replacement 
and associated fire 
compliance works to 
sheltered schemes 
 

Portfolio Holder 
 
 
 

Report and any 
relevant 
appendices 

Assistant Director – 
Housing, or any other 
officer with delegation  
 
Before 31 Mar 2022 

Darren Tyrie, 
Projects 
Surveyor 
dtyrie@sholland.
gov.uk  
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INFORMATION 
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Portfolio Holder 
for 
Environmental 
Services 
(Councillor 
Roger Gambba-
Jones) 
 
Procurement of 
Fuel Supplier 
 

To provide details of the 
preferred supplier for the 
fuel required for South 
Holland District Council 
fleet vehicles 
 

Portfolio Holder 
 
 
 

Report and any 
relevant 
appendices 

Portfolio Holder for 
Environmental Services, or 
Leader  
 
Before 31 Mar 2022 

Charlotte Paine, 
Head of 
Environmental 
and Operational 
Services 
cpaine@sholland
.gov.uk  

Portfolio Holder 
for HRA & 
Private Sector 
Housing 
(Councillor 
Christine J 
Lawton) 
 
Sheltered 
Housing Digital 
Alarm Upgrade 
 

Upgrading of the 
sheltered housing hard 
wired pull cord system 
from an analogue to a 
digital system. 
 

Tenants; Portfolio Holder 
and informal all member 
briefing 
 
 

Report and any 
relevant 
appendices 

Assistant Director – 
Housing, or any other 
officer with delegation  
 
Not before 8th Apr 2022 

Jason King, 
Assistant 
Director - 
Housing 
JasonKing@sholl
and.gov.uk  

Leader (The Lord 
Porter of 
Spalding CBE) 
 
Green Homes 
Grants Delivery 
 

To consider Green 
Homes Grants Delivery 
 

Portfolio Holder 
 
 

Report and any 
relevant 
appendices 

Cabinet 26 Apr 2022 Forrest White, 
Democratic 
Services 
Assistant 
FWhite@shollan
d.gov.uk 
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Leader (The Lord 
Porter of 
Spalding CBE) 
 
Climate Change 
Strategy 
 

To agree the final 
climate change strategy 
following consultation 
 

PDP followed by Cabinet 
and a public consultation 
 
 
 

Report and any 
relevant 
appendices 

Cabinet 26 Apr 2022 Sarah Baker, 
Climate Change 
and Environment 
Manager, 
Sarah.Baker@e-
lindsey.gov.uk  

Portfolio Holder 
for Assets & 
Planning 
(Councillor 
Rodney 
Grocock) 
 
Welland Homes 
Housing Delivery 
Framework 
 

A framework to support 
the delivery of the 
Welland Homes 
business plan. 
 

PDP 
 
Consultation with PDP 
 

Report and any 
relevant 
appendices 

Cabinet 26 Apr 2022, or 
Leader 
 
South Holland District 
Council 11 May 2022 

Caroline Hannon, 
Head of Delivery 
Caroline.Hannon
@sholland.gov.u
k  

Portfolio Holder 
for 
Environmental 
Services 
(Councillor 
Roger Gambba-
Jones) 
 
Environmental 
Services Delivery 
 

To provide an update on 
the Environmental 
Services delivery and 
future options 
 

PFH, SLT, Informal 
Cabinet will be consulted 
prior to Cabinet 
 
 

Report and any 
relevant 
appendices 

Cabinet 26 Apr 2022, or 
Leader 
 
South Holland District 
Council 11 May 2022 

Charlotte Paine, 
Head of 
Environmental 
and Operational 
Services 
cpaine@sholland
.gov.uk  
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*Cabinet Membership 

The Lord Porter of Spalding CBE (Leader) 
Councillor C N Worth (Deputy Leader of the Council) 
Councillor P E Coupland (Deputy Leader of the Cabinet) 
Councillor J Astill (Portfolio Holder 
Councillor A Casson (Portfolio Holder) 
Councillor R Gambba-Jones (Portfolio Holder) 
Councillor R Grocock (Portfolio Holder) 
Councillor C J Lawton (Portfolio Holder) 
Councillor E Sneath (Portfolio Holder) 
Councillor G J Taylor (Portfolio Holder) 

 
 

 
If you have any comments or queries regarding any of the entries in the Key Decision Plan please contact: 

 
Democratic Services, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2XE 

Telephone: 01775 764451 Email: demservices@sholland.gov.uk 
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Council Partnership Policy Theme Policy Title Policy Type

Can Policy be 
influenced 

(flexible 
scope)

Approved Date
Policy Review 

Cycle 
Policy Review 

Date
Policy Status Latest Update Policy Owner Final Approval Panel

SHDC Yes Assets
Asset Management 

Policy
Constitutional Yes 18-Jun-14 5 years 18-Jun-19 Due for review

A new Strategic Asset Management Plan is set to be developed across all partner 
Councils with a view to adoption by South Holland and our two partner Councils in 

Q3 of 2022/23.  The Plan will seek to set out a ‘strategic framework’ for asset 
management for the partnership and will then focus on the key issues and priorities 

for the three sovereign councils; those priorities will be politically shaped and will fed 
into budget processes to ensure that assets are managed, acquired and disposed of 
in the right way and at the right time to create maximum value to our residents and 

to each Council.

Draft plan to come to PDP in September 2022.

Richard Hodgson/Andy 
Fisher

SHDC Yes ICT
ICT Incident 

Management
Non-Statutory Yes 21-Jan-20 Annual 19-Feb-21 Due for review Officer attending March PDP to provide update Jackie Wright (PSPS)

Policy Development 
Panel

SHDC Yes ICT
Employee Access 

Policy
Non-statutory Yes 21-Jan-20 Annual 19-Feb-21 Due for review Officer attending March PDP to provide update Jackie Wright (PSPS)

Policy Development 
Panel

SHDC Yes FOI
Freedom of 

Information Policy
Statutory No 26-Jun-18 3 years 26-Jun-21 Due for review

 
These are policies which (together with the Data Protection Policy) we have 

identified as being suitable for alignment across the Partnership. Work has yet to 
commence on this. As such responsible officer has agreed with PDP to withdraw 

these from PDP’s work programme for the moment and bring them at a later point 
when they have been looked at from a Partnership perspective.

Mark Stinson

SHDC Yes Debt
Corporate Debt 

Policy - Accounting 
Services

Non Statutory Yes 25-Jul-17 3 years 25-Jul-21 In review

We have carried out an internal review of the policy.  Updates will be cosmetic and 
introduce additional information but will not changed the original context of the 

current policy.
The next step will be to agree the policy with S151 and PFH, then to schedule it on 

required meeting(s).

The review of this policy is therefore underway however final approval may not be 
achieved in April

Samantha 
Knowles/Sharon 

Hammond
TBC

SHDC Yes Safeguarding Safeguarding Policy Statutory No 20-Nov-18 3 years 01-Nov-21 In Review
Will be reviewed within the wider strategic partnership and will be brought forward 

to the next PDP
Emily Holmes

SHDC Yes Complaints
Unreasonable 
Behaviour and 

vexatious requests
Non Statutory Yes 21-Nov-17 3 years 21-Nov-21 In Review

 
These are policies which (together with the Data Protection Policy) we have 

identified as being suitable for alignment across the Partnership. Work has yet to 
commence on this. As such responsible officer has agreed with PDP to withdraw 

these from PDP’s work programme for the moment and bring them at a later point 
when they have been looked at from a Partnership perspective.

Mark Stinson

SHDC Yes Information Management
Records 

Management Policy
Non Statutory Yes  3 years 01-Jan-22 In Review Currently under review, looking to bring forward in May/June PDP Kirsty Porter

SHDC Yes HR HR Policy Handbook Non Statutory Yes 18-Jan-21 3 years 18-Jan-22 Approved

All HR Policies will be going through review and alignment across the partnership 
over the next 12 months. This is a substantial piece of work and as the policies come 
forward in batches they will go to PDP.  It is anticipated the first wave will hit PDP the 

meeting after 23 March

Nikki Harding

SHDC Yes ASB
Anti-Social 

Behaviour Policy
Statutory Yes 01-May-19 3 years 01-Mar-22 Approved

The countywide ASB Strategy is being reviewed in light of the Safer Lincolnshire 
Partnership refresh and needs assessment and is currently scheduled to be reviewed 

by November 2022
Dee Bedford

SHDC Housing Strategy
Housing Allocations 
and Letting Policy

Statutory Yes 27-Apr-21 1 years 27-Apr-22 Approved Vikki Cherry Cabinet

SHDC No Licensing Taxi Licensing Policy Non Statutory Yes 01-Jun-19 3 years 01-Jun-22 Approved Donna Hall

SHDC Policy Register
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SHDC Yes Industrial Units
Industrial Units 
Letting Policy

Non Statutory No 27-Oct-20 1 Year 01-Sep-22 Approved

Policy owner provided a verbal update to PDP in November together with an update 
on numbers of units now let on terms consistent with the updated policy and the 

timetable for finalising the outstanding unit leases. The policy has only been in force 
for 14 months and renewals of leases have been managed sensitively given the 

potential impact on businesses as a result of the Covid pandemic.

Andy Fisher

SHDC Licensing
Sexual 

Establishments 
Policy Statement

Non Statutory Yes 06-Sep-17 5 years 06-Sep-22 Approved Donna Hall

SHDC Museum
AHM Collections 

Development Policy
Non Statutory No 01-Nov-20 2 years 01-Nov-22 Approved Julia Knight

SHDC Museum
AHM Collections 

Care and 
Conservation Policy

Non Statutory No 01-Nov-20 2 years 01-Nov-22 Approved Julia Knight

SHDC Yes Environmental
Climate Change 

Strategy 
Non-Statutory Yes 14-Dec-21 1 Year 14-Dec-22 Approved Sarah Baker Cabinet

SHDC Housing Strategy
Housing Tenancy 

Management Policy
Statutory Yes 15-Dec-20 2 Year 15-Dec-22 Approved Vikki Cherry

SHDC No Housing Strategy
Strategic Tenancy 

Policy
Statutory Yes 01-Feb-19 3 years 01-Feb-23 Approved

This policy was taken to PDP previously and updated to reflect the fact that SHDC 
offers introductory to secure tenancies. This should also cover non-secure tenancies. 
As such the policy owner believes the policy exists to allow the council to grant the 

appropriate tenure types.
There have been no changes to the tenancies we offer. Therefore It is suggested we 

re-date the review date to reflect this

Jason King

SHDC No Corporate Strategy Corporate Plan Constitutional Yes 08-Mar-19 1 year 01-Mar-23 Approved
This is a 4 year corporate plan, historically yearly reviews have taken place, but this is 

not required.
James Gilbert

SHDC No Finance Capital Strategy Constitutional Yes 03-Mar-22 1 year 03-Mar-23 Approved
Approved by full council in March 2022 (Annual review as part of budget setting 

Process)
Samantha Knowles Full Council

SHDC Finance
Fees and Charges 

Policy 
Constitutional Yes 03-Mar-22 1 year 03-Mar-23 Approved

Approved by full council in March 2022 (Annual review as part of budget setting 
Process)

Samantha Knowles Full Council

SHDC Finance
Medium Term 

Financial Strategy
Constitutional No 03-Mar-22 1 year 03-Mar-23 Approved

Approved by full council in March 2022 (Annual review as part of budget setting 
Process)

Samantha Knowles Full Council

SHDC Finance

Treasury 
Management 

Strategy (Includes 
Statement and 

Clauses)

Constitutional No 03-Mar-22 1 year 03-Mar-23 Approved
Approved by full council in March 2022 (Annual review as part of budget setting 

Process)
Samantha Knowles Full Council

SHDC Finance
Minimum Revenue 

Provision Policy 
Constitutional No 03-Mar-22 1 year 03-Mar-23 Approved

Approved by full council in March 2022 (Annual review as part of budget setting 
Process)

Samantha Knowles Full Council

SHDC Yes H&S
Health & Safety 

Policy
Statutory No 15-Dec-20 3 years 15-Dec-23 Approved

This has been agreed by PSPS to be a 3 yearly policy review cycle in line with other 
organisations.

Emily Ferrier; Nick 
Kendrick

SHDC Fraud
Counter Fraud and 
Corruption Policy

Non Statutory Yes 11-Mar-21 3 years 01-Mar-24 Approved Faye Haywood Governance and Audit

SHDC Yes Whistleblowing
Whistleblowing 

Policy - Confidential 
Reporting Code

Statutory Yes 11-Mar-21 3 years 01-Mar-24 Approved Faye Haywood Governance and Audit

SHDC Housing Strategy
Empty Homes 

Strategy
Statutory Yes 27-Oct-20 1 year 01-Mar-24 Approved Jason King Cabinet

SHDC Housing Strategy
Housing Assistance 

Policy
Statutory Yes 27-Oct-20 1 year 01-Mar-24 Approved Jason King Cabinet

SHDC Yes Enforcement
Corporate 

Enforcement Policy
Non Statutory Yes 14-Dec-21 3 years 29-May-24 Approved Donna Hall

SHDC Yes DP
Data Protection 

Policy
Statutory No 10-Dec-21 3 years 29-May-24 Approved Kirsty Porter

SHDC Street naming
Street Naming and 
Numbering Policy

Statutory Yes 01-Nov-21 3 years 01-Nov-24 Approved Clinton Bell

SHDC No Licensing
Gambling Policy - 

Statement of 
Principles

Constitutional Yes 14-Dec-21 3 years 28-Nov-24 Approved Donna Hall

SHDC No Licensing
Statement of 

Licensing Policy
Constitutional Yes 07-Jan-21 5 years 07-Jan-26 Approved

The statement of licensing policy has been revised and republished. Not due now 
until Jan 2026

Donna Hall
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BBC ELDC SHDC BBC ELDC SHDC

Asset Management Policy A Fisher Feb-21 Jan-16 Jun-14 Feb-22 Jan-26 Jun-19

Employee Access Policy PSPS ICT May-21 May-21 Jan-20 May-23 May-23 Feb-21 Yes

ICT Incident Management 
Policy

PSPS ICT May-21 May-21 Jan-20 May-23 May-23 Feb-21 Yes

Freedom of Information 
Policy

M Stinson - Jun-19 Jun-18 - Due for review Jun-21 Yes

Corporate Debt Policy - 
Accounting Services

S Knowles - - Jul-17 - - Jul-21 Yes

Unreasonable Behaviour 
and vexatious requests

M Stinson Sep-17 - Nov-17 Due for review - Nov-21 Yes

Safeguarding Policy E Spicer Mar-21 Mar-21 Nov-18 Mar-23 Mar-23 Nov-21 Yes
HR Policy Handbook PSPS HR Under review Under review Jan-21 - - Jan-22 Yes
Information / Records 
Management Policy

M Stinson May-17 - Jan-19 May-20 - Jan-22 Yes

Strategic Tenancy Policy E Spicer Jan-13 Jan-13 Feb-19 Jan-18 Jan-18 Feb-22

Fees and Charges Policy S Knowles Mar-21 Mar-21 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-22 Mar-22

Minimum Revenue 
Provision Policy Statement

S Knowles Mar-21 Mar-21 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-22 Mar-22

Affordable Housing Policy E Spicer - - Jan-19 - - Apr-22

Housing Allocations Policy E Spicer May-21 Jun-21 Apr-21 May-23 Jun-23 Apr-22

Anti-Social Behaviour Policy E Spicer May-19 May-19 May-19 May-22 May-22 May-22 Yes

Taxi Licensing Policy C Allen - Apr-21 Jun-19 Under review - Jun-22
Sexual Establishments 
Policy Statement

C Allen Nov-11 Apr-19 Sep-17 - Apr-25 Sep-22

Industrial Units Letting 
Policy

A Fisher - - Oct-20 - - Oct-22

AHM Collections Care and 
Conservation Policy

P Perry Oct-19 - Nov-20 Oct-24 - Nov-22

Housing Tenancy 
Management Policy

E Spicer - - Dec-20 - - Dec-22

Health & Safety Policy C Allen Sep-21 - Dec-20 Sep-24 - Dec-23

Whistleblowing Policy PSPS HR Nov-17 Jan-16 Mar-21 Due for review Due for review Mar-24 Yes

Counter Fraud and 
Corruption Policy

S Knowles May-18 - Mar-21 Due for review - Mar-24

Empty Homes Strategy E Spicer - Jan-14 Oct-20 - Jan-18 Mar-24
Housing Assistance / 
Homelessness Strategy

E Spicer Oct-19 Jan-17 Oct-20 Oct-21 Jan-21 Mar-24

Data Protection Policy M Stinson May-18 Jul-19 Dec-21 Due for review Jun-20 May-24 Yes

Corporate Enforcement 
Policy

M Gildersleeves Jan-15 Feb-14 Dec-21 Due for review Feb-17 May-24

Policy Approved Policy Review
Policy name Lead

SELCP Policy 
Opportunity 
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Gambling Policy - 
Statement of Principles

C Allen Nov-18 Oct-21 Dec-21
Out for 

consultation
Oct-24 Nov-24

Street Naming and 
Numbering Policy

A Fisher - - Nov-21 - - Nov-24

Statement of Licensing 
Policy

C Allen Nov-20 Sep-20 Jan-21 Nov-25 Sep-25 Jan-26

Social media acceptable use 
policy

J Gilbert Oct-21 Sep-21 - - - - Yes

Customer feedback policy M Stinson Sep-17 Apr-14 - Due for review Due for review - Yes

Waste Enforcement Policy C Allen Jan-21 - - - - -

Local Plan M Gildersleeves Mar-19 Jul-18 - Mar-24 Jul-31 -
RIPA C Allen Sep-21 Sep-21 - Sep-24 Sep-24 -
CCTV policy E Spicer Dec-20 - - Dec-21 - -
Equality Objectives & Equal 
Ops Policy

E Spicer Sep-17 - - Sep-19 - -

Housing Strategy E Spicer Jan-12 Jan-13 - Jan-17 Jan-18 -
Private Sector Housing 
Policy

E Spicer Jun-18 - - - - -

Constitution M Stinson May-19 Jul-21 Jan-18 Under review Under review Under review Yes
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REPORT TO: Policy Development Panel 

DATE: Wednesday 23 March 2022 

SUBJECT: Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy 2022 

PURPOSE: To consider the Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy 2022 to 

establish Street Art in South Holland to provide safe and welcoming 

public spaces for our local communities. 

KEY DECISION 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: 

N/A 

Cllr Gary Taylor, Portfolio Holder for Communities and Facilities 

REPORT OF: 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

John Leach – DCEX - Communities 

Phil Perry – AD Leisure & Culture 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: ALL 

EXEMPT REPORT? NO 

 

SUMMARY 

This report sets out the proposals for the adoption of a new Graffiti and Street Art Management 

Policy to enable street art in the district and in support of the Corporate Plan – A Place of 

Prosperity, Wellbeing and Opportunity for All 2019-2023.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that the Policy Development Panel: 

1. Recommend that the Cabinet approve the Policy and forward to Council for information. 

2. Recommend that authority to approve any final changes and to make future changes to 

the Policy is delegated to the Portfolio Holder for Communities and Facilities. 

3. Note the outcome of the Piloting phase which tested the draft policy and 

4. Approve a review by the Street Art Wall Task Group after 6 months to enable the 

proposed policy to be successfully implemented.  

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 
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The recommendations of this report respond to the public petition presented to Council on the 

24 November 2021 and the overwhelming support indicated by the Members of the Council in 

response to the public petition.   

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

The Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy 2022 has been developed and tested by a PDP 

Task Group and is based on best practice policies in operation across the country and 

internationally.   

 

1. BACKGROUND 

1.1  The Council received a public petition on the 24 November 2021 from Karl Barfoot and 

Adam Sadd requesting the creation of a street art wall in South Holland. Members of the 

Council supported this opportunity and agreed to refer the proposal to the Policy 

Development Panel (PDP) to develop the governance framework to support the 

opportunity for street art in South Holland. 

1.2 The PDP formed a Task Group to explore and develop the governance framework. The Task 

Group met over the period 20 January 2022 to 2 March 2022. 

1.3  The recommended policy as set out in Appendix A follows from the detailed work of the 

Task Group on behalf of PDP. 

2. CORPORATE PLAN PRIORITIES 

2.1  The Corporate Plan – A Place of Prosperity, Wellbeing and Opportunity for All includes a 
number of priorities which will be supported by the proposed Policy as shown in Table 1. 

 
 Table 1 – Corporate Priorities 
 

Corporate Priorities 

We will… 
 

• Lead, enable and embed the provision of a range of improved local community, 
cultural and art facilities that support the enhanced wellbeing of South Holland’s 
communities. 

• Work together with partners, businesses and local communities to re-establish the 
Pride in South Holland programme to improve the quality of public spaces to be 
cleaner, greener and safer. 

• Support Spalding and Holbeach to be attractive places that people want to visit, live 
and work while supporting all other towns and villages in the district to meet the 
needs of their communities. 

 
3. GRAFFITTI AND STREET ART MANAGEMENT POLICY 2022 

3.1  The proposed policy is set out in Appendix A. 
 
3.2 The proposed policy contains the following key elements as outline in Table 2. 
  
 Table 2 – Policy Content and Structure 
 

Policy Content and Structure Page 32



Introduction • Corporate Plan  

• Legal responsibilities 

• Aims of the policy 

Definitions • Definitions for Street Art and Graffiti 

Responsibilities • Role of the Council in relation to Graffiti management 

Graffiti Management 
Prevention 

• How the Council supports the prevention of graffiti 

Graffiti Management 
Removal 

• Considerations for the removal of graffiti 

Graffiti Management 
Enforcement 

• The powers available to the Council 

Graffiti Management 
Collaboration 

• The Council’s commitment to collaborative working 

Legal Street Art • Key considerations for the approval of legal street art 

Approval • The process for approving legal street art 

 
4. PILOTING OF THE POLICY 

4.1 The proposed policy has been piloted to test the following overall steps within the policy. 

o Step 1 - Application for Street Art proposal to South Holland District Council 

o Step 2 - Consultation with local community, Ward Members and the Parish or Town 

Council 

o Step 3 - Approval or Rejection 

o Step 4 - Street Art work to be carried out with approval 

4.2 The Task Group reviewed a number of potential site opportunities to pilot and test the 

policy. The Castle Sports Complex was chosen as the pilot opportunity site to test the policy 

and work with the Street Artists who presented the original public petition to Council.   

4.3 The pilot process for the policy was planned as follows: 

o Step 1 – Task Group agrees the pilot locations at their meeting with the artists on 17 

February 

o Step 2 – Boards put up at the 2 locations for art to be produced on 

o Step 3 – Pilot locations and art ideas presented to Spalding Town Forum on 22 

March  

o Step 4 – Policy and pilot locations presented to Policy Development Panel on 23 

March 

o Step 5 – Results of pilot and the policy presented to Cabinet on 26 April and then 

Council on 11 May 

4.4 Appendix B contains images of the street art at the Castle Sports Complex guided by the 

proposed policy. 

5. CONCLUSION 

5.1 The proposed policy has been developed and tested in support of the Council’s response to 
the public petition. It is recommended that the policy be adopted by Council to support 
street art in South Holland.  
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6. EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

6.1 There is opportunity for the S&ELCP to adopt this policy across the sub-region and enable 
Street Artist to work with the Partnership. 

 
7. IMPLICATIONS 

8. SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCILS PARTNERSHIP 

8.1 There is opportunity for the S&ELCP to adopt this policy across the sub-region and enable 
Street Artist to work with the Partnership.  

 
9. CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

9.1 The proposed policy supports at number of the Corporate Plan priorities as set out in the 
main body of the report.  

 
10. STAFFING 

10.1 There are no staffing implications resulting from the recommendations of this report.   
 
10.2 The policy will naturally be co-ordinated by the Leisure & Culture Division of the 

Communities Directorate for the S&ELCP in liaison with the other key divisions within the 
Directorate.  

 
11. CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

11.1 South Holland District Council has various statutory powers under which it can enforce 
against illegal graffiti – including as a landowner and under its enforcement powers. As a 
landowner the Council can also choose to permit street art. 

 
11.2 The proposed policy does not form part of the Policy Framework of the Council and is 

therefore an executive function to be determined by the Leader, Portfolio Holder or 
Cabinet.  

 
12. DATA PROTECTION 

12.1 The Partnership shares information and data and suitable data protection arrangements for 
the Partnership have been established. 

 
13. FINANCIAL 

13.1 The proposals can be contained within existing budgets.  
 
14. RISK MANAGEMENT 

14.1 The are no additional risk arising from this report.  
 
15. STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

15.1 This policy has been developed by a Task Group of the PDP, engagement has taken place 
with the Portfolio Holder. 

 
15.2 Consultation has taken place with relevant local communities as part of the piloting of the 

policy at the pilot site of the Castle Sports Complex.  Page 34



 
16. REPUTATION 

16.1 The management and governance of street art is key to the successful introduction of 
street art in South Holland. The policy has been developed with this in mind. The policy also 
includes clarity in relation to Graffiti Management.  

 
17. CONTRACTS 

17.1 None.  
 
18. CRIME AND DISORDER 

18.1 The proposals contained within this report will improve the overall street scene and 
environment for our local places on behalf of our local communities. It is recognised that 
the policy will support the reduction of crime and disorder.  

 
19. EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

19.1  None 
 
20. HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

20.1 None.  
 
21. CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

21.1 None.  
  
22. ACRONYMS 

22.1 None 
 

APPENDICES 
 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy 2022 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

Background papers used in the production of this report are listed below: - 

Document title Where the document can be viewed 

Council 24 November 2021 Minutes https://democracy.sholland.gov.uk/ieListDocument

s.aspx?CId=119&MId=2902&Ver=4 
 

REPORT APPROVAL  
 

Report author: Phil Perry, AD – Leisure & Communities 

Signed off by: John Leach, DCEX – Communities 

Approved for publication: YES 
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South Holland District Council 

Corporate Plan - A Place of Prosperity, Wellbeing and Opportunity for All 

We will… 

Lead, enable and embed the provision of a range of improved local community, cultural and art facilities 

that support the enhanced wellbeing of South Holland’s communities. 

Work together with partners, businesses and local communities to re-establish the Pride in South 

Holland programme to improve the quality of public spaces to be cleaner, greener and safer. 

Support Spalding and Holbeach to be attractive places that people want to visit, live and work while 

supporting all other towns and villages in the district to meet the needs of their communities. 
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Disclaimer 

This report is provided for information and it does not purport to be complete. While care has been taken to 

ensure the content in the report is accurate, we cannot guarantee it is without flaw of any kind. There may be 

errors and omissions or it may not be wholly appropriate for your particular purposes. In addition, the 

publication is a snapshot in time based on historic information which is liable to change. South Holland 

District Council accepts no responsibility and disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequence 

which may arise from you relying on any information contained in this report. 
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Introduction 

South Holland District Council is committed to providing safe and welcoming public spaces and supporting 

its artists and broader creative community.  

South Holland District Council’s approach towards graffiti management is to remove illegal graffiti and street 

art quickly and support legal street art. 

South Holland District Council recognises the adverse impact graffiti can have on the public and visitor 

perception. The Council is committed to tackling unwanted, illegal and antisocial graffiti, whilst taking a 

balanced view on street art.  

This policy supports the priorities of the Council as set out in the Corporate Plan 2019-2023 

Corporate Plan - A Place of Prosperity, Wellbeing and Opportunity for All 2019-2023 

We will… 

Lead, enable and embed the provision of a range of improved local community, cultural and art 

facilities that support the enhanced wellbeing of South Holland’s communities. 

Work together with partners, businesses, and local communities to re-establish the Pride in 

South Holland programme to improve the quality of public spaces to be cleaner, greener and 

safer. 

Support Spalding and Holbeach to be attractive places that people want to visit, live and work 

while supporting all other towns and villages in the district to meet the needs of their 

communities. 

The policy sets out clear principles for addressing graffiti and street art. Where either of these is unwanted 

and appears without consent, this will be viewed as an interference with the property owner’s rights and as 

such the person has committed a criminal offence under the Criminal Damage Act 1971. 

 

The Council also has a power under section 43 of the Anti-social Behaviour Act 2003 as amended by the 

Clean Neighbourhoods & Environment Act 2005 to deal with graffiti offences and to enforce removal of 

graffiti from private property where required. 

 

Graffiti and street art can have a detrimental impact on the local environment and people’s quality of life 

when it is offensive. According to DEFRA guidance, offensive graffiti applies where it is racially offensive, 

hostile to a religious or belief group, sexually offensive, homophobic, depicts a sexual or violent act or is 

defamatory. 

 

The aim of Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy 2022 is to deliver best practice graffiti management 

across our district, taking into consideration South Holland’s unique environment of being a Council firmly 

rooted in our rural community.  

This policy is the first Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy on behalf of the local communities we are 

here to serve.  
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Definitions 

The Department of Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) defines graffiti as “any informal or illegal marks, 

drawings or paintings that have been deliberately made by a person or persons on any physical element 

comprising the outdoor environment, with a view to communicating some message or symbol etc. to others”. 

 

This policy defines Street art and Graffiti as: 

Street art: “Any work of art on building facades or infrastructure with permission that complements 

the public space in which it is situated”. “Such a work will not detract, defame or depreciate the area. 

It could be a painting, land art, sculpture, etc.”  

Graffiti: “Defacement of a building facades or infrastructure without permission by use of paint or 

another form of marker. This is always a form of criminal damage.” 

Responsibilities 

South Holland District Council does not consent to any painting, writing, soiling, marking or other defacement 

on its property including footways without its prior express permission being obtained.  

Where graffiti is found on council owned properties or street furniture the graffiti will be removed.  

In addition the Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 confers power on the Council to secure the removal of graffiti 

from private property. Enforcement action can be taken, even where the owner does not object to it 

remaining on their property.  

In these circumstances the Council reserves the right to take formal action against the owner to secure 

removal and if the owner does nothing, then the Council may enter the land, clear or otherwise remedy the 

graffiti and recover the costs from the owner.  

Subject to funding and the size/scale and positioning of the graffiti the Council may provide a free first time 

graffiti removal service to owners/occupiers of properties. This removal work would take place in agreement 

with and approval of the owner and in some more difficult cases the owner of the property may be required 

to contribute to the cost of removal and or the cost of anti-graffiti coatings. The Council would only provide 

this service where appropriate insurance arrangements were established. 

Where graffiti is on a building of historic interest careful consideration will be taken in relation to the removal 

of such graffiti including where appropriate the use of specialist contractors. Such graffiti will be regarded as 

a heritage crime, in accordance with historic England’s recommendations, and will be reported to the Police.  

Where graffiti is visible from the public areas, is considered accessible and deemed to be offensive removal 

will take place within 24 hours where possible. Where the graffiti is on private property the Council will 

require the owner to remove, or organise the removal, of the graffiti in 48 hours where possible.  

Graffiti Management 

South Holland District Council employ various interventions to manage graffiti in the district. The approach 

towards management is outlined below. Individual actions are subject to Council budget provisions. 
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Prevention 

South Holland District Council will continue to work with residents and groups in creating alternative 

diversions to graffiti problems (e.g repeated tagging), examples of diversions include initiatives such as 

community clean ups and graffiti prevention schemes.  

Prevention of illegal graffiti and street art is the most effective graffiti management approach.  

South Holland District Council supports prevention in the following ways: 

• Creating a ‘pride of place’ with our local communities.  

• Raising awareness including the provision of community based educational engagement. 

• Creating temporary walls for street artists to show their talents to our local communities.  

• Providing the opportunity for street art at a number of locations within the district. 

• Utilising anti-graffiti chemicals where repeat instances of graffiti are known. 

• Enforcement action. 

• Removing graffiti within the timescales set out by this policy. 

Removal 

South Holland District Council provides a graffiti removal service to residents and businesses to help 

manage illegal graffiti on their property and maintain the amenity of the district. Consent is required from 

property owners or occupiers to remove graffiti from private property. The following are taken into 

consideration when removing graffiti: 

• Location of the graffiti e.g. schools, shopping areas and sport areas. 

• Nature and offensiveness of the graffiti. 

• Material the graffiti is situated on. 

• Ownership of the asset. 

Enforcement 

The policy sets out clear principles for addressing graffiti and street art.  

 

Where either of these is unwanted and appears without consent, this will be viewed as an interference with 

the property owner’s rights and as such the person has committed a criminal offence under the Criminal 

Damage Act 1971. 

 

The Council also has a power under section 43 of the Anti-social Behaviour Act 2003 as amended by the 

Clean Neighbourhoods & Environment Act 2005 to deal with graffiti offences and to enforce removal of 

graffiti from private property where required. 
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Collaboration 

Within the district there are many private and public organisations that own and maintain buildings, 

infrastructure and assets. A collaborative approach between organisations is required to achieve the most 

effective graffiti management outcomes across South Holland. 

South Holland District Council is committed to collaborating with organisations to provide a consistent 

approach towards graffiti management across all buildings and infrastructure located within the district.  

 

The sharing of data between all organisations strengthens consistency of graffiti management across the 

district. 

Legal Street Art 

South Holland District Council recognises the importance of legal street art in contributing to a vibrant local 

community. Street art can enhance the appearance and amenity of public spaces in the district that people 

can visit and enjoy. 

In recognition of this the Council accepts that properly authorised and appropriate street art may be 

recognised and supported subject to meeting acceptance criteria within this policy and not being a detriment 

to the local environmental quality for our local residents.  

If a property owner wishes to apply an artwork to their property they must inform the Council at the earliest 

opportunity. Where graffiti has already been applied to a property but the owner of the property considers the 

graffiti to be street art the property owner must notify the Council that they would like to keep the work. In 

both circumstances a decision not to remove the work will be based upon a test of whether the street art or 

graffiti are considered to be detrimental to the local environment and enjoyment of the location by users and 

therefore the final decision will rest with the Council at all times.  

The list below highlights key considerations:  

• Can the Street Art/Graffiti be seen from areas the public are entitled to frequent? 

• Is the “Street Art” offensive in its nature, gang related, racially, politically or religiously aggravating, 

insulting and against public interest? 

• Are the images considered to be contextually detrimental including but not limited to: Encouraging to 

illegal graffiti proliferation, inappropriate for the location e.g. near schools, out of keeping with 

surrounding area? 

• Saturation (Consideration of the number of images already present in the area)? 

• Complaints? 

• Other policies likely to be infringed? 

• Explicit Images?  

• Intimidating? 

• Libellous or potentially libellous statements? 

• In a conservation area? 

• On a listed building? 

• Tag’s?  
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This list is not exhaustive and adequate exploration of the detriment question is critical to provide the Council 

with a clear considered rationale for any decision especially where conflicting opinions between 

owner/occupier, the Council and the local community exist.  

This is a matter of judgment for the decision taker (see following section), acting reasonably and having due 

regard to national guidance and to this policy.  

There is no obligation on the Council to consult in connection with the exercise of its Graffiti removal powers 

and in most cases it will not be in the public interest for it to do so. 

The Council reserves the right to remove any street art at any time.  

Approval 

There may be occasions when it is difficult to make a clear decision whether a piece is street art and for this 

reason the following approval process support this policy.  

• If South Holland District Council owns the land on which the street art is to be completed, application 

should be made to Assistant Director – Leisure & Culture who will nominate a contact officer for the 

project. The application should state the proposed location of the work, the nature and duration of 

the project and the persons or body responsible for carrying it out. The contact officer will also offer 

advice on the policy as required. You can contact Leisure & Culture by email 

[Phil.Perry@boston.gov.uk] 

• The contact officer will notify the following:  

o The Neighbourhoods team who will in turn notify the local parish, town council or Spalding 

Town Forum and the relevant South Holland District Council Ward Members.  

o The Senior Planning Officer 

o The Head of Community Safety  

 

• In the case of land owned privately or by other agencies, South Holland District Council cannot insist 

upon compliance with this policy statement, although such compliance will be encouraged. In this 

case the owner of the land would be invited to co-operate with the contact officer throughout the 

process.  

• The local community, Ward Members and the relevant Parish, Town Council or Spalding Town 

Forum must be consulted prior to any work being done under this policy. Consultation need not be 

laborious. It is designed to ensure that the community has an opportunity to “own” the project as far 

as possible.  

• At a minimum, residents in the immediate vicinity or within sight of the proposed project should be 

contacted, and as far as possible their opinions should be taken on board. It will be the responsibility 

of the applicant to carry out the consultation, although assistance may be given by the contact officer 

in conjunction with Neighbourhoods team and the relevant Parish, Town Council or Spalding Town 

Forum. Evidence of the consultation and its result must be provided at the request of the contact 

officer. 

• Local people should be engaged as fully as possible in the street art project. This could, for instance, 

involve them working in a group with a specific artist in order to design and complete the project. It 

will be the responsibility of the applicant to involve local people in the project, although the contact 

officer may offer advice and assistance when appropriate.  
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• The work of art should be designed by a recognised artist(s) to be attractive and a positive addition 

to the locality. Its design should minimise the risk of attracting offensive material and must not glorify 

or promote tagging. The work may be signed by the artists.  

• Before the work can be carried out, the design should be approved by the contact officer in 

conjunction with other stakeholders. These stakeholders will be the Assistant Director – General 

Fund Assets representing the owner of the land, the relevant Parish, Town Council or Spalding 

Town Forum or those delegated to act on their behalf. This is not intended to be a laborious process 

and nor should it stifle creativity. The purpose is to ensure that the policy works well.  

• The Applicant may prepare the surface in advance and may treat the completed art work with an 

anti-graffiti coating.  

• The work is unlikely to be permanent. In time it may be painted over or renewed according to the 

needs of the next generation of young people or local residents and businesses.  

• Requests for decommissioning should be handled in the same way as applications for producing 

works of art. Initial referrals should be made to the Assistant Director – Leisure & Culture who will 

follow this policy document. 

Key Steps 

The following key steps provide an overview of this policy in relation to Street Art: 

Step 1 - Application for Street Art proposal to South Holland District Council 

Step 2 – Consultation with local community, Ward Members and the Parish/Town Council or Spalding Town 

Forum 

Step 3 – Approval or Rejection 

Step 4 – Street Art to be carried out with approval 
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REPORT TO: Policy Development Panel 

DATE: 23 March 2022 

SUBJECT: 

PURPOSE:  

Officer and Member ICT Policies 

To seek Policy Development Panel’s views on the proposed ICT 

Policies for Officers and Members  

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Councillor Jim Astill, Portfolio Holder – Corporate and 

Communications 

REPORT OF: 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

James Gilbert, Assistant Director - Corporate 

James Gilbert, Assistant Director - Corporate 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: N/a 

EXEMPT No 

 

SUMMARY 

ICT policies require regular review to ensure they reflect best practice and take into account 

technological advances, user requirements and security threats. 

The ICT policies at SHDC were last refreshed in 2016 so the proposed policies represent a 

complete review and update.  The opportunity has been taken to seek alignment in officer 

policies across the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership; with some variation for 

Councillor policy based on local requirements by this Council. 

The Policies have been developed by Public Sector Partnership Services, as the Council’s ICT 

provider.   Councillor ICT Working Group is meeting to consider the policies and their feedback 

will be provided at the Policy Development Panel meeting. 

The policies will require approval at Cabinet following consideration by the Policy Development 

Panel. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

• That the Panel considers the Policies and provides feedback and comments for Cabinet 

to consider. 
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REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

• To ensure the Panel has the opportunity to input into the final policy set prior to 

consideration by Cabinet. 

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

• None.  The existing ICT Policy set requires review. 

 

1. REPORT 

 

1.1.  SHDC’s ICT Policies are due for refresh.  The policies were last refreshed in 2016 and since 
that time the ICT landscape has changed, meaning the policies need to be updated to 
reflect the latest technological advances, user requirements and security threats. 
 

1.2. When the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership formed it identified an 
opportunity to align several areas of Policy across the Partnership.  An early opportunity 
has been identified to align ICT Policy for Officers at each of the three Partnership Councils 
in recognition that each of the Councils already share several officers.   
  

1.3. Whilst the aspects of the policies that are relevant to Officers would be aligned across the 
three Partnership Councils, the specific Member aspects of the policies will be reviewed by 
the SHDC Councillor ICT Working Group with a view to ensuring they meet the needs and 
requirements of Councillors.  Feedback from the Working Group will be provided at the 
Policy Development Panel meeting. 

 

1.4. Aligning Officer ICT Policy across the Partnership also supports the Councils in the delivery 
of services, particularly as in the future the Councils may look to source single ICT 
platforms across services. 
 

1.5. In reviewing the ICT policies, PSPS has sought to ensure that Officers and Councillors have 
maximum flexibility but within a framework that protects the Council’s ICT infrastructure 
and systems and the data it holds. 
 

1.6. At present there are 14 ICT Policies in South Holland District Council’s ICT policy set.  
Through the work to review the policies it is proposed that a number of these policies are 
amalgamated where there is commonality, and it makes sense to do so. 
 

1.7. The policies appended to this report are: 

 

Appendix Policy Name Policy Purpose 

Appendix A Employee & Member 
Access Policy 

To provide guidance on the safe and 
approved ICT use across the Authority for 
Officers and Members. 

Appendix B Removable Media Policy To provide guidance on the use of 
removable media. 
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Appendix C Remote Working Policy To provide guidance on the safe and 
approved remote working technologies 
across the Authority for Officers. 

Appendix D Third Party Access Policy To provide Officers with guidance to ensure 
the safe and compliant connectivity of third 
party suppliers to the corporate network. 

Appendix E Systems Acquisition, 
Development & 
Deployment Policy 

To provide Officers with guidance to ensure 
the effective procurement, development 
and deployment of software into the 
corporate network. 

 

EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

Consistency in ICT Policy across the Partnership workforces is important particularly as officer 
teams work more closely together.  In the future the Councils may also source single ICT systems to 
support the delivery of services and common ICT policies facilitate this. 
 
IMPLICATIONS 
 
SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL’S PARTNERSHIP 

As identified in ‘Expected benefits to the Partnership’. 

CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

N/a 

STAFFING 

The Policies will have a direct impact on the management of the workforce and ICT system. The 

Policies developed are in line with IT best practice and security requirements, whilst also seeking to 

ensure flexibility for users. 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

These policies fall outside of the Policy Framework of the Council and approval is an executive 

function. The policies will therefore be presented to Cabinet for approval. 

DATA PROTECTION 

ICT Policies form part of our key controls in ensuring safe storage and use of data, which includes 

personal data protected by data protection legislation. Taken together with other measures (such 

as site security, staff training, and so on) they form part of our technical and organisational 

measures required for compliance with UK GDPR. 

FINANCIAL 

The financial implications of any system upgrades that may be required will be considered and 
budgeted for at that time. 
 
RISK MANAGEMENT 

Adoption of suitable policies on the use of ICT is a key means of managing the risk of issues such as 

data loss, inappropriate access to data, and maintenance of key services that are heavily 
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dependent upon technology.  A risk register is in place in relation to ICT and this is monitored via 

the ICT Strategy Board. 

STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

Consultation will take place with the Councillor ICT Working Group. 

REPUTATION 

Having robust ICT policies, with a strong focus on protecting the integrity and security of data is 

important to the reputation of the Council, which is entrusted with sensitive client information to 

enable the delivery of its services. 

 

CONTRACTS 

None 

 

CRIME AND DISORDER 

None 

 

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

None 

 

HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

None 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

None 

ACRONYMS 

PSPS – Public Sector Partnership Services 

APPENDICES 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

Appendix A Employee & Member Access Policy 

Appendix B Removable Media Policy 

Appendix C Remote Working Policy 

Appendix D Third Party Access Policy 

Appendix E Systems Acquisition, Development & Deployment Policy 
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BACKGROUND PAPERS 

Background papers used in the production of this report are listed below: - 

Document title Where the document can be viewed 

N/a  

 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 

Name of body Date 

N/a  

 

REPORT APPROVAL  

Report author: James Gilbert, Assistant Director - Corporate 

Signed off by: Christine Marshall, Deputy Chief Executive – 

Corporate Development 

Approved for publication: Councillor Jim Astill, Portfolio Holder – Corporate 

and Communications 
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1. Policy Aim 

The aim of this Policy is to define the mechanisms and roles through which the 
Organisation will demonstrate accountability and compliance with regards to 
ensuring its staff and Members are authorised and trained before accessing the ICT 
systems.  It will define the acceptable usage of the ICT infrastructure/equipment and 
offer advice and guidance for password and credential management thus ensuring 
the continued confidentiality, integrity and availability of the Organisation’s data. 

It will also provide employees and Members with clear guidance in the acceptable 
and appropriate use of the Organisation’s ICT equipment and services. 

 

Responsible Head of ICT & Digital 

Accountable Chief Executive (PSPS), Assistant Director (ELDC/BBC/SHDC) 
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Consulted Data Protection Officers, ICT Security Lead, Members Working Groups 

Informed Employees/Members 

 

2. Introduction  

This is a joint Employee/Members Access Policy.  Where “The Organisation” is 
referenced, this refers to either Public Sector Partnership Services or its Client 
Council’s South Holland District Council, East Lindsey District Council or Boston 
Borough Council. 

The Organisation’s intentions for publishing this Employee/Members Access Policy 
is not to impose restrictions that are contrary to the Organisation’s established 
culture of openness, trust and integrity. We are committed to protecting the 
Organisation and its employees and partners from illegal or damaging actions by 
individuals, either knowingly or unknowingly. 

In accordance with industry ‘best practices’ and to comply with compliance 
regulations, the Organisation has prepared various Information Security policies and 
procedures which are intended to protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability 
(CIA) of their critical client data and their computing resources.  

The purpose of this policy is to outline the acceptable use of computer equipment at 
the Organisation.  It applies to the use of information, electronic and computing 
devices, and network resources to conduct the Organisation’s business or interact 
with internal networks and business systems, whether owned or leased by the 
Organisation, the employee, or a third party.  It establishes the principles and 
working practices that are to be adopted by all users for ensuring the ICT systems 
are used in a manner than preserves security and integrity. 

Computer and telephony resources include, but are not restricted to, the following: 

• Desktop computers 

• Portable laptop computers 

• Tablets (such as iPad) 

• Terminals 

• Smart phones 

• Printers 

• Network equipment 

• Telecommunications facilities 

The Organisation holds large amounts of personal and classified information.  
Information security is very important to help protect the interests and confidentiality 
of the Organisation and its customers.  Information security cannot be achieved by 
technical means alone.  Information security must also be enforced and applied by 
people, and this policy addresses security issues related to people. 
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The procedures accompanying this policy are split into 3 key stages of a Employee’s 
access to information or information systems used to deliver the Organisation’s 
business: 

a) Pre-system access - checks must be made to ensure that the individual is 
suitable to allow access to information systems, these might include pre-
employment checks, DBS check etc. 

b) During system usage - users must be trained and equipped to use systems 
securely and their access must be regularly reviewed to ensure it remains 
appropriate. 

c) Post system access - When a user’s requirement for access to information or 
information systems ends (i.e. when a user terminates their employment with 
the Organisation or changes their role so that access is no longer required) - 
access needs to be removed in a controlled manner. 

 

This policy also applies to third party access to Organisation’s information systems 
(e.g. contractors, service providers, voluntary agencies and partners) in addition to 
the Third Party Access Policy. 

This policy applies to Councillors, employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, 
and other workers at the Organisation, including all personnel affiliated with third 
parties (contractors, service providers and partners). 

This Employee/Members Access Policy forms part of the Information Security 
Framework. 

Access to the Organisation’s Information systems can be revoked if it is found users 
have not reviewed and accepted the relevant Information Security Framework 
policies within 1 month of this policy being released for review. 

 

3. Roles and Responsibilities 

The following roles are those formally defined within the Policy: 

Role Responsibility 

The 
Organisation’s 
Chief Executive 

Supporting Company/Authority compliance with the policy  

 

Senior 
Management 
Team 

Ensuring the policy adheres to statutory legislation & guidance 
and that it is embedded in the workforce and ensuring 
managers and Team Leaders show compliance with the policy 
and it is understood.  

Managers & 
Team Leaders 

Understanding and complying with the policy, ensuring it is 
available to team members, and advising on it. 

All 
Staff/Members 

Understanding and complying with the policy.  
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4. Definition 

The Organisation understands that to reduce the risk of theft, fraud or inappropriate 
use of its information systems, anyone that is given access to Organisation’s 
information systems must: 

• Be suitable for their roles 

• Fully understand their responsibilities for ensuring the security of the 
information 

• Only have access to the information they need 

• Only use the information for the purpose it was obtained 

• Request that this access be removed as soon as it is no longer required. 

 

This policy must therefore be applied prior, during, and after any user’s access to 
information or information systems used to deliver the Organisation’s business. 

Access to Organisation’s information systems will not be permitted until the 
requirements of this policy have been met or if a user is found to be in breach of this 
policy. 
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5. Officers Policy Statement 

Every user must be aware of, and understand, the following policies: 

 

Information Security Framework Overview 

Employee Access Policy 

ICT Incident Management Procedure 

Systems Acquisition, Development and Deployment Policy 

 

In addition, subject specific policies will be applicable where additional ICT 
requirements are required, for example, Remote Working and Removable Media 
Policies. 

 

5.1 Starters & Leavers – Line Manager Responsibility 

5.1.1 Prior to Employment 

The Organisation must ensure that potential users are recruited in line with the 
Organisation’s Recruitment and Selection Policy for the roles they are considered for 
and to reduce the risk of theft, fraud or misuse of information or information systems 
by those users.  

 

5.1.2 Role and Responsibilities 

Decisions on the appropriate level of access to information or information systems 
for a particular user are the responsibility of the appropriate Service Manager. 

Line managers are responsible for ensuring that creation of new users, changes in 
role, and termination of users are notified to the HR/ICT Section in a timely manner, 
using an agreed process.   

Applications for access to ICT services must only be submitted by an authorised 
member of staff. 

The information security responsibilities of users must be defined and documented 
and incorporated into induction processes and contracts of employment.  As a 
minimum this will include: 

• A statement that every user is aware of, and understands, the following 

Council policies: 

• Information Security Framework Overview 

• ICT Employee & Member Access Policy 

• ICT Incident Management Procedure 

• Systems Acquisition, Development and Deployment Policy 
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Access to the Organisation’s Information systems can be revoked if it is found users 
have not reviewed and accepted the relevant Information Security Framework 
policies within 1 month of this policy being released for review. 

 

5.1.3 User Screening 

Background verification checks must be carried out on all potential employee users, 
in accordance with all relevant laws, regulations and ethics.  The level of such 
checks must be appropriate to the business requirements, the classification of the 
information to be accessed, and the risks involved. 

The basic requirements for Organisation employment must be: 

• Minimum of two satisfactory references. 

• Completeness and accuracy check of employee’s application form. 

• Confirmation of claimed academic and professional qualifications. 

• Identity check against a passport or equivalent document that contains a 
photograph. 

 

Users who require access to secured systems, such as Revenue’s and Benefits, 
must be cleared to “Baseline Personnel Security Standard”.  The following 
requirements must be met: 

• Minimum of 2 satisfactory references. 

• Completeness and accuracy check of employee’s application form. 

• Confirmation of claimed academic and professional qualifications. 

• Identity check against a passport or equivalent document that contains a 
photograph.  Identity must be proven through visibility of: 

o A full 10 year passport. 

• Or two from the following list: 
o British driving licence. 
o P45 form. 
o Birth certificate. 
o Proof of residence – i.e. council tax or utility bill. 

• Verification of full employment history for the past 3 years. 

• Verification of nationality and immigration status. 

• Verification of criminal record (unspent convictions only).  

 

DBS checks on the user,for specific roles, must be carried out to an appropriate level 
as demanded by law.   

Where access is to systems processing payment card data, credit checks on the 
user must be carried out to an appropriate level as required by the Payment Card 
Industry Data Security Standards (PCI-DSS). 

All the above requirements for verification checks must be applied to technical 
support and temporary staff that have access to those systems or any copies of the 
contents of those systems (e.g. backup tapes, printouts, test data-sets). 
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5.1.4 Terms and Conditions of Employment 

As part of their contractual obligation employees must agree and sign the terms of 
their employment contract.   

Each employee must sign a confidentiality statement that they understand the nature 
of the information they access, that they will not use the information for unauthorised 
purposes and that they will return or destroy any information or assets when their 
employment terminates. 

 

5.1.5 During Employment 

5.1.5.1 During Continued Employment  

The Organisation must ensure that all users are aware of information security threats 
and concerns, their responsibilities and liabilities, and are equipped to support 
organisational security policy in the course of their work, and to reduce the risk of 
human error.  It is the responsibility of all users to inform ICT should they have any 
concerns relating to security or permissions. 

It is also necessary that user changes in role or business environment are carried 
out in a systematic manner that ensures the continuing security of the information 
systems to which they have access. 

5.1.5.2 Management Responsibilities 

Line managers must notify the appropriate function in a timely manner of any 
changes in a user’s role or business environment, to ensure that the user’s access 
can be changed as appropriate.   

Processes must ensure that access to information systems is extended to include 
new user requirements and also that any access that is no longer needed is 
removed. 

Any changes to user access must be made in a timely manner and be clearly 
communicated to the user. 

Departmental managers must ensure that staff understand and be aware of 
information security threats and their responsibilities in applying appropriate 
Organisation policies.   

5.1.5.3 Information Security Awareness, Education and Training 

All users must receive appropriate information security awareness training and 
regular updates in related statute and organisational policies and procedures as 
appropriate to their role. 

It is the role of managers to ensure that their staff are adequately trained and 
equipped to carry out their role efficiently and securely. 

 

5.1.6 Job Role Changes & Leavers 

5.1.6.1 Secure Termination of Employment 

Termination of employment may be due to resignation, change of role, suspension or 
the end of a contract or project or many other reasons.  The key requirement is that 
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access to Organisational information assets is removed in a timely manner when no 
longer required by the user.   

5.1.6.2 Termination Responsibilities 

Line managers must notify the HR/ICT Section in a timely manner of the impending 
termination or suspension of employment so that their access can be suspended. 

The appropriate system owners will then be notified to ensure access for that user is 
suspended at an appropriate time, taking into account the nature of the termination. 

Responsibilities for notifying changes, performing employment termination or change 
of employment must be clearly defined and assigned.  

 

5.1.6.3 Return of Assets 

Line Managers must ensure that users return all of the organisation’s assets in their 
possession upon termination of their employment, contract or agreement.  This must 
include any copies of information in any format. 

 

5.1.6.4 Removal of Access Rights 

Processes must be implemented to ensure that all access rights of users of 
Organisational information systems shall be removed in a timely manner upon 
termination or suspension of their employment, contract or agreement. 

Processes and responsibilities must be agreed and implemented to enable 
emergency suspension of a user’s access when that access is considered a risk to 
the Organisation or its systems.  

 

5.2 General Use and Ownership 

5.2.1 Information stored on electronic and computing devices remains the 

sole property of the Organisation.  You must ensure through legal or 

technical means that information is protected and you should have an 

understanding of your responsibilities under the statutory legislation. 

5.2.2 You have a responsibility to promptly report the suspected or actual 

theft, loss or unauthorised disclosure of the Organisation’s proprietary 

information in accordance with the ICT Incident Management 

Procedure, Data Protection Policy and the associated Breach 

Management Procedure. 

5.2.3 You have a responsibility to ensure ICT equipment is located in 

suitable physical locations e.g. in a location limiting the risk from 

environmental hazard (such as heat, water, dust etc.) and in a location 

limiting the risk of theft. 

5.2.4 You have a responsibility to ensure any data you are processing is not 

visible by anyone where there exists no business need, for example, 

colleagues, customers, family etc. 
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5.2.5 You have a responsibility to report any suspected or confirmed ICT 

Security events in accordance with the ICT Incident Management 

Procedure. 

5.2.6 Connecting to cloud based services that hold corporate information 

should only be conducted from a corporate device, for example MS365 

5.2.7 You may access, use or share the Organisation’s information only to 

the extent it is authorised and necessary to fulfil your assigned role 

duties. 

5.2.8 Authorised individuals within the Organisation may monitor equipment, 

systems and network traffic at any time, in accordance with the ICT 

Forensics and Audit Policy.  

5.2.9 The Organisation operate a clear desk policy, both home and office 

locations should be clear of personal, confidential, or any information 

relating to clients or citizens at the end of each day.  Work should be 

stored in a secure location. 

5.2.10 The Organisation retains the right to monitor and access use of its data 

and systems/services to ensure continued compliance with this policy. 

5.2.11 The Organisation retains the right to use a performance/productivity 

monitoring system to monitor and report on the ICT usage within the 

Organisation.  Use of such a system will undergo required DPIA and 

DPO approval. 

 

5.3 Security and Information 

5.3.1 System level and user level passwords must comply with the Password 

Management section of this Policy. Providing access to another 

individual, either deliberately or through failure to secure its access, is 

prohibited. 

5.3.2 The connection of non-Organisation owned equipment to the corporate 

network is prohibited.  Guidance should be sought from the ICT 

Department if this is a requirement. 

5.3.3 All computing devices must be secured with an automatic lock set to 10 

minutes or less. In addition you are expected to routinely manually lock 

the screen or log off when the device is unattended, using “Windows 

Key + L” 

5.3.4 Only Organisation owned devices must be connected to the ICT 

network. 

5.3.5 Employees must use extreme caution when opening e-mail 

attachments received from unknown senders. 

5.3.6 Employees must exercise caution with the transmittal of data and must 

not transmit by email or any other method, any file which they know to 

be infected with a virus, malware etc. 
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5.3.7 Employees must not download data or programs of any nature from 

unknown sources. 

5.3.8 Employees must not remove, replace of change configuration settings 

of the anti-virus system on any computer which they use to access the 

ICT facilities. 

5.3.9 Employees must not forward virus warnings other than to the ICT 

Service Desk. 

5.3.10 Employees must report any suspected files to the ICT Service Desk. 

5.3.11 Remote access to the Organisation’s ICT network must be explicitly 

requested through the ICT Service Desk. 

5.3.12 Partners or 3rd party suppliers must not be given details of how to 

access the Organisation’s network without permission from the ICT 

Department. 

5.3.13 It is advised that data should not be saved to the local drive of your end 

user device, doing so will result in data loss in the event of a device 

malfunction. 

5.3.14 Access provision must be made in accordance with the Starters and 

Leavers procedure. 

 

5.4 Email and Communications  

5.4.1 All use of email must be consistent with the Organisation’s values and 

ethos of ethical conduct, safety, compliance with applicable laws and 

proper business practices.  

5.4.2 The Organisation’s/individual email accounts should be used primarily 

for business-related purposes; personal communication is permitted on 

a limited appropriate basis, but non-Organisation’s related commercial 

uses are prohibited. 

5.4.3 All emails that are used to conduct or support official business must be 

sent using a “@e-lindsey.gov.uk”, “@boston.gov.uk”, 

“@oneteamlincs.gov.uk”, “@sholland.gov.uk” or “@pspsl.co.uk” 

address.   

5.4.4 All data contained within an email message or an attachment must be 

secured according to the current company standard. 

5.4.5 Email should be retained only if it qualifies as a business record. Email 

is a business record if there exists a legitimate and ongoing business 

reason to preserve the information contained in the email.  Any email 

that required preserving as such should be held outside of the email 

system. 

5.4.6 Email that is identified as a business record shall be retained according 

to the Organisation’s Record Retention Schedule and/or individual 

Departments Information Asset Registers and in accordance with 

current legal and regulatory requirement.  
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5.4.7 Using a reasonable amount of the Organisation’s resources for 

appropriate personal emails is acceptable during non-working hours or 

breaks, but non-work related email shall be saved in a separate folder 

from work related email.   

5.4.8 Organisation employees shall have no expectation of privacy in 

anything they store, send or receive on the Organisation’s email 

system.  

5.4.9 The legal status of an email message is similar to any other form of 

written communication.  Consequently, any e-mail message sent from 

a facility provided to conduct or support official Organisational business 

should be considered to be an official communication.  All external 

email will carry the official Organisational disclaimer.  A copy is 

available upon request to the Organisation’s ICT Department.   

5.4.10 Email must not be considered to be any less formal than memos or 

letters that are sent out from a particular Service or the Organisation.  

When sending external email, care should be taken not to contain any 

material which would reflect poorly on the Organisation’s reputation or 

its relationship with customers, clients or business partners. 

5.4.11 Whilst respecting the privacy of authorised users, the Organisation 

maintains its legal right, in accordance with current legal and regulatory 

requirements to monitor and audit the use of email by authorised users 

to ensure adherence to this Policy.  Users should be aware that 

deletion of e-mail from individual accounts does not necessarily result 

in permanent deletion from the ICT systems. Where a manager 

suspects that the email facilities are being abused by a user, they 

should contact the ICT Service Desk.   

5.4.12 Access to another employee’s email is strictly forbidden unless the 

employee has given their consent, is the subject of a legitimate 

ongoing investigation or their email needs to be accessed by their line 

manager for specific work purposes whilst they are absent.  If this is 

the case, access will be given on the submission of an ICT Service 

Request submitted by the authorising Officer.  Access to an 

employee’s email account must be absolutely necessary and has to be 

carried out with regard to the rights and freedom of the employee.  

Managers must only open emails which they believe to be relevant.  

5.4.13 It should be noted that email and attachments may need to be 

disclosed in accordance with the ICT Audit & Forensic Computing 

Policy. 

5.4.14 There may be instances where a user will receive unsolicited mass 

junk email or spam.  It is recommended that users delete such 

messages without reading them or replying to them. The Organisation 

employs a sophisticated email filtering solution which should be used to 

block unwanted email as appropriate.  
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5.4.15 When away from the Office or otherwise unable to respond to emails 

for an extended period, users should use the ‘Out of Office’ function to 

ensure that the person initiating an email is aware that the email will 

not be actioned for some time or given an alternative contact point. 

5.4.16 The Organisation’s email service will not process emails in excess of 

60 megabytes. Employees should be aware that not all external 

Internet Service Providers will be able to process email of this size, 

therefore you should check with the intended recipient whether the 

email has been received. 

5.4.17 The Organisation will ensure that email is virus checked at the network 

boundary and at the host, and where appropriate will use two 

functionally independent virus checkers. 

5.4.18 Confidentiality of an email cannot be assured when messages are sent 

over outside networks, such as the Internet, because of the insecure 

nature of the network. 

5.4.19 It should be noted and understood that email is not a guaranteed 

delivery protocol and where guaranteed delivery is a requirement, 

alternate means of information transmission should be utilised. 

5.4.20 Care should be taken when addressing all emails, but particularly 

where they include sensitive or confidential information, to prevent 

accidental transmission to unintended recipients.  Particular care 

should be taken if the email client software auto-completes an email 

address as the user begins typing a name. 

5.4.21 The Organisation supplies desk and/or mobile phones for business 

purposes.  Devices should be used in accordance with this policy. 

 

5.5 Internet & Social Media 

5.5.1 Access to the corporate Internet provision should only be used to 

access anything in pursuance of your work including; access to and/or 

provision of information, research, electronic commerce (e.g. 

purchasing equipment). 

5.5.2 At the discretion of your line manager, and provided it does not 

interfere with your work, the Organisation permits appropriate personal 

use of the Internet in your own time (for example during your lunch-

break or before or after work).  

5.5.3 When using Organisation resources to access and use the Internet, 

users must realise they represent the Organisation. Whenever 

employees state an affiliation to the Organisation, they must also 

clearly indicate that "the opinions expressed are my own and not 

necessarily those of the Organisation".  

5.5.4 Employees accept that the Organisation is not responsible for any 

personal transactions you enter into - for example in respect of the 
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quality, delivery or loss of items ordered.  You must accept 

responsibility for, and keep the Organisation protected against, any 

claims, damages, losses or the like which might arise from your 

transaction - for example in relation to payment for the items or any 

personal injury or damage to property they might cause. 

5.5.5 You should ensure that personal goods and services purchased are 

not delivered to the Organisation’s property.  Rather, they should be 

delivered to your home or other personal address. 

5.5.6 Personal use of the internet will still be subject to the same content 

filtering as applied to corporate internet access and will be subject to 

monitoring and usage reporting.  

5.5.7 All personal usage must be in accordance with this policy.  Your 

computer and any data held on it are the property of the Organisation 

and may be accessed at any time by the Organisation to ensure 

compliance with all its statutory, regulatory and internal policy 

requirements. 

5.5.8 The provision of Internet access is owned by the Organisation and all 

access is recorded, logged and interrogated for the purposes of 

compliance with statutory, regulatory and internal policy requirements. 

5.5.9 Employee access to Social Media for work purposes is with the explicit 

consent of your line manager and will be reviewed on an individual 

basis. 

5.5.10 Employee access to Social Media for personal use is with explicit 

consent of your line manager, and provided it does not interfere with 

your work.  Such requests will be reviewed on an individual basis. 

 

5.6 Unacceptable Use  

The following activities are, in general, prohibited. Employees may be exempted 
from these restrictions during the course of their legitimate job responsibilities by 
a member of the Senior Management Team. 

Under no circumstances is an employee of the Organisation authorised to 
engage in any activity that is illegal under local, British, European or international 
law while utilising Organisation owned resources.  

The lists below are by no means exhaustive, but attempt to provide a framework 
for activities which fall into the category of unacceptable use.  

Any unacceptable use of ICT systems/services will be subject to the 
Organisation’s Disciplinary Policy. 

 

5.6.1 System and Network Activities  

The following activities are strictly prohibited, with no exceptions:  
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5.6.1.1 Violations of the rights of any person or company protected by 

copyright, trade secret, patent or other intellectual property, or 

similar laws or regulations, including, but not limited to, the 

installation or distribution products that are not appropriately 

licensed for use. 

5.6.1.2 Unauthorised copying of copyrighted material including, but not 

limited to, digitisation and distribution of photographs from 

magazines, books or other copyrighted sources, copyrighted music, 

and the installation of any copyrighted software for which the 

Organisation or the end user does not have an active license is 

strictly prohibited.  

5.6.1.3 Unauthorised storing, loading or execution of software which 

has not been purchased in accordance with Organisation 

procurement procedures and in line with the Systems Acquisition 

and Development Policy. 

5.6.1.4 Unauthorised execution of software that has not been the 

subject of formal virus checking procedures. 

5.6.1.5 Accessing data, a server or an account for any purpose other 

than conducting corporate business, even if you have authorised 

access. 

5.6.1.6 Exporting software, technical information, encryption software or 

technology, in violation of international or regional export control 

laws, is illegal. The appropriate management should be consulted 

prior to export of any material that is in question.  

5.6.1.7 Introduction of malicious programs into the network or server 

(e.g., viruses, worms, Trojan horses, e-mail bombs, etc.).  

5.6.1.8 Revealing your account password to others or allowing use of 

your account by others. This includes family and other household 

members when work is being done at home.  

5.6.1.9 Using a corporate computing asset to actively engage in 

procuring or transmitting material that is in violation of UK law 

5.6.1.10 Effecting security breaches or disruptions of network 

communication. Security breaches include, but are not limited to, 

accessing data of which the employee is not an intended recipient 

or logging into a server or account that the employee is not 

expressly authorised to access, unless these duties are within the 

scope of regular duties. For purposes of this section, "disruption" 

includes, but is not limited to, network sniffing, ping flooding, packet 

spoofing, denial of service, and forged routing information for 

malicious purposes.  

5.6.1.11 Executing any form of network monitoring which will intercept 

data not intended for the employee's host, unless this activity is a 

part of the employee's normal job/duty.  
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5.6.1.12 Circumventing user authentication or security of any host, 

network or account.  

5.6.1.13 Using any program/script/command, or sending messages of 

any kind, with the intent to interfere with, or disable, a user's 

terminal session, via any means, locally or via the 

Internet/Intranet/Extranet.  

5.6.1.14 Storing, processing or printing of data for a purpose which is not 

related to the business activity of the Organisation. 

5.6.1.15 Providing information about, or lists of, the Organisation’s 

employees to parties outside of the Organisation. 

5.6.2 Email Activities 

The following activities are strictly prohibited, with no exceptions:  

5.6.2.1 Sending unsolicited email messages, including the sending of 

"junk mail", chain letters or other advertising material to individuals 

who did not specifically request such material (email spam).  

5.6.2.2 The email system shall not to be used for the creation or 

distribution of any disruptive or offensive messages, including 

offensive comments about race, gender, hair colour, disabilities, 

age, sexual orientation, pornography, religious beliefs and practice, 

political beliefs, or national origin. Employees who receive any 

emails with this content from any employee should report the matter 

immediately. 

5.6.2.3 Unauthorised use of email header information.  

5.6.2.4 Solicitation of email for any other email address, other than that 

of the poster's account, with the intent to harass or to collect replies.  

5.6.2.5 Automatically forwarding email to a third party email system.  

Individual messages which are forwarded by the user must not 

contain confidential or personal information.  

5.6.2.6 Non-work email accounts must not be used to conduct or 

support official Organisation business.  Employees must ensure 

that any emails containing sensitive information must be sent from 

an official email address.  Emails that contain sensitive/special 

category data should be contained within a password protected 

document rather than in the text of the email.  All emails that 

represent aspects of official business or administrative 

arrangements are the property of the Organisation and not of any 

individual employee.  

5.6.2.7 The unauthorised transmission to a third party of personal or 

confidential material concerning the activities of the Organisation. 

5.6.2.8 The transmission of material such that this infringes the 

copyright of another person, including intellectual property rights. 
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5.6.2.9 The creation or transmission of material which brings the 

Organisation into disrepute. 

5.6.3 Cloud Storage 

5.6.3.1 Cloud Storage is only to be used to transfer files between 
agreed parties.  Only files that have been added by or for agreed 
third parties must be transferred, no personal use is permitted. 

5.6.3.2 Cloud Storage is not considered a file storage area, files are not 
to be retained.  Once transfer to or from the third party has 
concluded the files should be deleted. 

5.6.3.3 Cloud Storage carries a risk of Virus transmission.  Please 
ensure any files from third parties are expected and as agreed.  Do 
not transfer a file if the third party has not informed you of its arrival, 
always enquire if unsure. 

5.6.3.4 Please do not transfer Official-Sensitive information via Cloud 
Storage.   If you are unsure what type of information is appropriate 
please contact the ICT Department or the DPO. 

 

5.6.4 Telephones (Desk phones, Mobiles & Smart devices) 

The following activities are prohibited:  

5.6.4.1 The use of Organisation resources by Employees to make 

private calls, without authorisation.  Where authorisation has been 

obtained, each employee should keep a record of the private calls 

they make.  Periodic and regular collections should be made. 

Where an itemised telephone bill is available, the actual cost of 

each private call per the bill (plus VAT) should be recharged to the 

relevant employee.  Employees should check the details of the 

itemised bills against their own records of private calls.  Where 

itemised bills are not available, charges based upon the appropriate 

tariff should be applied. 

5.6.4.2 The use of Smart devices (i.e. Smart Phones and Tablets) for 

personal use without explicit consent.  Where the use of Mobile 

data is concerned, the employee agrees to calculate the usage at 

the normal tariff for the day and time of use and repay the 

Organisation. This is in order to be equitable between employees 

and to ensure that it is the Organisation, and not employees who 

use the mobile telephone for private purposes, who benefit from 

contracted data usage that is associated with the Organisation-

owned device.   

5.6.4.3 A limit of Mobile data may be imposed by the Organisation. 

5.6.4.4 The use of a supplied device with mobile data capabilities for 

tethering or as a data hotspot without consent by an appropriate 

Line Manager. 
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5.6.4.5 The use of a mobile phone or smart device for the sharing of 

personal or confidential information. Alternative, more secure 

channels should be used. 

5.6.4.6 The use of personal devices to make and receive calls during 

your working hours of service provision is not explicitly prohibited 

but where possible, these calls should be made during employee’s 

rest breaks. 

5.6.4.7 The use of non-corporate systems for the transition and storage 

of data pertaining to Organisational operation or containing 

sensitive/personal data on Mobile devices 

5.6.5 Desk and workstations 

5.6.5.1 The Organisation has a clear desk policy in place.  Information 

should not be left on desk or workstations either within the place of 

work or at home when unattended and should be removed from 

view if left unsupervised. 

5.6.6 Internet Access 

Access to the following categories of websites is strictly prohibited and 
technically controlled: 

• Illegal 

• Pornographic 

• Violence 

• Hate and discrimination 

• Offensive 

• Weapons 

• Hacking 

• Web chat 

• Gambling 

• Dating 

• Games 

• Webmail 

Should you require access to a resource which is currently prohibited, access 
will be reviewed on an individual basis subject to the receipt of a signed 
business case. 

Except where it is strictly and necessarily required for your work, for example 
ICT audit activity or other investigation, you must not: 

5.6.6.1 Create, download, upload, display or access knowingly, sites 

that contain pornography or other “unsuitable” material that might 

be deemed illegal, obscene or offensive. 

5.6.6.2 Subscribe to, enter or use peer-to-peer networks or install 

software that allows sharing of music, video or image files 
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5.6.6.3 Subscribe to, enter or utilise real time chat facilities such as chat 

rooms, text messenger or pager programs.  

5.6.6.4 Subscribe to, enter or use online gaming or betting sites. 

5.6.6.5 Subscribe to or enter “money making” sites or enter or use 

“money making” programs. Run a private business. 

5.6.6.6 Download any software that does not comply with the System 

Acquisition, Development and Deployment Policy. 

5.6.6.7 Attempt to bypass the Organisation’s Proxy system. 

The above list gives examples of “unsuitable” usage but is neither exclusive 
nor exhaustive.  “Unsuitable” material would include data, images, audio files 
or video files the transmission of which is illegal under British law, and, 
material that is against the rules, essence and spirit of this and other 
Organisation policies. 

 

5.6.7 Social Media 

The use of Social Media by employees, whether using the Organisation’s 
property and systems or personal computer systems, is also subject to the 
terms and restrictions set forth in this Policy. 

5.6.7.1 Employees shall not engage in any Social Media that may harm 

or tarnish the image, reputation and/or goodwill of the Organisation 

and/or any of its employees.  

5.6.7.2 Employees shall not engage in any discriminatory, disparaging, 

defamatory or harassing comments when utilising Social Media or 

otherwise engaging in any conduct prohibited by the Organisation. 

5.6.7.3 Employees may also not attribute personal statements, opinions 

or beliefs to the Organisation when engaged in Social Media. If an 

employee is expressing his or her beliefs and/or opinions, the 

employee may not, expressly or implicitly, represent themselves as 

an employee or representative of the Organisation.   Employees 

assume any and all risk associated with Social Media. 

 

5.7 Password Management 

5.7.1 Password Creation 

5.7.1.1 All user-level and system-level passwords must conform to the 

Password Construction Guidelines below. 

5.7.1.2 Users must not use the same password for Organisation system 

access as for other personal access (for example, personal ISP 

account, internet shopping, bank and so on). 

5.7.2 Password Construction Guidelines 

All passwords should meet or exceed the following guidelines 
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Strong passwords have the following characteristics:  

• Contain at least 12 alphanumeric characters.  

• Contain both upper and lower case letters.  

• Contain at least one number (for example, 0-9).  

• Contain at least one special character (for example,!$%^&*()_+|~-

=\`{}[]:";'<>?,/).  

• A passphrase is more secure than a password e.g. 

imgladmypasswordisagoodone 

• A 3 word phrase is recommended, substituting numbers and special 

characters e.g. I’mGladMyP@ssw0rdIsAS3cure1 

Poor, or weak, passwords have the following characteristics:  

• Can be found in a dictionary, including foreign language, or exist in a 

language slang, dialect, or jargon. 

• Contain personal information such as birthdates, addresses, phone 

numbers, or names of family members, pets, friends, and fantasy 

characters. 

• Contain work-related information such as building names, system 

commands, sites, companies, hardware, or software. 

• Contain number patterns such as aaabbb, qwerty, zyxwvuts, or 

123321. 

• Contain common words spelled backward, or preceded or followed by 

a number (for example, terces, secret1 or 1secret). 

• Are some version of “Welcome123” “Password123” “Changeme123” 

5.7.3 Protecting Passwords 

The following guidelines must be adhered to at all times: 

5.7.3.1 Passwords must not be shared with anyone. All passwords are 

to be treated as sensitive, confidential information. 

5.7.3.2 Do not share passwords with anyone, including assistants, 

secretaries, managers, co-workers while on planned absence from 

work. 

5.7.3.3 Never use the 'remember password' function. 

5.7.3.4 Never write your passwords down or store them where they are 

open to theft. 

5.7.3.5 Passwords must not be inserted into email messages 

5.7.3.6 Passwords must not be revealed over the phone to anyone 

5.7.3.7 Never store your passwords in a computer system without 

encryption. 

5.7.3.8 Do not use any part of your username within the password. 

5.7.3.9 Do not use the same password to access different Organisation 

systems. 
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5.7.3.10 Do not use the same password for systems inside and outside 

of work. 

5.7.4 Changing Passwords 

5.7.4.1 All user-level passwords must be changed at a maximum of 

every 90 days, or whenever a system prompts you to change it.   

5.7.4.2 Default passwords must also be changed immediately.  If you 

become aware, or suspect, that your password has become known 

to someone else, you must change it immediately and report your 

concern to the ICT Service Desk. 

5.7.4.3 Users must not reuse the same password within 20 password 

changes. 

5.7.4.4 Password cracking or guessing may be performed on a periodic 

or random basis by the ICT Team or its chosen security partner. If a 

password is guessed or cracked during one of these scans, the 

user will be required to change it to be in compliance with the 

Password Construction Guidelines. 

5.7.5 System Administration Standards 

All Organisation ICT systems will be configured to enforce the following: 

• Authentication of individual users, not groups of users - i.e. no generic 

accounts. 

• Protection with regards to the retrieval of passwords and security 

details. 

• System access monitoring and logging - at a user level. 

• Role management so that functions can be performed without sharing 

passwords. 

• Password admin processes must be properly controlled, secure and 

auditable. 

• All system-level passwords (for example, root, enable, NT admin, 

application administration accounts, and so on) must be changed at 

least every 90 days. 
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6. Members Policy Statement 

Members must be aware of, and understand, the following policies: 

 

Information Security Framework Overview 

Employee & Members Access Policy 

ICT Incident Management Procedure 

 

In addition, subject specific policies will be applicable where additional ICT 
requirements are required, for example, Remote Working and Removable Media 
Policies. 

 

6.1 New & Departing Members - Member Services Responsibility 

 

6.1.1 General Role and Responsibilities 

Member Services are responsible for ensuring that creation of new and departing 
Members are notified to the HR/ICT Section in a timely manner, using an agreed 
process.   

The information security responsibilities of Members must be defined and 
documented and incorporated into the induction process, as a minimum this will 
include: 

• A statement that every user is aware of, and understands, the following 

Council policies: 

• Information Security Framework Overview 

• ICT Employee & Member Access Policy 

• ICT Incident Management Procedure 

 

Access to the Organisation’s Information systems can be revoked if it is found 
Members have not reviewed and accepted the relevant Information Security 
Framework policies within 1 month of this policy being released for review. 

 

The Organisation must ensure that all Members are aware of information security 
threats and concerns, their responsibilities and liabilities, and are equipped to 
support organisational security policy in the course of their Council work, and to 
reduce the risk of human error.  It is the responsibility of all Members to inform ICT 
should they have any concerns relating to security or permissions. 

6.1.1.1 Information Security Awareness, Education and Training 

All Members will receive information security awareness training at the beginning of 
their 4 year term and as deemed necessary during this period. 
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6.1.2 Departing Members 

It is to be ensured that access to Organisational information assets is removed in a 
timely manner when no longer required by the Member.   

Member Services must notify the HR/ICT Section in a timely manner of the 
impending departure of a Member so that their access can be suspended. 

The appropriate system owners will then be notified to ensure access for that 
Member is suspended at an appropriate time. 

 

6.1.2.1 Return of Assets 

Unless otherwise agreed, Member Services must ensure that Member return all of 
the organisation’s assets in their possession ceasation of their elective period.  This 
must include any copies of information that is not in the Public domain. 

 

6.2 General Use and Ownership 

6.2.1 Organisational information that is outside of the public domain and is 

stored on electronic and computing devices remains the sole property 

of the Organisation.  You must ensure through legal or technical means 

that information is protected and you should have an understanding of 

your responsibilities under the statutory legislation. 

6.2.2 You have a responsibility to promptly report the suspected or actual 

theft, loss or unauthorised disclosure of the Organisation’s proprietary 

information in accordance with the ICT Incident Management 

Procedure, Data Protection Policy and the associated Breach 

Management Procedure. 

6.2.3 You have a responsibility to ensure ICT equipment is located in 

suitable physical locations e.g. in a location limiting the risk from 

environmental hazard (such as heat, water, dust etc.) and in a location 

limiting the risk of theft. 

6.2.4 You have a responsibility to ensure any Organisational data you are 

processing is not visible by anyone where there exists no business 

need, for example, colleagues, customers, family etc. 

6.2.5 You have a responsibility to report any suspected or confirmed ICT 

Security events in accordance with the ICT Incident Management 

Procedure. 

6.2.6 Connecting to cloud based services that hold corporate information 

should only be conducted from a corporate device, for example 

Microsoft 365 

6.2.7 Authorised individuals within the Organisation may monitor equipment, 

systems and network traffic at any time, in accordance with the ICT 

Forensics and Audit Policy.  
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6.2.8 The Organisation retains the right to monitor and access use of its data 

and systems/services to ensure continued compliance with this policy. 

 

6.3 Security and Information 

6.3.1 System level and user level passwords must comply with the Password 

Management section of this Policy. Providing access to another 

individual, either deliberately or through failure to secure its access, is 

prohibited. 

6.3.2 The connection of non-Organisation owned equipment to the corporate 

network is prohibited.  Guidance should be sought from the ICT 

Department if this is a requirement. 

6.3.3 Only Organisation owned devices must be connected to the ICT 

network. 

6.3.4 Members must use extreme caution when opening e-mail attachments 

received from unknown senders. 

6.3.5 Members must exercise caution with the transmittal of data and must 

not transmit by email or any other method, any file which they know to 

be infected with a virus, malware etc. 

6.3.6 Members should seek ICT support before the download of data or 

programs of any nature from unknown sources. 

6.3.7 Members must not remove, replace of change configuration settings of 

the anti-virus system on any computer which they use to access the 

ICT facilities. 

6.3.8 Members must not forward virus warnings other than to the ICT 

Service Desk. 

6.3.9 Members must report any suspected files to the ICT Service Desk. 

6.3.10 It is advised that data should not be saved to the local drive of your end 

user device, doing so will result in data loss in the event of a device 

malfunction. 

 

6.4 Email and Communications  

6.4.1 All use of email must be consistent with the Organisation’s values and 

ethos of ethical conduct, safety, compliance with applicable laws and 

proper business practices.  

6.4.2 The Organisation’s/individual email accounts should be used primarily 

for Council/Ward purposes; personal communication is permitted on a 

appropriate basis, but non-Organisation’s related commercial uses are 

prohibited. 

6.4.3 All emails that are used to conduct or support official business must be 

sent using a “@e-lindsey.gov.uk”, “@boston.gov.uk” or 

“@sholland.gov.uk” address.   
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6.4.4 Email should be retained only if it qualifies as a business record. Email 

is a business record if there exists a legitimate and ongoing business 

reason to preserve the information contained in the email.  Any email 

that required preserving as such should be held outside of the email 

system. 

6.4.5 Email that is identified as a business record shall be retained according 

to the Organisation’s Record Retention Schedule and/or Member 

Information Asset Registers and in accordance with current legal and 

regulatory requirement.  

6.4.6 Members shall have no expectation of privacy in anything they store, 

send or receive on the Organisation’s email system.  

6.4.7 The legal status of an email message is similar to any other form of 

written communication.  Consequently, any e-mail message sent from 

a facility provided to conduct or support official Organisational business 

should be considered to be an official communication.  All external 

email will carry the official Organisational disclaimer.  A copy is 

available upon request to the Organisation’s ICT Department.   

6.4.8 Email must not be considered to be any less formal than memos or 

letters that are sent out from a particular Service or the Organisation.  

When sending external email, care should be taken not to contain any 

material which would reflect poorly on the Organisation’s reputation or 

its relationship with customers, clients or business partners. 

6.4.9 Whilst respecting the privacy of out Members users, the Organisation 

maintains its legal right, in accordance with current legal and regulatory 

requirements to monitor and audit the use of email to ensure 

adherence to this Policy.  Users should be aware that deletion of e-mail 

from individual accounts does not necessarily result in permanent 

deletion from the ICT systems.  

6.4.10 Access to another Members email is strictly forbidden unless the 

Member has given their consent or is the subject of a legitimate 

ongoing investigation.  If this is the case, access will be given on the 

submission of an ICT Service Request submitted by Chief Executive.  

Access to a Members email account must be absolutely necessary and 

has to be carried out with regard to the rights and freedom of the 

Member.   

6.4.11 It should be noted that email and attachments may need to be 

disclosed in accordance with the ICT Audit & Forensic Computing 

Policy. 

6.4.12 There may be instances where a Member will receive unsolicited mass 

junk email or spam.  It is recommended that Members delete such 

messages without reading them or replying to them. The Organisation 

employs a sophisticated email filtering solution which should be used to 

block unwanted email as appropriate.  
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6.4.13 The Organisation’s email service will not process emails in excess of 

60 megabytes. Members should be aware that not all external Internet 

Service Providers will be able to process email of this size, therefore 

you should check with the intended recipient whether the email has 

been received. 

6.4.14 The Organisation will ensure that email is virus checked at the network 

boundary and at the host, and where appropriate will use two 

functionally independent virus checkers. 

6.4.15 Confidentiality of an email cannot be assured when messages are sent 

over outside networks, such as the Internet, because of the insecure 

nature of the network. 

6.4.16 It should be noted and understood that email is not a guaranteed 

delivery protocol and where guaranteed delivery is a requirement, 

alternate means of information transmission should be utilised. 

6.4.17 Care should be taken when addressing all emails, but particularly 

where they include sensitive or confidential information, to prevent 

accidental transmission to unintended recipients.  Particular care 

should be taken if the email client software auto-completes an email 

address as the user begins typing a name. 

 

6.5 Internet & Social Media 

6.5.1 Members accept that the Organisation is not responsible for any 

personal transactions you enter into - for example in respect of the 

quality, delivery or loss of items ordered.  You must accept 

responsibility for, and keep the Organisation protected against, any 

claims, damages, losses or the like which might arise from your 

transaction - for example in relation to payment for the items or any 

personal injury or damage to property they might cause. 

6.5.2 Where using the corporate network, Personal use of the internet will 

still be subject to the same content filtering as applied to corporate 

internet access and will be subject to monitoring and usage reporting.  

6.5.3 Where using the corporate network, the provision of Internet access is 

owned by the Organisation and all access is recorded, logged and 

interrogated for the purposes of compliance with statutory, regulatory 

and internal policy requirements. 

 

6.6 Unacceptable Use  

The following activities are, in general, prohibited.  

Under no circumstances is a Member of the Organisation authorised to engage in 
any activity that is illegal under local, British, European or international law while 
utilising Organisation owned resources.  
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The lists below are by no means exhaustive, but attempt to provide a framework 
for activities which fall into the category of unacceptable use.  

Any unacceptable use of ICT systems/services will be subject to the 
Organisation’s Members Policies. 

 

6.6.1 System and Network Activities  

The following activities are strictly prohibited, with no exceptions:  

6.6.1.1 Violations of the rights of any person or company protected by 

copyright, trade secret, patent or other intellectual property, or 

similar laws or regulations, including, but not limited to, the 

installation or distribution products that are not appropriately 

licensed for use. 

6.6.1.2 Unauthorised copying of copyrighted material including, but not 

limited to, digitisation and distribution of photographs from 

magazines, books or other copyrighted sources, copyrighted music, 

and the installation of any copyrighted software for which the 

Organisation or the end user does not have an active license is 

strictly prohibited.  

6.6.1.3 Exporting software, technical information, encryption software or 

technology, in violation of international or regional export control 

laws, is illegal. The appropriate management should be consulted 

prior to export of any material that is in question.  

6.6.1.4 Introduction of malicious programs into the network or server 

(e.g., viruses, worms, Trojan horses, e-mail bombs, etc.).  

6.6.1.5 Revealing your account password to others or allowing use of 

your account by others. This includes family and other household 

members. 

6.6.1.6 Using a corporate computing asset to actively engage in 

procuring or transmitting material that is in violation of UK law 

6.6.1.7 Effecting security breaches or disruptions of network 

communication. Security breaches include, but are not limited to, 

accessing data of which the Member is not an intended, unless 

these duties are within the scope of regular duties. For purposes of 

this section, "disruption" includes, but is not limited to, network 

sniffing, ping flooding, packet spoofing, denial of service, and forged 

routing information for malicious purposes.  

6.6.1.8 Executing any form of network monitoring which will intercept 

data not intended for the Members host  

6.6.1.9 Circumventing user authentication or security of any host, 

network or account.  
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6.6.2 Email Activities 

The following activities are strictly prohibited, with no exceptions:  

6.6.2.1 Sending unsolicited email messages, including the sending of 

"junk mail", chain letters or other advertising material to individuals 

who did not specifically request such material (email spam).  

6.6.2.2 The email system shall not to be used for the creation or 

distribution of any disruptive or offensive messages, including 

offensive comments about race, gender, hair colour, disabilities, 

age, sexual orientation, pornography, religious beliefs and practice, 

political beliefs, or national origin. Members who receive any emails 

with this content from any employee/Member should report the 

matter immediately. 

6.6.2.3 Unauthorised use of email header information.  

6.6.2.4 Solicitation of email for any other email address, other than that 

of the poster's account, with the intent to harass or to collect replies.  

6.6.2.5 Automatically forwarding email to a third party email system.  

Individual messages which are forwarded by the user must not 

contain information that is not in the public domain.  

6.6.2.6 Non-work email accounts must not be used to conduct or 

support official Organisation business.  Members must ensure that 

any emails containing sensitive information must be sent from an 

official email address.  Emails that contain sensitive/special 

category data should be contained within a password protected 

document rather than in the text of the email.   

6.6.2.7 The unauthorised transmission to a third party of personal or 

confidential material concerning the activities of the Organisation. 

6.6.2.8 The transmission of material such that this infringes the 

copyright of another person, including intellectual property rights. 

6.6.3 Cloud Storage (Excluding Microsoft 365) 

6.6.3.1 Cloud Storage is not considered a file storage area, files are not 
to be retained.  Once transfer to or from the third party has 
concluded the files should be deleted. 

6.6.3.2 Cloud Storage carries a risk of Virus transmission.  Please 
ensure any files from third parties are expected and as agreed.  Do 
not transfer a file if the third party has not informed you of its arrival, 
always enquire if unsure. 

6.6.3.3 Please do not transfer Official-Sensitive information via Cloud 
Storage.   If you are unsure what type of information is appropriate 
please contact the ICT Department or the DPO. 
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6.6.4 Mobile Data 

In addition to the information contained withing this policy statement, the 
following details should be noted:  

6.6.4.1 All members should seek to use WiFi as their primary data 

transition method, where this is not achievable, mobie data may be 

used. 

6.6.4.2 A Organisational data bundle is in use to support the provision 

of mobile data.  This is a shared bundle where high users are offset 

by lower use users.  Beyond this allowed data usage, a per GB 

price if in place.  To ensure the Organisation does not incur 

significant overuse expense, it reserves the right to monitor and 

limit the use of Mobile data. 

 

6.6.5 Internet Access 

Access to the following categories of websites is strictly prohibited and when 
using the Corporate network, technically controlled: 

• Illegal 

• Pornographic 

• Violence 

• Hate and discrimination 

• Offensive 

• Weapons 

• Hacking 

Members must not seek to create, download, upload, display or access 
knowingly, sites that fall within these categories or other “unsuitable” material 
that might be deemed illegal, obscene or offensive. 

The above list gives examples of “unsuitable” usage but is neither exclusive 
nor exhaustive.  “Unsuitable” material would include data, images, audio files 
or video files the transmission of which is illegal under British law, and, 
material that is against the rules, essence and spirit of this and other 
Organisation policies. 

 

6.6.6 Social Media 

The use of Social Media by Members, whether using the Organisation’s 
property and systems or personal computer systems, is also subject to the 
terms and restrictions set forth in this Policy. 

6.6.6.1 Members shall not engage in any discriminatory, disparaging, 

defamatory or harassing comments when utilising Social Media or 

otherwise engaging in any conduct prohibited by the Organisation. 
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6.6.6.2 Members may also not attribute personal statements, opinions 

or beliefs to the Organisation when engaged in Social Media. If a 

Member is expressing his or her beliefs and/or opinions, the 

Member may not, expressly or implicitly, represent themselves as a  

representative of the Organisation.   Members assume any and all 

risk associated with Social Media. 

 

6.7 Password Management 

6.7.1 Password Creation 

6.7.1.1 All user-level and system-level passwords must conform to the 

Password Construction Guidelines below. 

6.7.1.2 Members must not use the same password for Organisation 

system access as for other personal access (for example, personal 

ISP account, internet shopping, bank and so on). 

6.7.2 Password Construction Guidelines 

All passwords should meet or exceed the following guidelines 

Strong passwords have the following characteristics:  

• Contain at least 12 alphanumeric characters.  

• Contain both upper and lower case letters.  

• Contain at least one number (for example, 0-9).  

• Contain at least one special character (for example,!$%^&*()_+|~-

=\`{}[]:";'<>?,/).  

• A passphrase is more secure than a password e.g. 

imgladmypasswordisagoodone 

• A 3 word phrase is recommended, substituting numbers and special 

characters e.g. I’mGladMyP@ssw0rdIsAS3cure1 

Poor, or weak, passwords have the following characteristics:  

• Can be found in a dictionary, including foreign language, or exist in a 

language slang, dialect, or jargon. 

• Contain personal information such as birthdates, addresses, phone 

numbers, or names of family members, pets, friends, and fantasy 

characters. 

• Contain work-related information such as building names, system 

commands, sites, companies, hardware, or software. 

• Contain number patterns such as aaabbb, qwerty, zyxwvuts, or 

123321. 

• Contain common words spelled backward, or preceded or followed by 

a number (for example, terces, secret1 or 1secret). 

• Are some version of “Welcome123” “Password123” “Changeme123” 
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6.7.3 Protecting Passwords 

The following guidelines must be adhered to at all times: 

6.7.3.1 Passwords must not be shared with anyone. All passwords are 

to be treated as sensitive, confidential information. 

6.7.3.2 Do not share passwords with anyone, including Executive 

Assistants, other Members, Officers and family members 

6.7.3.3 Never write your passwords down or store them where they are 

open to theft. 

6.7.3.4 Passwords must not be inserted into email messages 

6.7.3.5 Passwords must not be revealed over the phone to anyone 

6.7.3.6 Never store your passwords in a computer system without 

encryption. 

6.7.3.7 Do not use any part of your username within the password. 

6.7.3.8 Do not use the same password to access different Organisation 

systems. 

6.7.3.9 Do not use the same password for systems inside and outside 

of work. 

6.7.4 Changing Passwords 

6.7.4.1 All user-level passwords must be changed at a maximum of 

every 90 days, or whenever a system prompts you to change it.   

6.7.4.2 Default passwords must also be changed immediately.  If you 

become aware, or suspect, that your password has become known 

to someone else, you must change it immediately and report your 

concern to the ICT Service Desk. 

6.7.4.3 Members must not reuse the same password within 20 

password changes. 

6.7.4.4 Password cracking or guessing may be performed on a periodic 

or random basis by the ICT Team or its chosen security partner. If a 

password is guessed or cracked during one of these scans, the 

Member will be required to change it to be in compliance with the 

Password Construction Guidelines. 
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7 Review 

As a standard principle, this policy should be reviewed at least once every two years 
to ensure that it remains fit for purpose. It may need reviewing more regularly in 
response to specific legislation changes or changes to best practice guidance.  

 

8 Policy Compliance 

If any Officer is found to have breached this policy, they will be subject to the 
Organisation’s disciplinary procedure.   

Should any Member be found to have breached this policy, the issue will be 
reviewed by Senior Management.   

If a criminal offence is considered to have been committed further action may be 
taken to assist in the prosecution of the offender(s). 

If you do not understand the implications of this policy or how it may apply to you, 
seek advice from the ICT Department. 

 

9 Related Policies 

Information Security Framework Overview 

 

Audit & Forensic Computing Policy 

 

Data Protection Policy 

 

Breach Management Procedure 

 

ICT Incident Management Procedure 

 

Audit Policy 

 

Password Management Policy 

 

Systems Acquisition and Development Policy 

 

Starters & Leavers Procedure 
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Code of Conduct 

 

Disciplinary Policy 

 

Local Authority Constitution 
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1. Policy Aim 

The aim of this Policy is to define the broad mechanisms and roles through which the 
Organisation will be able to demonstrate accountability and compliance with regards 
to Removable Media. 

 

Responsible Head of ICT & Digital 

Accountable Chief Executive (PSPS), Executive Director (SHDC), Assistant Director (ELDC/BBC) 

Consulted Data Protection Officers, ICT Security Lead 

Informed All ICT Users 

 

2. Introduction  

This is a joint Removable Media Policy.  Where “The Organisation” is referenced, 
this refers to either Public Sector Partnership Services or its Client Council’s South 
Holland District Council, East Lindsey District Council or Boston Borough Council.  

The policy establishes the principles and working practices that are to be adopted by 
all users in order for data to be safely stored and transferred on removable media. 

This policy aims to ensure that the use of removable media devices is controlled in 
order to: 

• Enable the correct data to be made available where it is required. 

• Maintain the integrity of the data. 

• Prevent unintended or deliberate consequences to the stability of the 

computer network. 

• Avoid contravention of any legislation, policies or good practice requirements. 

• Build confidence and trust in the data that is being shared between systems. 

• Maintain high standards of care in ensuring the security of Protected and 

Restricted information. 

• Prohibit the disclosure of information as may be necessary by law. 

This policy applies to Councillors, employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, 
and other workers at the Organisation, including all personnel affiliated with third 
parties. 

This Removable Media Policy forms part of the Information Security Framework. 
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3. Roles and Responsibilities 

The following roles are those formally defined within the Policy: 

Role Responsibility 

The 
Organisation’s 
Chief Executive 

Supporting Company/Authority compliance with the policy  

 

Senior 
Management 
Team 

Ensuring the policy adheres to statutory legislation & guidance 
and that it is embedded in the workforce and ensuring 
managers and Team Leaders show compliance with the policy 
and it is understood.  

Managers & 
Team Leaders 

Understanding and complying with the policy, ensuring it is 
available to team members, and advising on it. 

All Staff Understanding and complying with the policy.  

 

  

4. Definition 

This policy should be adhered to at all times, but specifically whenever any user 
intends to store any information used by the Organisation to conduct official business 
on removable media devices. 

Removable media devices include, but are not restricted to the following: 

• CDs 

• DVDs 

• Optical Disks 

• External Hard Drives 

• USB Memory Sticks (also known as pen drives or flash drives) 

• Media Card Readers 

• Embedded Microchips (including Smart Cards and Mobile Phone SIM Cards) 

• MP3 Players 

• Digital Cameras 

• Smart Phones 

 

5. Policy Statement 

It is the Organisation’s policy to prohibit the use of all removable media devices 
wherever possible.  The use of technical controls will be used to enforce this policy. 
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The use of removable media devices will only be granted if approved by a Manager 
and upon acceptance of the associated risks.    

Requests for access to, and use of, removable media devices must be made to the 
ICT Service Desk.  Approval for their use must be given by the ICT Security Analyst. 

Should access to, and use of, removable media devices be approved the following 
sections apply and must be adhered to at all times. 

 

5.1 Procurement of Removable Media 

All removable media devices and any associated equipment and software must only 
be purchased and installed by the ICT Department.  Non-Organisation owned 
removable media devices must not be used to store any information used to conduct 
official business, and must not be used with any Organisation owned or leased ICT 
equipment without having been virus checked by the ICT Section. 

Only removable media that has been purchased by the Organisation and approved 
by the ICT Department is authorised for use. 

 

5.2 Security of Data 

Removable Media should be considered a secondary copy of the data and is not to 
be the only place where data obtained for business purposes is held.  Copies of any 
data stored on removable media must also remain on the source system or 
networked computer until the data is successfully transferred to another networked 
computer or system.   

In order to minimise physical risk, loss, theft or electrical corruption, all storage 
media must be stored in an appropriately secure and safe environment. 

Each user is responsible for the appropriate use and security of data and for not 
allowing removable media devices, and the information stored on these devices, to 
be compromised in any way whist in their care or under their control. 

All data stored on removable media devices should, where possible be encrypted.  If 
this is not possible, then all personal or confidential data held must be encrypted. 

Users should be aware that the Organisation will audit / log the transfer of data files 
to and from all removable media devices and corporate IT equipment. 

 

5.3 Incident Management 

Virus and malware checking software approved by the ICT team must be operational 
on both the machine from which the data is taken and the machine on to which the 
data is to be loaded.  The data must be scanned by virus checking software 
products, before the media is loaded on to the receiving machine. 

Whilst in transit or storage the data held on any removable media devices must be 
given appropriate security according to the type of data and its sensitivity.  
Encryption or password control must be applied to the data files unless there is no 
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risk to the company, other Organisation’s or individuals from the data being lost 
whilst in transit or storage. 

It is the duty of all users to immediately report any actual or suspected breaches in 
information security to the ICT Service desk as referenced in the Information 
Security Incident Management Policy who will carry out the process as outlined in 
the Incident Management Policy. 

Any misuse or irresponsible actions that affect business data, or any loss of data, 
should be reported as a security incident to the IT Service desk as referenced in the 
Information Security Incident Management Policy. 

 

5.4 Disposing of Removable Media Devices 

Removable media devices that are no longer required, or have become damaged, 
must be disposed of securely to avoid data leakage.  Any previous contents of any 
reusable media that are to be reused, either within the company or for personal use, 
must be erased.  This must be a thorough removal of all data from the media to 
avoid potential data leakage using specialist software and tools.  All removable 
media devices that are no longer required, or have become damaged, must be 
returned to the ICT Service desk for secure disposal. 

For advice or assistance on how to thoroughly remove all data, including deleted 
files, from removable media contact the ICT Service desk. 

 

6 Review 

As a standard principle, this policy should be reviewed at least once every two years 
to ensure that it remains fit for purpose. It may need reviewing more regularly in 
response to specific legislation changes or changes to best practice guidance.  

 

7 Policy Compliance 

If any user is found to have breached this policy, they will be subject to the 
Organisation’s disciplinary procedure.  If a criminal offence is considered to have 
been committed further action may be taken to assist in the prosecution of the 
offender(s). 

 

If you do not understand the implications of this policy or how it may apply to you, 
seek advice from the ICT Department. 

 

8 Related Policies 

ICT Incident Management Procedure 

Employers Code of Conduct 
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Employers Disciplinary Policy 
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1. Policy Aim 

The aim of this Policy is to define the broad mechanisms and roles through which the 
Organisation will be able to demonstrate accountability and compliance with regards 
to the security of the ICT environment for remote workers. 

 

Responsible Head of ICT & Digital 

Accountable Chief Executive (PSPS), Executive Director (SHDC), Assistant Director (ELDC/BBC) 

Consulted Data Protection Officers, ICT Security Lead 

Informed All Remote ICT Users 

 

2. Introduction  

This is a joint Remote Working Policy.  Where “The Organisation” is referenced, this 
refers to either Public Sector Partnership Services or its Client Council’s South 
Holland District Council, East Lindsey District Council or Boston Borough Council. 

 

The purpose of this policy is to define rules and requirements for connecting to the 
Organisation's network from any host. These rules and requirements are designed to 
minimize the potential exposure to the Organisation from damages which may result 
from unauthorised use of resources. Damages include the loss of sensitive or 
company confidential data, intellectual property, damage to public image, damage to 
critical internal systems, and fines or other financial liabilities incurred as a result of 
those losses. 

 

Remote access to our corporate network is essential to maintain productivity, but 
invariably the very nature of working remotely has inherit risks: 

• Increased risk of equipment damage, loss or theft. 

• Accidental or deliberate overlooking by unauthorised individuals. 

• Unauthorised access to personal or confidential information. 

• Unauthorised introduction of malicious software and viruses. 

 

This policy aims to guide and mitigate against such risks. 

 

This policy applies to Councillors, employees, contractors, consultants, temporaries, 
and other workers at the Organisation, including all personnel affiliated with third 
parties, who use the Organisation’s ICT facilities and equipment remotely, or who 
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require remote access to the Information Systems or information, including reading 
or sending email and viewing intranet web resources.  This policy covers any and all 
technical implementations of remote access used to connect to the Organisation’s 
networks. 

 

This policy should be adhered to at all times whenever any user makes use of 
portable computing devices.  This policy applies to all users’ use of the 
Organisation’s IT equipment and personal IT equipment when working on official 
business away from the Organisation’s premises (i.e. working remotely). 

 

Portable computing devices include, but are not restricted to, the following: 

• Laptop computers 

• Tablet PCs 

• PDAs 

• Mobile phones 

• Wireless technologies 

 

This Remote Working Policy forms part of the Information Security Framework. 

 

3. Roles and Responsibilities 

The following roles are those formally defined within the Policy: 

Role Responsibility 

The 
Organisation’s 
Chief Executive 

Supporting Company/Authority compliance with the policy  

 

Senior 
Management 
Team 

Ensuring the policy adheres to statutory legislation & guidance 
and that it is embedded in the workforce and ensuring 
managers and Team Leaders show compliance with the policy 
and it is understood.  

Managers & 
Team Leaders 

Understanding and complying with the policy, ensuring it is 
available to team members, and advising on it. 

All Staff Understanding and complying with the policy.  
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4. Policy Statement 

It is the responsibility of the Organisation’s Councillors, employees, contractors, 
vendors and agents with remote access privileges to the  corporate network to 
ensure that their remote access connection is given the same consideration as the 
user's on-site connection. 

 

All ICT equipment (including portable computer devices) supplied to users is the 
property of the Organisation. It must be returned upon the request.   

 

Only Organisation supplied equipment is to be used for remotely accessing 
Organisation ICT systems and data.  

 

Third party access to the Organisation’s network, primarily software vendors, will 
have their access restricted to the systems for which they have been contracted to 
support.  Third party connections must comply with the requirements as stated in the 
Third Party Access Standard. 

 

5.1 User Responsibility 

It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that the following points are adhered to at all 
times. 

1. All users must comply with appropriate codes and policies associated with the 

use of ICT equipment.   

2. All users must comply with the Employee/Members Access Policy. 

3. All users are expected to undertake a Risk Assessment of their working 

environment in accordance with Health & Safety policies. 

4. All users are expected to promptly report the theft, loss or unauthorized 

disclosure of the Organisation’s proprietary information or Equipment, in 

accordance with Data Protection Policy and the associated Breach 

Management Procedure. 

5. All users are expected to undertake a dynamic risk assessment for their 

working location, to include, but not limited to, the ability for non Organisation 

staff to view corporate and potentially sensitive data. 

6. All users have a responsibility to promptly report the theft, loss or 

unauthorized access of the Organisation’s equipment in accordance with the 

ICT Incident Management Procedure, Data Protection Policy and the 

associated Breach Management Procedure. 

7. Users must take due care and attention of portable computer devices when 

moving between home and another business site. 

8. Users will not install any software on to an Organisation owned portable 

computer device without the prior agreement from ICT. 
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9. Users will not change the configuration of any Organisation owned portable 

computer device. 

10. Users will not install any hardware on to or inside any Organisation owned 

portable computer device, unless authorised by a member of the ICT 

Department.  

11. Users will allow the installation and maintenance of Anti-Virus updates 

immediately. 

12. Users will allow the installation of software patches and updates immediately. 

13. Users will return the device to Organisation’s sites at periodic intervals to 

allow for the installation of major updates and changes, as deemed necessary 

by the ICT department. 

14. Users will inform the ICT Service Desk of any Organisation owned portable 

computer device message relating to configuration changes. 

15. Any files containing personal data or data which is business critical should be 

stored on the Organisation’s centralised file servers wherever possible and 

not held on portable computer devices. 

16. All faults must be reported to the ICT Service Desk. 

17. Users must not deliberately remove or deface any asset registration number. 

18. User requests for upgrades of hardware or software must be approved by an 

authorised member of staff.  Equipment and software will then be purchased 

and installed by a member of the ICT Department. 

19. No family members may use the ICT equipment.  The ICT equipment is 

supplied for the staff members’ sole use. 

20. The user must ensure that reasonable care is taken of the ICT equipment 

supplied.  Where any fault in the equipment has been caused by the user, in 

breach of the above paragraphs, the Organisation may recover the costs of 

any repair. 

21. The user should seek advice from the Organisation before taking any supplied 

ICT equipment outside the United Kingdom.  The equipment may not be 

covered by the Organisation’s normal insurance against loss or theft and the 

equipment is liable to be confiscated by Airport Security personnel. 

22. The Organisation may at any time, and without notice, request a software and 

hardware audit, and may be required to remove any equipment at the time of 

the audit for further inspection.  All users must co-operate fully with any such 

audit 

23. Any user who chooses to undertake work at home or remotely in relation to 

their official duties using their own ICT equipment must understand that they 

are not permitted to hold any database, or carry out any processing of 

personal or confidential information relating to the Organisation, its 

employees, or customers.   

24. Under no circumstances should personal or confidential information be 

emailed to a private non-Organisation email address. 
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5.2 Remote & Mobile Working Arrangements 

 

Remote or home working should be in line with the Organisation’s Flexible or Agile 
Working Policy and in agreement with the manager. 

 

Agreement should be reached between the manager and colleague as to: 

• how the colleague will record their time worked (for example, maintain a 
timesheet for submission to their manager weekly) 

• the frequency of contact required between them – on the phone and in 
person 

• the nature of the contact – management visits, 121’s, Team meeting 
participation etc. 

• how often the colleague will be required to attend the office (ideally this 
should be at least weekly) 

• arrangements for attendance at team meetings, staff briefings, etc. 
 

The Organisation retains the right to monitor and access use of its data and 
systems/services to ensure continued compliance with this policy. 

 

The Organisation retains the right to use a performance/productivity monitoring 
system to monitor and report on the ICT usage within the Organisation.  Use of such 
a system will undergo required DPIA and DPO approval. 

 

All homeworking arrangements are subject to being removed or amended due to 
business need or in circumstances where the colleague is not performing to the 
required standard, without the colleagues’ prior consent. 

 

All colleagues should be aware of the physical security dangers and risks associated 
with working within any remote office or mobile working location. 

 

Equipment should not be left where it would attract the interests of the opportunist 
thief.  In the home it should also be located out of sight of the casual visitor. Devices 
should not be left either on or in standby mode, with Bluetooth\wireless devices 
turned on.  

 

For home working it is recommended that the office area of the house should be kept 
separate from the rest of the house.  Equipment must be secured whenever it is not 
in use. 

 

Users must ensure that access / authentication tokens and personal identification 
numbers are kept in a separate location to the portable computer device at all times.  
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All removable media devices and paper documentation must also not be stored with 
the portable computer device.  

 

Paper documents are vulnerable to theft if left accessible to unauthorised people.  
These should be securely locked away in suitable facilities (e.g. secure filing 
cabinets) when not in use.  Waste paper containing personal or confidential 
information must be shredded to required standards. 

 

5.3 Access Controls 

It is essential that access to all personal or confidential information is controlled.   
This can be done through physical controls, such as locking the home office or 
locking the computer’s keyboard.  Alternatively, or in addition, this can be done 
logically such as by password controls or User Login controls. 

 

Portable computer devices should be switched off, logged off, or the keyboard 
locked when left unattended, even if only for a few minutes. 

 

All data on portable computer devices must, where possible be encrypted. If this is 
not possible, then all personal or confidential data held on the portable device must 
be encrypted. 

 
The approved Virtual Private Network (VPN) software or hardware device must be 
configured to allow remote users access to Organisation’s systems if connecting 
over Public Networks, such as the Internet.  This must use or be used upon an 
approved client provided by the Organisation. 

 

Connecting to cloud based service that hold corporate information should only be 
conducted from a corporate device; for example MS 365 

The corporate device acts as MFA for the user’s primary tenant, with a separate 
MFA token or authenticator app for secondary tenants 

 

 

Two-factor authentication must be used when accessing the Organisation’s network 
and information systems (including Outlook Web Access) remotely. Such 
authentication involves the use of “something you have” e.g. a certificate on a laptop 
or a supplied Remote Access Point and “something you know” e.g. a password.  

 

Employees may be asked to use their own personal smart phone for Two-factor 
Authentication using Google or Microsoft Authenticator services. The amount of 
mobile data used for this process is minimal or none if the device is connected to 
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wireless.  This is a reasonable expectation of employees; however alternate means 
can be provided should it be required. 

Access to the Internet from supplied ICT equipment, should only be allowed via 
onward connection through the Organisation’s Proxy Servers and not directly to the 
Internet. 

 

5.4 Anti-virus Protection 

All ICT equipment will have the latest Anti-Virus signature and Windows Update files 
when connected to the network.  Users who work remotely must ensure that their 
portable computer devices are connected to the corporate network at least daily to 
enable the Anti-Virus software to be updated. 

 

6 Review 

As a standard principle, this policy should be reviewed at least once every two years 
to ensure that it remains fit for purpose. It may need reviewing more regularly in 
response to specific legislation changes or changes to best practice guidance.  

 

7 Policy Compliance 

If any user is found to have breached this policy, they will be subject to the 
Organisation’s disciplinary procedure.  If a criminal offence is considered to have 
been committed further action may be taken to assist in the prosecution of the 
offender(s). 

 

If you do not understand the implications of this policy or how it may apply to you, 
seek advice from the ICT Department. 

 

8 Related Policies 

Data Protection Policy 

Flexible/Agile Working Policy 

Remote/Home Working Policy 

Breach Management Procedure 

ICT Incident Management Procedure 

Acceptable Use Policy 

Third Party Access Standard 

Employers Code of Conduct 

Employers Disciplinary Policy 
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1. Policy Aim 

The purpose of this policy is to clarify the procedures and responsibilities with regard 
to initiating a new connection between the Organisation and a third party 
Organisation or service provider in order to maintain confidentiality, integrity and 
availability.  

 

Responsible Head of ICT & Digital 

Accountable Chief Executive (PSPS), Executive Director (SHDC), Assistant Director (ELDC/BBC) 

Consulted Data Protection Officers, ICT Security Lead 

Informed All ICT Users including third parties and supervising users 

 

2. Definition 

Third parties are defined as any individual or Organisation not employed directly by 
the Organisation and includes partners such as the NHS, Police and other local 
authorities.  It also includes suppliers who require access to the Organisation’s 
network to provide remote support. 

 

This policy applies to all existing and new permanent or temporary connections and 
applies to any connection agreement with a third party.  Any sanctions and 
obligations specified within the contract may be imposed as part of the third party 
connection agreement. 

 

3. Introduction  

This is a joint Employee Access Policy.  Where “The Organisation” is referenced, this 
refers to either Public Sector Partnership Services or its Client Council’s South 
Holland District Council, East Lindsey District Council or Boston Borough Council.  

 

The Organisation permits connections to third party Organisation’s to promote 
partnership working, information sharing, service provision and support 
arrangements with third party Organisation’s or service providers.  This policy is 
specific to the authority’s requirements when establishing new links between the 
Organisation and third parties and makes reference to additional security policies 
and procedures. 

 

This Third Party Policy forms part of the Information Security Framework. 
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4. Roles and Responsibilities 

The following roles are those formally defined within the Policy: 

Role Responsibility 

The 
Organisation’s 
Chief Executive 

Supporting Company/Authority compliance with the policy  

 

Senior 
Management 
Team 

Ensuring the policy adheres to statutory legislation & guidance 
and that it is embedded in the workforce and ensuring 
managers and Team Leaders show compliance with the policy 
and it is understood.  

Managers & 
Team Leaders 

Understanding and complying with the policy, ensuring it is 
available to team members, and advising on it. 

All Staff Understanding and complying with the policy.  

 

  

5. Policy Statement 

The overall security of the Organisation’s infrastructure, systems and data takes 
precedence over any individual requirements for a third party connection.  

 

A specific business purpose must exist and be defined for a third party connection to 
be considered.  For each third party connection agreement, named lead persons 
responsible for the system and information concerned must be appointed by both the 
Organisation and third party.  

 

A risk assessment should be conducted, prior to implementation of any connection, 
to identify specific requirements.  It will be the responsibility of the named 
Organisation lead person to carry out the assessment.  The risk assessment will 
consider:  

 

• A description of the participants in the assessment. 

• The type of access required and the data that needs to be available to the 
third party. 

• The value and sensitivity of information and information systems that may be 
exposed to unauthorised access. 
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• The threat and vulnerability (the risk) to information and information systems 
and the impact if the threat were to take place. 

• The controls required to protect information and information systems.  An 
overview of the users. 

• How the third party Organisation manages and controls information security 

• Details of how the third party will secure their ICT equipment and networks. 

• The method of access required – physical and logical connectivity between 
information systems.  

• Dates of when the access is required from and a cessation date if a temporary 
arrangement.  If a permanent arrangement is required, then an annual review 
must be incorporated in the agreement. 

• Security incident management. 

• Legal requirements affecting stakeholders. 

• A statement assessing and listing all risks. 

• The requirement for a formal Data Privacy Impact Assessment. 

• An overall conclusion. 

 

Any third party Organisation with which the Organisation enters into a connection 
agreement must be able to demonstrate compliance with the information security 
policies and enter into binding agreements that specify the performance to be 
delivered and the remedies available in the event of non-compliance. 

 

The Organisation point of contact will: 

• Have administrative responsibilities. 

• Draft a non-disclosure agreement/information sharing agreement. 

• Be responsible for remote access provision. 

• Act as a point of liaison both with the third party and the ICT Department. 

• Be responsible for ensuring background checks (such as DBS and Baseline 
Personnel Security Standard) are made on individuals utilising 
services/information provided by the connection. 

• Ensure all relevant bodies are informed when the connection is no longer 
required.  

 

The Third Party point of contact will: 

• Be responsible for managing all aspects of the connection on behalf of the 
third party. 

• Be the primary point of contact and be able to provide accurate information on 
all aspects of the third party. 
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• Ensure that all third party users have received appropriate training and have 
under-gone appropriate background checks. 

 

Third party access to the ICT network potentially exposes the Organisation to risk 
and therefore there must be an agreement in place that assures the Organisation 
that any third party connection meets the security standards.  The third Party must 
consider and address:  

• A description of services and service level agreement. 

• Reference to relevant security policies and legislation. 

• Requirements for asset protection and access control. 

• Responsibilities and liabilities. 

• Monitoring rights and reporting processes. 

• The minimum ICT security rights to support the system. 

• Conditions for termination and renegotiation of agreements. 

 

If a log of third party activity on the Organisation’s network is required as part of the 
agreement, then the third party will need to retain this log for the period specified in 
the agreement.  Remote access software must be disabled when not in use. 

 

All third party access must be facilitated through a method of connection approved 
by the Organisation which provides protection to the satisfaction of the Organisation.  
All third party access must be logged via the ICT Service Desk and duly authorised 
before being permitted onto the network.  Once authorisation has been obtained a 
time restrictive username and password should be provided. 

 

Changes to methods of connection must be clearly defined and agreed by the 
Organisation and the third party. 

 

Third parties and the Organisation must inform each other about any security incidents 
which may impact on the confidentiality, integrity or availability of the third party service 
or data provided by the service.  Incidents originating within the Organisation must be 
handled in accordance with the ICT Security Incident Management Policy.   

The range of security incidents which will require security awareness procedures 
include: 

• Computers left unlocked when unattended; 

• Password disclosures; 

• Virus warnings/alerts; 

• Media loss; 

• Data loss/disclosure; 
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• Misuse/loss/corruption/alteration of personal information;  

• Physical security; 

• Missing correspondence; 

• Found correspondence/media;  

• Loss or theft of IT/information; and 

• Misuse of IT equipment/facilities. 

 

Third parties with whom the Organisation has a third party connection contract are 
permitted access only to systems and information related to that contract.  All other 
access is prohibited.  Any third party with access to sensitive authority information 
must be cleared to the same security and human resources checks as Organisation’s 
staff. 

 

6. Responsibilities  

It is the responsibility of the Organisation and each third party to ensure that all 
sections of this policy are adhered to.  

 

Should changes in the requirements of either the Organisation or the third party 
regarding the connection become apparent, such as:  

• Life span of the service; 

• Changes in the information required; 

• Changes in the type of connection; 

• Changes in any aspect of security; 

• Changes of key contacts; and 

• Emergency handling procedures. 

Each party should notify the other as soon as possible and the respective connection 
agreement should be revised. 

 

7. Review 

As a standard principle, this policy should be reviewed at least once every two years 
to ensure that it remains fit for purpose. It may need reviewing more regularly in 
response to specific legislation changes or changes to best practice guidance.  
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8. Policy Compliance 

The Organisation and third parties will abide by all UK legislation relating to 
information storage and processing including: 

 

• The Data Protection Act (2018) 

• The General Data Protection Regulation (2016/679) 

• The Freedom of Information Act (2000) 

• The Computer Misuse Act (1990)  

• The Human Rights Act (1998) 

• The Copyright, Designs and Patents Act (1988) 

• The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (2000) 

• The Electronic Communications Act (2000)  

• Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations (2003)  

 

The Organisation and third parties will also comply with any contractual 
requirements, standards and principles required to maintain the business functions 
of the authority including:  

 

• Protection of intellectual property rights;  

• Protection of the authority’s records;  

• Compliance checking and audit procedures;  

• Prevention of facilities misuse; 

• Relevant codes of connection to Third Party networks and services. 

 

Breaches of third party connection agreements and/or security incidents can be 
defined as events which could have, or have resulted in, loss or damage to 
Organisation’s assets, or an event which is in breach of the security procedures and 
policies. 

 

The Organisation will take appropriate measures to remedy any breach of a third 
party connection agreement.  If a breach/security incident relates to a third party the 
Organisation reserves the right to immediately terminate the third party connection 
and, subject to the nature of the breach/security incident, seek compensation or take 
legal action.  If it can be determined that the breach/security incident has been 
caused by an employee of the third party, the Organisation would retain the right to 
request the employer to remove their employee from the premises. 
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If the breach/security incident is determined to have been caused by an individual 
employed by the Organisation, the matter may be dealt with under the disciplinary 
procedure. 

 

If a criminal offence is considered to have been committed further action may be 
taken to assist in the prosecution of the offender(s). 

 

9. Related Policies 

Information Security Framework Overview 

Acceptable Use Policy 

Employee Access Policy 

Password Policy 

Remote Working Policy 

ICT Incident Management Procedure 

Systems Acquisition, Development and Deployment Policy 

Employers Code of Conduct 

Employers Disciplinary Policy 
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1. Policy Aim 

The aim of this Policy is to define the broad mechanisms and roles through which the 
Organisation will be able to demonstrate accountability and compliance with regards 
to Systems Acquisition, Development and Maintenance.  

 

Responsible Head of ICT & Digital 

Accountable Chief Executive (PSPS), Executive Director (SHDC), Assistant Director (ELDC/BBC) 

Consulted Data Protection Officers, ICT Security Lead 

Informed All ICT Users 

 

2. Introduction  

This is a joint Systems Acquisition and Development Policy.  Where “The 
Organisation” is referenced, this refers to either Public Sector Partnership Services 
or its Client Council’s South Holland District Council, East Lindsey District Council or 
Boston Borough Council. 

 

PSPS and its clients benefit from reliability, stability and purposeful development and 
innovation of its systems, infrastructure and information management.  

 

Collaboration between the Company and Clients employees supporting these 
functions and end-users is vital to designing and implementing enterprise services.  

 

As, our infrastructure has become more complex. As our interdependencies – 
between systems, between people, and between people and systems – continues to 
grow, it is essential that we carefully manage additions and developments of the 
systems and services.  

 

PSPS ICT is the primary source for all information technology systems including 
communication systems, information storage and processing systems, software 
systems and contractual relationships with vendors of such systems and services. In 
addition, PSPS has oversight and coordinating responsibility for all these systems 
and services. 

 

The purpose of this Systems Acquisition and Development Policy is to manage 
technological innovations and initiatives within the Company and the Clients to 
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ensure such changes are managed in a rational and predictable manner so that they 
confirm to existing guidelines to maximise functionality whilst minimising effort.  

This System Acquisition, Development and Deployment Policy forms part of the 
Information Security Framework. 

 

3. Roles and Responsibilities 

The following roles are those formally defined within the Policy: 

Role Responsibility 

The 
Organisation’s 
Chief Executive 

Supporting Company/Authority compliance with the policy  

 

Senior 
Management 
Team 

Ensuring the policy adheres to statutory legislation & guidance 
and that it is embedded in the workforce and ensuring 
managers and Team Leaders show compliance with the policy 
and it is understood.  

Managers & 
Team Leaders 

Understanding and complying with the policy, ensuring it is 
available to team members, and advising on it. 

All Staff Understanding and complying with the policy.  

 

  

4. Policy Statement 

 

Information Systems: Acquisition 

Assurance 

All new Information Systems must be formally requested before implementation 
through the Governing Body.  These are: 

 

For ELDC/BBC -  ELDC/BBC Management Team  

For SHDC – SHDC Management Team  

For PSPS – PSPS Senior Leadership Team 

 

The request should include a business case, costing model, risks and impact.   

All ICT systems must be formally approved by the Governing Body to ensure that 
they are aligned with the Organisation’s strategic direction. 
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All ICT systems must be formally approved by PSPS ICT to ensure that they are 
supportable and are aligned with the Organisation’s standards. 

 

All diligence must be carried out to ensure any new systems are secure, fit for 
purpose and comply with Organisation’s data management requirements.  Similar 
diligence should apply to on premise or hosted acquisitions.  Such diligence might 
include: 

 

• Company Background Check 

• Crime prevention through environmental design policies 

• Understanding of Technical considerations, including service levels 

• Service Organisation Control (SOC) Audit  

• Review of Support systems 

• Statement of continued interoperability with support Microsoft OS and that of 

dependent subsystems 

• Onsite discovery 

• Disaster Recover/Business Continuity plans 

• Certification / Compliancy – NIST SP800 or ISO27001 

• References 

 

All ICT systems should be formally approved, before a system can process personal 
information, by the Organisation’s Data Protection Officer (DPO), and a Data Privacy 
Impact Assessment (DPIA) completed. This is to ensure compliance with regulatory 
requirements as set out in the Data Protection Standard.  It is the responsibility of the 
Head of Service to ensure a DPIA is completed. 

 

All suppliers engaged with the processing of personal data must complete an 
Information Sharing Agreement, if required by the DPO. 

 

This includes software that may be downloaded and/or purchased from the Internet. 

 

Under no circumstances should personal or unsolicited software (this includes 
screen savers, games and wallpapers etc.) be loaded onto a Council machine as 
there is a serious risk of introducing a virus. 

 

Software Registration 

The Organisation uses software in all aspects of its business to support the work 
carried out by its employees. In all instances every piece of software is required to 
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have a licence and the Organisation will not condone the use of any software that 
does not have a licence. 

 

Software must be registered in the name of the Organisation and the department in 
which it will be used.   

 

The ICT Service Desk maintains a register of all Organisational software and will 
keep a library of software licenses.  The register must contain: 

 

a) The title and publisher of the software. 
b) The date and source of the software acquisition. 
c) The location of each installation as well as the serial number of the hardware 

on which each copy of the software is installed. 
d) The software product's serial number. 
e) Details and duration of support arrangements for software upgrades. 

 

Software on Local Area Networks or multiple machines shall only be used in 
accordance with the licence agreement. 

 

The Organisation holds licences for the use of a variety of software products on all 
Organisation Information Systems and computer equipment.  This software is owned 
by the software company and the copying of such software is an offence under the 
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, unless authorised by the software 
manufacturer. 

 

Only licensed software is to be installed computer equipment. 

 

Software Installation 

Software must only be installed by members of the ICT department once the 
registration requirements have been met.  Once installed, the original media will be 
kept in a safe storage area maintained by the ICT department. 

 

Shareware, Freeware and Public Domain Software are bound by the same policies 
and procedures as all other software.  No user may install any free or evaluation 
software onto the Organisation’s systems without prior approval from the ICT 
Section. 

 

Security of Third Party Access 

Arrangements involving third party access to the Organisation’s information, or 
information processing facilities, must be supported by a formal agreement that 
describes appropriate security controls and gives the Organisation the right to 
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monitor and revoke access. Only individuals authorised by the Organisation are 
permitted access to the information processing facilities and only for agreed 
purposes. Only PSPS standard remote access methods will be permitted, and the 
requirement must be supported by a risk assessment detailing any associated 
countermeasures. All Contractors using the system must be vetted to an appropriate 
level that meets the Organisation’s policy. 

 

Outsourcing 

Any outsourcing arrangement must be fully supported by a formal contract and must 
meet legal requirements. This must define appropriate organisational and technical 
security controls to protect the integrity and confidentiality of the information assets, 
including the issue and return of information, information access control, and the 
right to audit. 

It should also include a requirement to support the contracting Organisation with 
requirements to comply with any data requests, such as data subject rights or breach 
management. 

 

Location 

Location of data should be held within a secure datacentre within the European 
Union. 

 

Asset Clarification and Control 

Any new system must be purchased through the ICT department or relevant 
procurement team (with ICT involvement) and recorded in the asset register. The 
system must have a nominated owner who is responsible for ensuring that the 
agreed security controls are properly maintained and that operating procedures are 
being followed. 

 

People Security 

The Data Privacy Impact Assessment must define risks and mitigation relating to all 
Employees and Contractors using the system. Such mitigation may include DBS 
checks, pre-employment credit checks, information sharing agreements or non-
disclosure agreements. 

 

The requirement for any additional end-user training in the use of a new system must 
be identified and planned for, at the initiation of the project. 

 

Developers, administrators and users of the system, must report any security 
incidents, malfunctions or suspected security weaknesses, to the PSPS ICT team. 
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Operating System Interoperability 

All ICT systems should have a statement of continued development to maintain 
interoperability with supported Microsoft operating systems.  No ICT system should 
require to be maintained on a non-supported OS or have components which are no 
longer updated for vulnerabilities by the vendor. 

 

All ICT system vendors should provide a roadmap or similar document to show their 
commitment of continued development of the product for the lifetime required.  This 
may include additional charges and should be included in the Total Cost of 
Ownership of the product. 

 

Physical and Environmental Security 

Information systems must be secured in an appropriate area, using physical barriers 
that are commensurate with the identified risks. PSPS ICT Datacenters conform to 
the following standards and it is expected that any supplier would have a minimum of 
these controls: 

 

• External walls of buildings and enclosures are of a solid construction with 

external doors and windows protected against unauthorised access using 

suitable control mechanisms, such as proximity card access, security locks 

and alarms 

• There are staffed reception areas or other physical access controls to the site 

or building 

• Access is restricted to authorised personnel only, with access rights regularly 

reviewed 

• Visitors are supervised or appropriately vetted, and their date and time of 

entry and departure recorded. 

 

Environments housing particularly critical or sensitive systems must be individually 
risk assessed. 

 

Equipment should be located where there is minimal risk from potential 
environmental and security threats, including; theft, fire, water, dust, vibration, 
electrical interference and chemical effects. There should be suitable protection for 
equipment used or housed in external environments, e.g. protective covers, locks, 
etc. It must be possible to position end devices and any output media so as not to 
risk the overlooking of sensitive information by unauthorised personnel. For 
operationally critical systems, suitable power protection must also be provided; to 
include at least one of the following:- 

 

• Multiple power units with redundancy 

• Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) 
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• Back-up generator 

 

Power and telecommunications lines must be suitably protected from unauthorised 
access or damage 

 

It must be possible to logout of devices before leaving them unattended or secure 
them by appropriate means, such as a screensaver with password protection. 

 

Communications and Operations Management 

System/Security Operating Procedures must be fully documented. These should 
include the processing and handling of information, system start-up and shutdown 
procedures, account management, support & maintenance, data retention, data 
backup, and business continuity plans (e.g. fallback procedures). 

 

Any changes to the systems must be performed in accordance with the Change 
Management Policy.  Changes must be logged with the ICT Change Advisory Board 
(CAB) where any security risks will be assessed as part of a formal approval 
process. Implementation of changes must be planned for a time that causes the 
minimum disruption to the Organisation.  There should be a proper separation of 
development/test and production environments and live data should not be used for 
test or development scenarios. Different login-procedures must exist between 
environments to minimise the risk of accidental changes to operational systems.  

 

All software and licenses must be procured, checked and tested by the ICT 
Department. In order to maintain our security standard and PSN compliance, all 
software must be supported and up to date. 

 

Appropriate anti-virus measures that are regularly and securely updated must be in 
place to protect the system, its connections and data. 

 

A procedure for the backing-up of essential system information and software must be 
defined and adequate logs maintained. The backup media must receive the same 
level of protection as the main system and should be kept at a sufficiently safe 
distance to protect against the risks caused by its unavailability. These procedures 
must include a regime of regular testing to ensure that data can be reliably restored. 

 

The system must provide appropriate mechanisms to facilitate the timely removal of 
data in accordance with relevant Organisational policy and current legislation. 

 

The system must provide appropriate mechanisms to retrieve personally identifiable 
data for subject access requests. 
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The network design must provide an appropriate level of resilience for the system(s) 
and minimise single points of failure. The network must be protected from increased 
security risks introduced by any connections to other systems, particularly 
connections to public networks. 

 

Network documentation must be updated to show any supporting changes to the 
network’s layout or connections. New network management responsibilities must be 
properly assigned, and procedures documented. All network device settings must be 
changed from their default values to PSPS standard configurations, and any 
unnecessary facilities and services disabled or locked down. 

 

There must be clearly documented procedures that cover the safe handling and 
storage of all removable media, including tapes, disks, manuals and printouts. 
Organisational policy on the handling of material must be followed at all times. 
Provision must be made for ensuring that any data storage media used for 
processing information is securely erased in accordance with the Organisation’s 
policy before reuse, exchange or disposal. 

 

Any exchange of information or software with another Organisation must be 
supported by a formal, documented agreement that complies with relevant policy 
and legislation (Contact the Data Protection Officer for assistance). 

 

External-facing systems, especially Internet and publicly available systems, must 
have adequate controls to protect against their particular vulnerabilities. These often 
involve more technical controls, such as cryptographic techniques, and the risks and 
countermeasures must be clearly defined within the system’s Risk Assessment. 
Other effects on the Organisation from switching to electronic methods of 
communication, such as the volume of exchange, reliability or legal issues, also 
need to be risk assessed. 

 

Internal systems must ensure that access to data and facilities is only made 
available to those who need it, particularly in relation to personal data or classified 
business information. 

 

Access Control 

Access to information and processes for each user or group must be clearly defined 
and documented. Access control rules must be based on the principle that 
‘everything not explicitly permitted is prohibited’. 

 

A unique ID must be provided for each user of the system.  Generic log-in rights are 
not acceptable, even at System Administrator level.  Access rights must be agreed 
by the system owner (Information Asset Owner). 
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Procedures must also be defined for removing access rights immediately they are no 
longer required and for regularly checking and removing any redundant accounts 
(every 6 months is recommended).  

 

The use of any system privileges (the ability to override system controls, e.g. for 
administration) must be restricted to the minimum necessary to perform a defined 
role. Such privileges are not usually granted to normal business users and must be 
reviewed regularly (every 3 months is recommended). 

 

A full log of registered users and administrators and their access rights must be 
maintained by the system owner (Information Asset Owner) and made available for 
audit. 

 

Passwords must always be stored and transmitted securely using approved 
encryption. On first use, the system must force a change of any temporary 
passwords that were issued to the user. Positive user identification procedures must 
be established for resetting forgotten passwords. The system’s risk assessment may 
also identify the need for strong authentication techniques, including multi-factor 
solutions.  

Where possible, Single Sign-On technology should be available and used to 
integrate into the Organisation’s Authentication protocols. 

 

It must be possible for users to easily terminate or secure active sessions (e.g. by 
password protected screen saver) before leaving a device unattended. 

 

Any connections to internal or external network services that are implemented for the 
system must be appropriately controlled and provided for authorised use only. The 
path from the user device to the system must be controlled to ensure that no other 
areas of the system or network are made accessible, outside that which has been 
authorised. 

 

Any requirement for external access to the system (e.g. for maintenance or support 
purposes) must be fully risk assessed. Solutions must comply with agreed standards 
and procedures governing remote connections including legislation and current 
guidance regarding transfer of data outside the EU. 

 

Where a system requires a level of protection that is generally outside that of the 
main network, such as managing more sensitive information or needing higher risk 
external connections, it may be necessary to segregate the system into a separate 
physical or logical network domain, rather than adjust controls for the existing 
network. Controls for network connections must be fully specified, particularly when 
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routing information to and from other Organisation’s, e.g. host authentication and 
network address translation. 

 

Any other network services required (or planned) for the system must be fully risk 
assessed and documented. 

 

Device log-on procedures must be clearly documented. The system log-on 
procedure must: 

• not identify details about the system nor provide any other help to 

unauthorised users during the log-on process. 

• display a warning that it must only be accessed by authorised users. 

• not provide details of which part of a failed log-on procedure was incorrect. 

 

The system must limit unsuccessful log-on attempts to 3, after which the account 
must lock and require a manual reset.  

 

Monitoring System Access and Use  

Audit logs must be maintained that record user access events. The logs must be 
protected and routinely inspected by appropriate personnel. Suitable tools should be 
specified to assist in the analysis and alerting of key log events. Computer clocks 
must be synchronized for accurate recording of time sensitive records, such as log 
entries. 

 

Mobile Computing  

Mobile working systems are particularly vulnerable and specific security controls 
must be identified following risk assessment. The use of mobile working facilities 
must comply with the Organisation’s standards, policy and procedures wherever 
possible.  

 

Information Systems: Development and Maintenance 

Security Requirements of Systems 

 

The requirements and designs for new or changed systems must be formally 
documented and state the security controls that are being implemented. There must 
be a sufficient level of detail provided in the Request for Change to allow a thorough 
assessment of any associated application’s security architecture and 
configuration.   A Data Privacy Impact Assessment should be considered when 
developing systems containing personal data. 
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Changes to any operational software must be controlled through the Change 
Advisory Board (CAB) to ensure that no unacceptable risks are introduced to any 
system.   The Company’s Configuration Management Database (CMDB) must be 
updated with details of any system changes. Documented test plans must be created 
and approved before any test data is copied and used. All testing must be carried out 
under conditions that match that of the intended production environment and all test 
results must be formerly recorded. Appropriate test data must be identified and 
produced for all system testing - production data must not be used for testing. 
Vendor-supplied software must have been properly evaluated, using a formal test 
plan, prior to any agreement to purchase. The test results must be formally 
documented. 

System changes must be supported by a full audit trail and follow the Organisation’s 
procedures for ensuring that security risks are reassessed as part of a formal 
approval process. This must include version control for all software updates. The 
implementation of system changes must be managed through the Change Advisory 
Board. Changes to vendor-supplied software must be kept to the minimum 
necessary, be authorised by the vendor and preferably implemented by the vendor 
as a standard update. Any associated future support issues must be resolved before 
implementation. There must be proper provision for the timely review and updating of 
any necessary operating system changes (e.g. patching). For outsourced 
developments, advance agreement must be reached over the issues surrounding 
licensing, code ownership, the Organisation’s right to audit quality and accuracy, and 
any necessary contractual arrangements. 

 

Business Continuity Management 

There must be a formal evaluation of how and where the system needs to support 
the organisation’s overall business continuity plan and appropriate technical and 
procedural controls will need to be specified. 

 

Appropriate controls and procedures must be in place to allow the system to reliably 
recover in the event of a system failure. 

 

Disaster recovery plans must be documented, and specify contingency plans or 
manual processing procedures that must be followed in the event of an extended 
loss of the system. These plans must be regularly tested. 

 

Compliance with Legal Requirements 

The design, operation, use and management of an information system must comply 
with statutory, regulatory and contractual security requirements. Where the system 
will be used to process personal data, appropriate security controls must be 
specified in order to comply with current legal requirements.   
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In addition any introduction of a system must have been revised by the 
Organisation’s DPO and a complete Data Privacy Impact Assessment conducted 
and documented. 

 

For proprietary systems or software, a license agreement that clearly states the 
terms and conditions of use must be obtained. The agreement must be thoroughly 
reviewed and accepted before implementation and copies of the agreement and 
proof of ownership must be maintained. 

 

System Audit 

The system must support regular system security and data audits to ensure 
compliance with policy and legislation. Any logging facility must be protected from 
unauthorised deactivation or unauthorised changes. The log media must also be 
protected from becoming exhausted or over-written before it meets the agreed 
disposal date. 

 

5 Review 

As a standard principle, this policy should be reviewed at least once every two years 
to ensure that it remains fit for purpose. It may need reviewing more regularly in 
response to specific legislation changes or changes to best practice guidance.  

 

6 Policy Compliance 

If any user is found to have breached this policy, they will be subject to the 
Organisation’s disciplinary procedure.  If a criminal offence is considered to have 
been committed further action may be taken to assist in the prosecution of the 
offender(s). 

 

If you do not understand the implications of this policy or how it may apply to you, 
seek advice from the ICT Department. 

 

7 Related Policies 

Data Protection Standard 

Change Management Procedure 

Employers Code of Conduct 

Employers Disciplinary Policy 
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REPORT TO: Policy Development Panel 

DATE: 23 March, 2022 

SUBJECT: 

 

PURPOSE:  

S&ELCP Workforce Development Strategy 

 

To seek Policy Development Panel’s views on the draft S&ELCP Workforce 

Development Strategy. 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Councillor Jim Astill, Portfolio Holder – Corporate and Communications 

REPORT OF: 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

James Gilbert, Assistant Director - Corporate 

James Gilbert, Assistant Director - Corporate 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: N/a 

  

 

SUMMARY 

The Business Case for the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership identifies the opportunity to 

align internal policy and strategy in several areas across the Partnership.    

This report brings forward the S&ELCP Workforce Development Strategy for the Partnership – Appendix 

A. 

The S&ELCP Workforce Development Strategy sets out the approach the Partnership Councils will take 

between now and 2024 to develop workplace culture, working practices and people.   

The Strategy is an adaptation of the existing Workforce Development Strategy already approved by 

Boston Borough Council and East Lindsey District Council.  South Holland District Council is being asked 

to adopt the Strategy so the Partnership has a single Workforce Development Strategy in place.  

This Strategy would replace SHDC’s existing Workforce Strategy. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

• That the Panel considers the Policy, provides feedback and comments that it may wish to make 

in readiness for submission to Council. 
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REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

• To ensure the Panel has the opportunity to input into the S&ELCP Workforce Strategy prior to its 

consideration at Council. It should be noted that the Strategy is already adopted at Boston and 

East Lindsey Councils and was identified in the S&ELCP Business Case as a Strategy to be brought 

forward for South Holland District Council. 

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

• To continue with the existing SHDC Workforce Strategy – this has been discounted. The S&ELCP 

Workforce Development Strategy and SHDC’s existing Workforce Strategy aren’t dissimilar in 

their aspirations but a single Strategy across the Partnership will provide a holistic framework for 

how the Partnership/Councils develop their culture, working practices and people. 

 

1. BACKGROUND 

 

1.1. When the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership formed it identified an opportunity to 
align several areas of Policy and Strategy across the Partnership.  An early opportunity has been 
identified to align the Workforce Development Strategy for the Partnership Councils.   
 

1.2. The way in which the S&ELCP consistently develops the workplace culture, working practices and 
its people is vitally important to the Partnership’s success and, indeed, the success of the individual 
sovereign Councils. 
 

1.3. SHDC has an existing Workforce Strategy.  This Strategy was adopted in 2020 but would be 
superseded by the S&ELCP Workforce Strategy proposed in this report.  The existing SHDC Strategy 
isn’t dissimilar to the proposed S&ELCP Workforce Development Strategy in its aims and 
aspirations.  
 

2. REPORT 
 
2.1. The S&ELCP Workforce Development Strategy proposed in this report provides a holistic 

framework for how the Partnership/Councils develop their culture, working practices and people. 
 

2.2. The themes identified in the S&ELCP Workforce Development Strategy are: 

a) Attract and retain talented employees 
b) A flexible approach to service delivery 
c) A healthy and active workforce 
d) Shape our organisational culture and maximise staff engagement 
e) Be efficient and effective in all we do 
f) Celebrate our success and reward excellence 

 
2.3. The Strategy also sets out the values and behaviours for Officers across the Partnership.  Values are 

important pillars of our organisations.  They are recognised as an important element as our values 
define how we do things across the Partnership.  They reflect the important shared attitudes, 
beliefs, and behaviours we value in each other, regardless of role.  Values and behaviours are 
reinforced at every opportunity through recruitment, training and personal performance 
accountability.  Values then ultimately generate our behaviour.  The values and behaviours are the 
qualities that transform our objectives, vision, and purpose into reality.   
 

2.4. To enable the Strategy’s delivery and ensure it is well embedded across the workforces, a 
Workforce Development Board will oversee its implementation.  The Board forms part of the 
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Partnership’s operational governance model, as agreed by Council in November 2021.    
 

2.5. The Strategy’s success will be measured via the indicators identified within the document and 
these will be reported via the Performance Framework.   

EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

A single S&ELCP Workforce Development Strategy across the Partnership will create a unified approach to 

developing our workforces. An integrated approach across the Partnership will create an environment 

where everybody has the opportunity to thrive.  A shared approach enables joint working offering 

significant opportunity to add resilience, share expertise, and drive efficiency through increased capacity 

and delivery potential.  Creating our approach at a sub-regional level provides the opportunity to set the 

standard for engaged, empowered and visionary workforces positioning our Councils as ‘employers of 

choice’. 

IMPLICATIONS 
 

SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL’S PARTNERSHIP 

As identified in ‘Expected benefits to the Partnership’. 

CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

A positive workplace culture results in improved teamwork, raises morale, increases productivity and 

efficiency, and enhances the retention of the workforces.  Research shows a positive workplace culture 

encourages creativity and employees who are more invested in the success of the organisation.   

The Workforce Development Strategy supports the Corporate Strategies of the S&ELCP Councils by: 

• Enabling and supporting colleagues across and within the three Councils to deliver aims of the 

Corporate Strategies. 

• Establishing a healthy environment of trust and support across and within the three Councils. 

• Placing a focus on staff health and resilience. 

• Improving outcomes by focusing on people and place – customers, residents, elected members, 

partners and colleagues. 

• Delivering both integrated and locally delivered services and matching the right skills to the right 

roles. 

• Embedding an effective, visible and high performing leadership team to support each Councils’ 

employees and priorities. 

STAFFING 

The vision of this Strategy is to develop talented workforces that are agile, efficient, empowered and 

engaged in the visions of the Council(s) they serve.  The successful delivery of this Strategy will ensure our 

teams are well placed to deliver on the Council’s priorities.   

CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

Staffing matters are a non-executive function and are therefore a Council decision. 

DATA PROTECTION 

There are no direct data protection implications arising from the content of the report, but data relating to 

staff is protected under data protection laws. The Council has suitable technical and organisational 

measures in place to protect such data. 
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FINANCIAL 

On the whole the Strategy will be delivered via the Workforce Development Board within existing resources.   

It should be noted that some of the actions (for example, ICT investment) may require funding as they 

develop and business cases will be produced on a project by project basis for consideration. 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

The S&ELCP resourcing plan will form a key part of this Strategy which will seek to mitigate against potential 

risk of loss of key skilled personnel.  A risk register for this Strategy will be developed alongside the 

underpinning action plan. 

STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

Consultation has taken place with the trade unions when the Strategy was previously adopted at Boston 

and East Lindsey and unions were supportive. 

REPUTATION 

A clearly defined approach to workforce development demonstrating a culture that rewards talent and 

success, empowers and enables people and an environment that promotes, and provides employee 

wellbeing and work-based learning will be key to not only retaining our current workforces but also 

attracting our workforces of the future.  

CONTRACTS 

None 

CRIME AND DISORDER 

None 

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

The actions arising from the Strategy will comply with all associated legislation.  

HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

A targeted Health and Wellbeing Strategy for our workforces is an integral part of the Workforce 

Development Strategy action plan recognising that healthier (mentally and physically) workforces provide 

greater capacity to deliver services.   

CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

None 

ACRONYMS 

S&ELCP – South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership 

APPENDICES 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A Proposed Workforce Development Strategy 
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Agile Working Agile working is about bringing people, processes, connectivity & technology, time and place together to find the 
most appropriate and effective way of working to carry out a particular task.  It is working within guidelines (of the 
task) but without firm boundaries (of how you achieve it).

Flexible Working Flexible working describes a type of working arrangement which gives a pre-agreed degree of flexibility on how 
long, where, when and at what times employees work.

Matrix Management Matrix Management is an organisational structure in which some individuals report to more than one manager 
(relationships described as solid line or dotted line reporting).

Matrix management is ideal for sharing talents and skills across departments.
Total Reward System A Total Reward System comprises all the investments an organisation makes in its workforce; pay, benefits, 

professional development, recognition and work / life balance.
Work / Life Balance The division of one’s time and focus between working and family/leisure activity.  Work-life balance is the idea that 

a fulfilling life outside of work helps improve work performance while reducing stress.

Glossary
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The Councils’ Role

The primary role of a Council is to protect and support the community’s people and places 
where there is a duty and a need to do so.  It achieves this by delivering a wide range of 
services that it is legally required to provide (statutory); and services that the Council decides 
are important to the community (discretionary) because they directly help vulnerable 
residents, contribute to health and wellbeing, or enable an environment to help people 
and businesses to contribute to achieving a prosperous and vibrant community.

This Strategy supports the Corporate Strategies of Boston Borough Council, 
East Lindsey District Council and South Holland District Council by:

 � Enabling and supporting colleagues across and within the three Councils to deliver the aims of the Corporate Strategies.

 � Establishing a healthy environment of trust and support across and within the three Councils.

 � Placing a focus on staff health and resilience.

 � Improving outcomes by focusing on people and place – customers, residents, elected members, partners and colleagues.

 � Delivering both integrated and locally delivered services and matching the right skills to the right roles. 

 � Embedding an effective, visible and high performing leadership team to support each Councils’ employees and priorities.

TH
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The Workforce Development Strategy is a blueprint to support the workforces of Boston Borough 
Council, East Lindsey District Council and South Holland District Council, as they work together as a 
partnership (South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership) to deliver on the Councils’ priorities.

This Strategy will help deliver the Councils’ Corporate Strategies, which provide our strategic framework.  
While each Council will continue to be politically independent and accountable to the communities 
they serve, the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership, the largest such partnership of councils 
in the country, will enable us to work collectively, supported by a shared management team, to deliver 
on our aspirations for our communities and to tackle common challenges. 

 The Workforce Development Strategy aims to provide a guide that builds on and takes forward existing 
achievements, developing a cohesive structure for transformational change and future success.  The 
Strategy will be supported by a joint Delivery Plan that will also reflect local place-based requirements.

The Councils collectively employ some 900 people in a range of roles and working from a range 
of locations.  Their workforces are split around 50/50 between office-based and non-office-based 
colleagues.  All have a clear and common purpose – delivering on the Councils’ ambitions for Boston 
Borough, East Lindsey and South Holland. 

This plan provides the framework for how we will develop our workforces over the coming four years, 
setting out a number of priorities and the associated actions to be taken forward.  

Our workforces are instrumental in the realisation of our Councils’ Corporate Strategies.  

We are committed to nurturing and developing our people and maximising the opportunities for 
everyone to contribute to attaining our aspirations.

To achieve our Councils’ ambitions, working as a Partnership we need all colleagues to be adaptive, 
flexible and empowered to make positive changes to the way we go about our business. 

I’d like to thank all who have contributed to this strategy. 

Rob Barlow, Joint Chief Executive

Introduction
Welcome to our Workforce Development Strategy

Rob Barlow 
Joint Chief Executive
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Supporting and/or connecting work programmes
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Supporting 
HR Policies Medium Term 

Financial Plan

Performance 
/ Risk 

Management 

The Way 
We Work External 

Communications

Employee 
Engagement 

Health & 
Wellbeing

Agile & Flexible Working
Training & Development
Performance Management Process
Recruitment & Induction Process
Member Development

Service Efficiency Reviews
Contracts & Procurement
Commercialisation
Income Review & Charging

Digital Technology
Information Management

External Engagement
Marketing
Digital
Media

Reward & Recognition

Internal Communications
Employee Communications
Member Communications
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Vision
Talented workforces that are agile, efficient, empowered and engaged in the 
visions of the three Councils they serve.

Purpose
The purpose of our Workforce Development Strategy is to support our 
workforces and deliver continuing structural and cultural change, with a 
clear ambition to ensure our teams are well placed to deliver on the Councils’ 
priorities.

What do we want to achieve?
 � Motivated and empowered workforce.

 � A flexible and sustainable workforce.

 � Workforce that is efficient, effective and equipped to deliver the 
Councils ambitions.

 � Greater efficiency through collaboration.

Ultimately, our success will depend on a culture that rewards talent and 
success, empowers and enables people, and an environment that promotes 
and provides employee wellbeing, and work-based learning that gives 
people the skills they need and the confidence to take decisions where it is 
necessary and appropriate to do so.

Governance
This Strategy’s delivery will be overseen by the Deputy Chief Executive 
(Corporate Development) and Assistant Director (Corporate) supported by 
the formation of a Workforce Development Board.  The Board’s role will be 
to drive the Strategy’s implementation and provide a check/balance on core 
actions of the Delivery Plan as they are taken forward, including insight from 
across the Partnership. The Partnership’s employee reference group will be 
a key link for the Board into the workforces and will be invited to have a 
representative on the Board.

External partners may be invited to attend Board meetings where they have 
knowledge or experience on a particular issue for consideration. 

Strategic Priorities
We are committed to working with our workforces and the three Councils’ 
elected members in developing a culture that embraces change and seeks 
continuous improvement.

A number of strategic themes underpin the Workforce Development 
Strategy, which are listed below and detailed further on the subsequent 
pages:

Attract and 
retain talented 

employees

A flexible approach 
to service delivery 

A healthy and 
active workforce

Shape our 
organisational 

culture and 
maximise staff 

engagement

Be efficient 
and effective 
in all we do

Celebrate our 
success and 

reward excellence

Our Vision
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1. Attract and retain talented  
 employees

Why is this a priority?
The Councils have ambitious Corporate Strategies and delivery plans that 
require skilled officers.

Given our geographic locations, recruitment can be a challenge.  Whilst we 
have a relatively low turnover of staff, we do struggle to recruit in some 
areas, particularly the roles considered more specialist.  

In order to attract and retain employees we need to ensure we offer 
progressive development opportunities, which enable them to move forward 
in their careers.

We passionately believe colleagues should be given the opportunity to grow 
as individuals to reach their full potential. 

Investing in the development of our workforces has the following benefits 

Investing in the development of our workforce has the following benefits: 

1. It ensures our workforce is equipped to do their job.

2. It ensures our workforce has opportunities to develop as individuals.

3. It supports retention. 

4. It makes us attractive employers.

5. It enables succession planning and provides leadership opportunities.
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We have many colleagues, at a range of levels, who, with the right training 
and development opportunities, have progressed positively in their chosen 
area of work.   

What are we going to do?
 � Develop a Resourcing Strategy, including Apprenticeships and 

Graduate programmes, to attract the best talent, and enhance the 
employers’ reputations and brand to make the Councils attractive 
employers. 

 � Provide a robust annual training plan to support the development of 
the workforce.

 � Maximise the use of the Apprenticeship Levy and ensure Apprentices 
have the opportunity to secure wider experiences than the role they 
have been recruited to.  

 � Maximise the use of internal and external secondment opportunities 
to enhance the skills of our workforce.

 � Provide a range of networking and learning opportunities for 
colleagues to share knowledge and experiences across service areas 
and with partner organisations.

 � Develop performance management processes which empower 
individuals to identify, access and develop their potential.

 � Launch a development framework identifying the skills and behaviours 
we require of individuals operating at the different levels to support in 
career progression.

 � Provide mentoring opportunities through shadowing and vocational 
learning and development.

 � Ensure all service areas have clear succession planning arrangements.

 � Raise the profile of the benefits of working for the Councils through 
recruitment advertising; and ensure recruitment advertising is 
effectively targeted.

 � Provide opportunities to draw people across services to work on 
corporate-wide projects based on skills not just posts.

What will success look like?
 � Colleagues telling us they feel valued and fulfilled in their role.

 � Colleagues who achieve career advancement. 

 � We will have identified succession plans and career pathways for 
professional roles.

 � We are recognised as employers of choice

 � An increased number of our Apprentices successfully securing 
permanent positions.

 � Increased applications for the Future Leaders Programme

 � High performing teams who have built trust, aligned skills, enhanced 
collaboration and brought together diverse talents to achieve a shared 
goal.
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2. A flexible approach to  
 service delivery

Why is this a priority?
We recognise that Local Government has been slower than some sectors to 
fully embrace flexible and agile working.  This has however been expedited 
for us by the Coronavirus pandemic.   

Technological investments are providing new opportunities for our teams to 
provide services in a more agile and flexible way.   We want services to have 
greater choice and freedom in how and where they work to fulfil their duties 
in order to undertake the work in the most efficient way.   We recognise that 
work is one element of our busy lives and that we all need to find the right 
work / life balance – technology can help us achieve this.

We want our teams to have access to the technology they need to do their 
job in the most efficient and effective way.  

What are we going to do?
 � Deploy technology that enables our teams to work in a more agile and 

flexible way.

 � Ensure there is a robust training package to support the use of new 
technology, so we maximise its benefits.

 � We will equip our Managers with the skills they need to effectively 
manage in line with our change in working practices.

2. A FLEXIBLE APPRO
ACH

 TO
 SERVICE DELIVERY
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 � Use technology as a mechanism to communicate with colleagues, 
elected members and partners and increase efficiency through 
reduced travel.

 � Encourage colleagues to consider how they can work in an effective, 
agile and flexible way in fulfilling their duties.

 �  Promote cultural change in the way we work and deliver services

What will success look like?
 � Increased capacity to deliver services to customers – measured 

through the performance and productivity framework.

 � Colleagues having a healthy work / life balance – measured through 
the staff survey and HR data (such as sickness reporting).

 � We are recognised as being advanced and forward-looking.
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3. A healthy and active workforce

Why is this a priority?
Healthier employees are absent less often and are more motivated to stay in 
work.  Healthy employees also recover from sickness quicker and are at less 
risk of long-term illness.

We have placed a focus on raising the profile of ‘health’ amongst colleagues 
for some time, but this priority will provide a greater, more co-ordinated, 
focus on that ambition.

What are we going to do?
 � Develop a targeted Health and Wellbeing Strategy for our workforces.

 � Ensure the mental health and physical health of our colleagues are 
valued equally.

 � Proactively promote staff health, wellbeing and safety ensuring 
appropriate mechanisms and provisions are in place to support 
colleagues and maximise attendance at work.

• A business case approach to the introduction of early intervention 
options through our Occupational Health services.

 � Recognise that colleagues have differing cultural and ethical needs 
external to work and this should be supported in the workplace.

 � Secure Disability Confidence Level 3 accreditation which demonstrates 
that we are acting as a champion for Disability Confident within our 
workforces and our local and business communities.

 � Accreditation of a Workplace Wellbeing Charter including Time to 
Change and the Mindful Employer Charter.

What will success look like?
 � Reduced long-term and short-term sickness.

 � Greater capacity to deliver services.

 � Healthier workforce.

 � Improved employee resilience and ability to cope with change. 

3. A H
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4. Shape our culture and 
  maximise staff engagement

Why is this a priority?
There is a strong correlation between the extent to which people perceive 
a connection with their employer and its culture and high performance.  
This kind of engagement is positively influenced by factors such as effective 
leadership, empowerment, shared values, a supportive infrastructure and 
work / life balance.  

Our workforces are made up of both office based and non-office based 
staff, and our internal communications processes need to take account 
of this.  Effective internal communication and engagement helps ensure 
that all members of the workforces and elected members are working 
collaboratively towards a common goal. It develops a cohesive culture and 
empowers employees to make the right decisions in line with our goals.

What are we going to do?
 � Review internal communication channels to ensure there are clear 

channels for the dissemination of information to colleagues in a timely 
manner.

 �  Clearly articulate and promote behaviours among all colleagues that 
are compatible with the aims and values of the Councils.

 � Adopt progressive employment practices, developing accessible and 
simple to use HR policy frameworks.
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 � Further develop positive and constructive employee relations with 
Trade Unions.Trade Unions.

 � Develop a culture that encourages colleagues to think 
innovatively, generate ideas and undertake continuous 
improvement to our services and processes

 � Maximise the use of technology, where appropriate to do so, to 
conduct employee briefings on major issues as a mechanism for 
communication and consider other methods of improving the 
visibility of leadership.

 � Further embed Officer/Member protocols to ensure shared 
involvement, understanding and commitment to the delivery of 
the Corporate Strategies.

What will success look like?
 � Colleagues understanding how they contribute to the Councils’ 

objectives, regardless of role.  

 � Consistent levels of improvement of ‘informed’ and ‘valued’ 
ratings for all colleagues. 

5. BE EFFICIEN
T AN

D EFFECTIVE IN
 ALL W

E DO

5. Be efficient and effective  
 in all we do

Why is this a priority?
The Councils’ workforces are significantly smaller than they once were.  
Teams are doing more with less – being more innovative and creative in the 
way they deliver services.

The people closest to the processes and procedures within our services are 
the people best placed to improve them.  

We want to ensure our teams feel empowered to identify and implement 
positive changes to working practices, with the support they need to become 
even more efficient which releases capacity.  We want our teams to seek new 
opportunities to improve performance and service delivery to our customers.  
This includes challenging traditional service boundaries and structures to 
deliver joined up services that are useful and relevant to our communities 
and working more closely with our partner agencies.

What are we going to do?
 � Empower our teams through positive leadership to bring forward 

improvements to processes and procedures, with a view to improving 
efficiency and the customer experience.

 � Invest in technology where a business case demonstrates improved 
performance and efficiency.

 � Continue to develop our online systems (internal and external) to 
provide services in the most efficient way.  This includes pushing 
more information and services online for customer self-serve where 
appropriate.
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 � Develop solid relationships with other organisations where there is 
clear benefit for both parties.

 � Monitor performance through an effective Performance Framework.

 � Embed a Matrix Management approach to move beyond structure and 
enable a flexible approach to structuring teams and sharing resources..

 � Undertake a programme of service reviews to improve service delivery.

What will success look like?
 � Increased functionality of intelligent automation of our services.

 � Increased and sustained improvement through our key performance 
indicators.

 � Streamlined processes and procedures which have reduced duplication 
of work and deliver services that are comprehensive, coherent and 
cost effective.

 � A workforce that champions and embraces technology.
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Why is this a priority?
Traditionally, Local Government has never been great at celebrating the 
essential and vitally important work it does for communities.  We firmly 
believe we should all be very proud of what we do and the contribution that 
we make to improve society and support our residents.

We need to be better at celebrating our successes!

What are we going to do?
 � Continue to develop the Employee Recognition Awards as a 

programme that celebrates achievement, including the launch 
of an Annual Awards event to celebrate the success of teams and 
individuals.

 � Promote to residents, businesses, Councillors and partners our 
successes through our communications channels.

 � Where we have a strong story to tell seek regional and national profile 
through Awards and publications.

 � Ensure we have a robust scheme to measure jobs and provide a fair 
and equitable pay scheme.

 � Implementation of Total Reward System* as a long-term approach to 
employee recognition and reward.

What will success look like?
 � Staff feeling their contribution towards service delivery and its success 

is recognised and valued.

 � Staff understanding that opportunities for career progression exists.

 � Staff empowered to create a culture of accountability and 
responsibility in delivering success.

 � Staff perceive base pay to be fair and equitable.

 � Staff recognise the full value of the totality of their employment 
package.

6. Celebrate our success and reward excellence

* A total rewards system comprises all the investments an organisation makes in its workforce; 
pay, benefits, professional development, recognition and work / life balance.
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PURPOSE:  

Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework 

 

To introduce a Housing Delivery Framework to inform future 

investment decisions for Welland Homes relating to housing 

developments. 

 

KEY DECISION: N 

 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Portfolio Holder for Assets & Planning 

 

REPORT OF: 

 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

Assistant Director - Strategic Growth and Development 

 

Caroline Hannon, Head of Delivery 

 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: All Wards 

 

EXEMPT REPORT? No 
 

SUMMARY 

SHDC has an approved capital budget for the delivery of 21 homes by Welland Homes, in 
accordance with the Company’s business plan. This report seeks to establish a policy framework 
which allows Council to set criteria for how the Capital Programme budget is allocated.  It 
enables the Executive to approve housing schemes which meet the criteria.  

The framework sets out the preferred nature of schemes for future investment and will enable 
Welland Homes to continue to deliver new homes which provide housing solutions to meet local 
housing demand. It will support Welland Homes to achieve its business plan objectives. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
Recommendation for Policy Development Panel: 

1. To consider the draft Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework and provide feedback 

for consideration by Cabinet and Council. 

Recommendation for Cabinet:  

2. That the proposal to amend the Policy Framework to include the Welland Homes 
Housing Delivery Framework is supported and recommended to Council for approval.  Page 161

Agenda Item 12.



 
Recommendations for Council: 

3. That the Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework, at Appendix A to this report, which 
informs and guides future Executive decisions for the Capital Programme for Welland 
Homes housing delivery, be approved. 

 
4. That the Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework be included as a local choice policy 

in the Council’s Policy Framework and that the Constitution, at Article 4.3, be amended 
accordingly. 

 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. To identify the preferred nature of schemes for future investment. 
2. To provide a framework within which the Executive can approve the delivery of Welland 

Homes housing projects.  
3. To ensure that investment decisions are made which adhere to the framework. 
4. To clarify that schemes which are outside of the framework will only be pursued if they 

have been referred to, and approved by, Council. 

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

Do nothing.  In this event, there would be no certainty around the preferred approach to 
delivering new housing schemes. This could delay schemes being approved. The Executive 
would continue to approve business cases for individual schemes without a framework being in 
place to guide such decisions. 

 

1.  BACKGROUND 

1.1 Welland Homes was established by SHDC in 2015. The principal objectives for setting up the 
Company were to increase housing supply to address demand; to boost the local economy; 
to improve the quality of rented sector accommodation; to set standards for good housing 
design; and to generate income for the Council.   

 
1.2 The Council is the sole shareholder of the Company. The Company has six nominated 

directors who are existing Councillors, who oversee the activity of the Company. The Portfolio 
Holder for Assets and Planning is the Shareholder Representative. The Shareholder 
Representative is invited to attend all Company board meetings to oversee the operations of 
the Company.   

 
1.3 The Company’s current adopted business plan is predicated on the Company owning 60 

homes by October 2022. The Company currently owns 39 market rented homes across 5 
sites. All properties are let and have low void rates which indicate that the properties are in 
demand. However, progress towards achieving the Company’s business plan has been 
affected in a number of ways, as set out below. 

 

1.4 In March 2020, at the start of the national lockdowns as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
the Company was only 5 units short of its then business plan target (Target 40 / Delivered 
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35). The pandemic has had an impact on housing delivery nationally and this has had a knock-
on effect for Welland Homes’ delivery in a number of ways: 

• A number of housing sites closed temporarily. 

• Construction manufacturing halted or slowed down. 

• When sites/companies reopened, materials were in short supply which increased 
demand and prices. 

 
1.5 Some other factors have impacted on the ability to deliver the Company’s business plan. At 

the time the Company was established, it was anticipated that the Company would develop 
homes on SHDC owned sites. At that time, the HRA was not as active in terms of its 
development activity. However, SHDC land sites are now considered for development both 
for Welland Homes and the HRA, depending on suitability. As well as some SHDC land sites 
being prioritised for the HRA, a number of other SHDC owned sites are not being pursued for 
housing delivery as a result of the feasibility assessments or because they are being 
prioritised for other purposes.  

 
1.6 As an alternative to design and build projects on SHDC owned land, Welland Homes board 

has approved a number of market acquisitions.  This has enabled Welland Homes to continue 
to meet a number of its principal objectives and to seek to meet the Company’s business plan 
objectives. However, as a result of the current buoyant housing market, it is more challenging 
for Company to negotiate the purchase of market dwellings at a discounted price, for bulk 
purchase.  

 

1.7 Despite the business plan targets not being achieved yet, the Company is still in a profitable 
position and in March 2021 and March 2022, the Company generated profits in excess of 
£100,000 each year. This profit could have been paid to the Shareholder as a dividend 
payment. However, instead, it has been donated to local charities to support the work they 
are doing supporting residents in the district. 
 

1.8 The Capital Programme which was approved by Council in March 2022, allocated over £3 
million to enable Welland Homes to meet its business plan target to deliver 60 homes. The 
budget relates to the 21 units which are yet to be provided.  
 

1.9 It is commonplace for large capital budgets, approved by Council, to have a corresponding 
policy framework which sets the remit for spend by the authority’s Executive. Until now, such 
a framework has not existed for the Welland Homes development budget. In the absence of 
a Welland Homes policy framework, the approach has been to seek Council approval for any 
scheme which Welland Homes board sought to deliver. This report seeks to establish a 
framework within which Executive decisions will be made to endorse the decisions of 
Welland Homes board. If the policy framework is established, decisions taken by Welland 
Homes board to pursue individual projects will be endorsed by the Executive in accordance 
with the framework and based on a robust business case. Executive decisions will be subject 
to member call-in.  

 
1.10 If Welland Homes board and the Executive wanted to pursue any scheme which is outside of 

the remit of the framework, then Full Council approval would be required. 
 
1.11 The introduction of a framework will create certainty and define the nature of schemes which 

can be approved. Officers will continue to liaise with developers, land-owners and agents 
(and others involved in housing delivery) to promote Welland Homes’ delivery objectives and 
the introduction of a clear policy framework will enable the Company to act more 
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2. WELLAND HOMES’ OPTIONS TO BUILD AND ACQUIRE NEW HOMES 
 
2.1 There are a range of different housing delivery models which could be explored by Welland 

Homes.  These come with a range of different advantages, risks and financial benefits.  The 
Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework identifies the delivery models which might be 
explored by Welland Homes, and identifies the appropriate decision-making authority for 
each model. The paragraphs below provide a summary of the nature of each model.   

 
a) Design and Build projects on SHDC land 

The authority may prefer for some of its land sites to be developed for housing by Welland 
Homes. Any such project would provide freedom to control the specific nature of the 
development, including layout, property types, property specification and construction 
method. Welland Homes, supported by SHDC officers, would appoint and manage 
professional services such as architects and contractors to design and build the preferred 
scheme. Design and build schemes are more intensive in terms of project management and 
contractual responsibilities, including staged payments, which can increase risk. Additionally, 
they can take longer to come to fruition. However, these projects can provide a greater level 
of return for the Company and the Shareholder than an acquisitions project. 
 

b) Open market new-build dwelling acquisitions 
Welland Homes can seek to negotiate with developers to acquire completed dwellings which 
would otherwise be sold on the open market. The Company has already successfully 
delivered a number of homes through this route. It may be possible to secure a discount on 
marketing value for bulk purchase. The contractual arrangements for this type of acquisition 
usually include that Welland Homes would only be obliged to buy the homes once satisfied 
that the dwellings have been constructed to a satisfactory, agreed standard. The negotiation 
to purchase the homes could occur at any stage of the build process (including prior to 
construction commencing or following completion). This means that on some sites, the 
homes could be acquired and occupied immediately following contracts being exchanged. 
Welland Homes is likely to have little control over the property specification as they will 
usually be buying plots which are already designed and have planning consent. 

 
c) Second-hand property acquisitions from the open market 

Acquisitions would be available at full market value. The costs of acquiring individual 
properties would not provide the economies of scale which is sometimes available for a bulk 
purchase from a developer. Whilst there can be appropriate strategic reasons why it may be 
beneficial to purchase second-hand properties, generally they may be poorer quality than 
newbuild homes and would not come with a warranty.  However, the properties would be 
easy to identify as they would be advertised for sale and could be acquired quickly.  
 

d) Land purchase 
Private land which is suitable for housing delivery could be purchased. This would allow the 
Company to deliver more design and build projects. This would enable the Company to meet 
many of its principal objectives including to increase housing supply; to boost the local 
economy; to improve the quality of rented sector accommodation; and to set standards for 
good housing design. Whilst the land acquisition price is likely to be higher for land which is 
being sold with the benefit of Planning consent for housing development, the homes could 
potentially be provided sooner.   
 

e) Joint ventures  
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Welland Homes could enter into a joint venture with another entity, such as a developer or 
a Registered Provider, to deliver housing.  This could leverage long-term investment from the 
private sector into development projects or the Company could benefit from private sector 
assets/expertise. The basic premise of the model could be that the Company would enter 
into a partnership with a private body with both parties adding value to the portfolio. The 
partnership uses these joint assets as collateral to raise finance for regeneration or 
development projects. Development profits are then split appropriately between the parties. 
The benefit is that it allows equal control over the development and an appropriate balance 
of risk and reward.  It can also enable the Company to access skills and expertise that it may 
not have in house. The establishment of a joint venture can take some time and therefore it 
would be unlikely to deliver new homes in the short-term. There would be costs associated 
with establishing a joint venture company and the process can be resource intensive and 
would require a full procurement process. 
 

2.2 The Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework also provides a number of property 
requirements for future schemes including: 

a) Tenure 
b) Property mix 
c) Specification 
d) Location 
e) Building Control inspections 
 

2.3 A proposed Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework is provided at Appendix A.  The 
framework sets out those delivery models which it is proposed should be pursued for 
Welland Homes utilising the approved Capital Programme for Welland Homes’ development 
activity. A detailed business case will set out how each scheme meets the criteria of the 
framework. The scheme will be approved by Welland Homes board and the Executive. Any 
scheme which does not meet the criteria would require Council approval. 

 
3. CONCLUSION 
 
3.1 The introduction of a Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework allows Council to set 

criteria for how the Capital Programme budget is allocated.  It will create certainty and 
define the nature of schemes which can be approved by the Executive. It will support 
Welland Homes to meet its business plan objectives and ensure that the Company’s 
principal objectives continue to be met. 

  
4. EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

4.1 The adoption of the Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework will align with the SHDC 
ambition to deliver new homes for residents and provide a dividend to the Council through 
Welland Homes housing company. 

4.2 The framework will sit alongside the approved Capital Programme and provide a policy 
framework within which the Executive can approve the delivery of Welland Homes housing 
projects. 

4.3 The framework will define the nature of schemes which can be approved based on a robust 
business case for each housing scheme, setting out the return on investment which it will 
provide for the Company and the Shareholder. 

4.4 It allows Council to set criteria for how the Capital Programme budget is allocated. 
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4.5 It allows Welland Homes to act more commercially and to make investment decisions in 
line with agreed criteria, in a timely manner. 

5. IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL’S PARTNERSHIP 

5.1.1 None 

5.2 CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

5.2.1 The adoption of a Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework will support delivery of a 
number of ambitions in the SHDC Corporate Plan 2019-23, including: 

• Delivering new homes for residents and providing a dividend to the Council through 
Welland Homes housing company. 

• Enabling effective planning and delivery of housing solutions to meet local needs and 
aspirations to ensure that our residents have access to a range of housing options in 
the district. 

• Ensuring that our residents are enabled to live in high quality housing no matter the 
tenure. 

5.3 STAFFING 

5.3.1 SHDC’s Housing Delivery team currently provide project management services to Welland 
Homes and this will not change with the adoption of a Welland Homes Housing Delivery 
Framework. 

5.3.2 SHDC procurement team will be consulted to ensure that, where relevant, schemes are 
delivered in accordance with public procurement rules.  

5.4 CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.4.1 Council will continue to set the Welland Homes development budget annually. The 
adoption of a Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework will establish the parameters 
for how the budget is spent. This will be reflected in the Council’s Constitution and in 
particular, Article 4 (Policy Framework). 

5.4.2 Under Standing Order 25, the Cabinet is responsible for making recommendations to the 
Council in respect of changes to the Policy Framework. Prior to making such 
recommendations, the Policy Development Panel must be consulted. If the Council objects 
to any change to the Policy Framework proposed by the Cabinet, it must refer the matter 
back to Cabinet for further consideration and it must consider the response of the Cabinet 
before making any final decision on the proposed changes. 

5.4.3 A detailed business case will be prepared for any new housing scheme. The Constitution 
already provides for the Executive to approve business cases for new housing schemes. 

5.4.4 Schedule 1 of the Welland Homes Articles of Association confirms that the Company’s 
business plan is subject to Shareholder approval. This report sets out that future iterations 
of the Welland Homes business plan, to include approval of new housing schemes based on 
a robust business case, will be approved by the Executive (within the constraints of the 
Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework) on behalf of the Shareholder.  

5.5 DATA PROTECTION 

5.5.1 None 
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5.6.1 The Council will continue to establish the Welland Homes development budget each year. 
 
5.6.2 The adoption of a Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework will identify the parameters 

for spending the Welland Homes development budget. 
 
5.6.3 Each new housing scheme will be approved on the basis of a robust business case which will 

set out the return on investment it is anticipated to achieve for the Company and the 
Shareholder.  

 
5.7 RISK MANAGEMENT 

 
5.7.1 The development process comes with inherent risk. Certain types of development activity 

come with greater levels of risk. 
 

5.7.2 All funding decisions will be based on a robust business case to ensure that development 
risks are managed and mitigated. 

 
5.7.3 Where possible, Building Control inspections will be undertaken by SHDC Building Control 

officers during the construction phase to provide an additional layer of certainty around the 
quality of the product. 

 
5.8 STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

5.8.1 Housing Development Officers will continue to liaise with developers, land-owners and 
agents to promote SHDC’s and Welland Homes’ delivery objectives.  

5.8.2 In accordance with section 5.4.2 above, Policy Development Panel will be consulted on the 
draft Welland Homes Delivery Framework.  The framework will be updated to reflect the 
feedback from the panel. A summary of the feedback from the panel will be included in any 
report to Cabinet/Council. 

5.9 REPUTATION 

5.9.1 None 

5.10 CONTRACTS 

5.10.1 None 

5.11 CRIME AND DISORDER 

5.11.1 None 

5.12 EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

5.12.1 The adoption of the Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework and the continued 
delivery of new homes by Welland Homes will enhance equality within the district and 
support the Corporate Plan ambition to ensure that residents are enabled to live in high 
quality housing no matter the tenure. 

 5.13 HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

5.13.1 The adoption of the Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework and the continued 
delivery of new homes by Welland Homes will deliver housing solutions to meet local needs 
and aspirations. This will contribute towards improving health and wellbeing in the district 
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by ensuring that residents have access to a range of housing options in the district and are 
enabled to live in high quality housing . 

5.14  CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.14.1 None 

6. ACRONYMS 

6.1 SHDC – South Holland District Council 

 HRA – Housing Revenue Account 

 

APPENDICES 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework 

 

REPORT APPROVAL  

Report author: Caroline Hannon 

Caroline.Hannon@sholland.gov.uk 

Signed off by: Assistant Director - Strategic Growth and 

Development 

Matthew.hogan@sholland.gov.uk 

Approved for publication: Portfolio Holder for Assets & Planning 
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Appendix A  
 

Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework 

 

This framework identifies potential housing delivery models and the appropriate decision-making 
authority for future investment decisions. 
 
This framework relates to any investment decisions utilising the Capital Programme budget for 
Welland Homes housing delivery. The Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework will apply to all 
new housing schemes proposed by Welland Homes for Shareholder consent.. 
 
Scheme approval, including the allocation of funds within the approved Capital Programme for 
Welland Homes delivery, will be in accordance with the following criteria. 
 
Housing Delivery Models 
 
Except in a case where the Full Council has given specific approval to a scheme that falls outside of 
this framework, any individual scheme approved by the Executive shall have an anticipated cost of 
less than £3 Million and shall comprise one or more of the following models:   
 

Design and Build projects on SHDC land – The development of properties on sites in SHDC’s 
ownership, following consideration of a feasibility study prepared for that purpose. 
 
Open market new-build dwelling acquisitions – The purchase of open market new-build 
dwellings where the business case evidences that those properties will meet a demand for market 
rented housing. 

 
Second-hand property acquisitions from the open market – The purchase of second-hand open 
market properties where there is considered to be a strategic reason for the acquisition. 
 
Land purchase for design and build projects – The purchase of land which is deemed suitable for 
the delivery of new homes. 
 
‘De Minimis’ development or acquisition activity - Any development or acquisition activity not 
exceeding £250,000. Examples of such ‘De Minimis’ activity include minor activity which might be 
necessary to support potential housing sites to progress; the purchase of small parcels of land 
(such a grass verges, access points, private gardens, garage plots) to improve the nature of 
potential housing sites; and the purchase of individual properties where there is considered to be 
a strategic reason for the acquisition (such as to provide access to an adjoining potential housing 
development site).     

 
Property requirements 
 
The following property requirements will apply to any schemes to be approved. 
 

Tenure – The scheme will provide homes suitable for market rent tenure.  
 
Property type – Schemes will provide appropriate property type(s) as evidenced by local housing 
demand data. Property types could include a house, flat, bungalow or specialist housing unit. 
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Location – New homes will be provided in appropriate locations where there is evidence of 
demand for market rent homes. This could include areas close to employment sites and/or which 
are serviced by local amenities (such as shops, schools, doctors, public transport links etc). 
  
Specification/Quality – The specification of any new homes approved will ensure that quality 
housing is provided which enhances Welland Homes’ stock portfolio. Legal representatives will 
review all contracts with developers, prior to Welland Homes entering into them. This will ensure 
contracts provide mechanisms to protect the company in the event that the quality of the homes 
is not as agreed. The acquisition of second-hand properties will be informed by appropriate 
property surveys.  
 
Land ownership – Due diligence will be undertaken on all new homes to understand and minimise 
exposure to management company costs and to ensure there is clarity around land ownership 
and responsibilities. 

 
Building Control – New homes delivered will be inspected by the Council’s Building Control 
officers unless there is a specific reason for delivering homes which have instead been inspected 
by an approved assessor. This could include delivery of homes where, at the point of entering into 
contract with the developer, the building inspections have already been undertaken by an 
approved assessor.  

 
Housing delivery models outside of this framework 
 
Any Welland Homes housing delivery project which does not meet the criteria set out above shall 
require Council approval. 
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REPORT TO: Policy Development Panel  

DATE: 23 March 2022 

SUBJECT: 

 

PURPOSE:  

ICT Joint Scrutiny between BBC, ELDC & SHDCpartner councils in 

the South & East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership (S&ELCP) 

 

To agree a protocol for joint scrutiny between the partner councils 

in the S&ELCP; to agree the scope for a Joint ICT Strategy Task and 

Finish Group; and to agree the appointment of three members to 

the Joint Task and Finish Group.  

KEY DECISION: N 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Portfolio Holder for Corporate & Communications 

REPORT OF: 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

Assistant Director - Governance (Monitoring Officer) 

Mark Stinson, Andrea Tait 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: All 

EXEMPT REPORT? N 

 

 

SUMMARY 

This report outlines a proposal for the three councils in the S&ELCP to undertake joint scrutiny 

on matters of common strategic importance; and the proposed process to achieve this. The 

report also proposes establishment of a Joint ICT Strategy Task and Finish Group. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

a) That the proposals for joint scrutiny arrangements, as set out in Appendix A, be approved; 

 

b) That the scope for the proposed Joint ICT Strategy Task and Finish Group, as set out in 

Appendix B, be approved;  

 

c) That the Panel appoints three members to the proposed Joint ICT Strategy Task and Finish 

Group; and 
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d) That the Task and Finish Group be authorised to determine the detail of its remit and the 

required lines of enquiry and witnesses 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

A co-ordinated approach to matters of common strategic interest is a significant benefit to the 
S&ELCP and its constituent councils. Efficient and effective joint scrutiny will be key to achieving 
that benefit. The proposals in this report outline a clear mechanism for this to be 
achieved/implemented.  

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

Do nothing:  not recommended – this approach would not support collaborative working and 

would potentially lead to a duplication of work across the S&ELCP. 

 

1.  BACKGROUND 

1.1 In establishing the South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership, members of each of the 

partner councils recognised that matters of common strategic interest would benefit from a  

co-ordinated partnership approach.  

 

1.2 It is considered that the establishment of a joint scrutiny function, to consider matters in 

depth from a Partnership perspective, would be beneficial and would support the co-

ordinated partnership approach.  

1.3 At an initial meeting between the Chairs of the councils’ scrutiny committees, a list of 

potential scrutiny items was considered (these were largely taken from the Annual Delivery 

Plan). Whilst scrutiny committees will, of course, wish to identify their own priorities for joint 

scrutiny, there was general support for a Joint Task and Finish Group to consider an ICT 

Strategy. The proposed scope is set out at Appendix B. The Task and Finish Group will not 

begin to meet immediately as it is anticipated that transport will be the first scrutiny topic to 

be considered. 

2. PROPOSAL 

2.1 The proposed approach to joint scrutiny is set out in Appendix A. However, in short, each 
council’s relevant scrutiny committee will appoint up to three members and any external 
representatives (following that committee’s usual processes) to a joint task and finish group 
for any given topic. Each agreed topic will have its own task and finish group. 

 
2.2  The ‘parent’ scrutiny committees will set the broad remit of the task and finish groups, but 

each task and finish group will have authority to determine the detail and the lines of 
enquiry/witnesses. A Lead Officer will be appointed by the relevant Deputy Chief Executive, 
and that Lead Officer will support the task and finish group and will prepare any final report 
(in consultation with the task and finish group). 

 
2.3 Final task and finish group reports will be submitted to each council’s parent scrutiny 

committee for final review/adoption and subsequent recommendation on to the relevant 
decision-making body as appropriate. 
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2.4 Feedback on the proposal was obtained from the scrutiny Chairs of each council and that 

feedback has been reflected in this report and/or Appendix A. In summary, feedback was 
that: 

 

• there should be no more than three or four topics considered each year. 

• there needs to be clarity around who approves/implements any recommendations and 
that recommendations be tracked. 

• the arrangements need to be kept as simple as possible. 

• there should be clarity as to whether Joint Task and Finish Groups meet privately or 
publicly. 

 
2.5 Political Group Leaders were also consulted and again their feedback has been reflected in 

this report and/or Appendix A. In summary, feedback was that: 
 

• place based scrutiny arrangements may need to be examined in order to ensure that 
joint scrutiny is successful. 

• given that there are limited resources, any joint scrutiny needs to be restricted to areas 
where there is a genuine need, identified benefits and anticipation of real outcomes. 

 
2.6 Whilst the scrutiny committees of each Council will wish to identify their own topics for 

joint scrutiny, a number of proposed topics have been identified, largely from the Annual 
Delivery Plan, and are listed in Appendix  C. 

 
2.7 Finally, it should be noted that two of the councils have more than one ‘parent’ scrutiny 

committee. The proposal at Appendix A assumes that the approval of scopes and the 
appointment of members to Task and Finish Groups will be determined by the parent 
committee whose terms of reference most closely reflect the topic in question – but with 
the overarching aim of equal distribution of topics between those parent committees so far 
as practicable. 

 
2.8  The process set out in Appendix A, when viewed in light of local custom and practice in 

scrutiny, will be kept under review and brought back to parent scrutiny committees for 
consideration and/or amendment as may be necessary. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 
 
3.1 This report seeks approval of the proposals for joint scrutiny of matters of strategic 

importance to the Partnership and the establishment of the Joint ICT Strategy Task and 
Finish Group. 

 
4. EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

4.1 Collaborative working on areas of strategic importance. 
 
5. IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL’S PARTNERSHIP 

5.1.1 The approach proposed in this report fully supports the strategic objectives of the S&ELCP. 
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5.2 CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

5.2.1 Task and Finish Groups will be established to address joint strategic objectives of the 

S&ELCP. This means that, over time, many such priorities will be covered and many of these 

will align to or support local corporate priorities. 

5.3 STAFFING 

5.3.1 There will be some additional meetings which will have an impact on officer and member 

time. However, in light of feedback from scrutiny chairs, the number of task and finish 

groups will be limited to a maximum of four per year.  

5.4 CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.4.1 All recommendations arising from joint task and finish groups will be reported to each 

sovereign council’s parent scrutiny committee. If supported, those recommendations will 

then be considered by the relevant decision-maker for each sovereign council. As such, the 

process is legally and constitutionally sound. 

5.4.2 Suitable provision will be made in the Constitutions of each council as part of the proposed 

review of the constitutions set out in the Annual Delivery Plan. 

5.5 DATA PROTECTION 

5.5.1 It is likely that most of the work of task and finish groups will not involve the use of 

personal data. However, should personal data be processed, each of the councils have 

appropriate technical and organisational measures in place to protect the same. There are 

also suitable protocols in place between the councils. 

5.6 FINANCIAL 

5.6.1 There are unlikely to be any significant financial implications. There may be a small 
additional cost in terms of the cost of travel and venue hire (if required). 

 
5.7 RISK MANAGEMENT 

5.7.1 None at this stage. 

 
5.8 STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

5.8.1 A draft of these proposals has been shared with scrutiny chairs, political group leaders and 

Cabinet members. Feedback as a result of that consultation has been incorporated in the 

report and/or the proposals at Appendix A. 

5.9 REPUTATION 

5.9.1 Successful delivery of joint scrutiny, which leads to improved strategic outcomes, will be 

important to the reputation of the S&ELCP. 

5.10 CONTRACTS 

5.10.1 None at this stage. 

5.11 CRIME AND DISORDER 
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5.11.1 None at this stage. 

5.12 EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

5.12.1 None at this stage. 

5.13 HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

5.13.1 None at this stage. 

5.14  CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.14.1 None at this stage – although the outcome of scrutinising various topics has the potential to 

impact positively on climate change and environmental matters. 

6. ACRONYMS 

6.1 BBC   – Boston Borough Council 
 ELDC   – East Lindsey District Council 
 SHDC   – South Holland District Council 

S&ELCP    – South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership 
 

APPENDICES 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A Joint Scrutiny Proposal 

APPENDIX B Joint ICT Strategy Scope 

APPENDIX C List of potential joint scrutiny topics (arising mostly from 

the Annual Delivery Plan) 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 were used 

in the production of this report. 

 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT 

A report on this item has been considered the Performance Monitoring Panel (in respect of the 

general proposals, not the ICT Strategy Task and Finish Group) 

 

REPORT APPROVAL  

Report author: Mark Stinson, Andrea Tait 

Mark.Stinson@sholland.gov.uk, 

atait@sholland.gov.uk 

Signed off by: Assistant Director - Governance (Monitoring 

Officer) 
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Mark.Stinson@sholland.gov.uk 

Approved for publication: Portfolio Holder for Corporate & Communications 
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         Appendix A  

Joint Scrutiny Framework 

Background 

In establishing the South and East Lincolnshire Councils Partnership, members of each of the partner 

councils recognised that there would be matters of common strategic interest which would benefit 

from a co-ordinated partnership approach.  

In progressing such items, it is sensible to establish a joint scrutiny function to consider the matters 

in depth from a Partnership perspective. 

Proposed Approach to Joint Scrutiny 

It is important that scrutiny of any topics agreed as being important to the Partnership is conducted 

jointly but it is also important that such scrutiny is legally and constitutionally robust from the 

perspective of each sovereign council. 

In order to achieve both of the above requirements, each agreed topic will be considered by a Joint 

Task and Finish Group. The members of each Task and Finish Group be appointed by each of the 

sovereign councils’ appropriate overview and scrutiny committee which are: 

• For SHDC, Policy Development Panel or Performance Monitoring Panel 

• For ELDC, the Overview Committee 

• For BBC, the Overview & Scrutiny – Corporate and Community Committee or the Overview 

and Scrutiny Environment and Performance Committee 

Each principal scrutiny committee will appoint a maximum of three elected members to each 

established Task and Finish Group (whether from the membership of the ‘parent’ scrutiny 

committee or any other non-executive members of the relevant sovereign council) in accordance 

with their usual process for appointing to Task and Finish Groups. This will enable a wide range of 

members to be appointed to different Task and Finish Groups. Principal scrutiny committees may 

also appoint other suitable individuals to Task and Finish Groups as necessary (an example might be 

an individual from the NHS for a health-related topic). 

Where a council has more than one principal scrutiny committee, the scope for a Task and Finish 

Group will be taken to the principal scrutiny committee whose terms of reference most closely 

match the topic in question – but with the intention of equal allocation overall so far as practicable. 

In order to create the necessary governance link in each council’s decision-making process, the Task 

and Finish Group’s recommendations and/or updates will be reported back to each sovereign 

council’s principal scrutiny committee for approval and/or information as appropriate. 

Principal scrutiny committees will set the remit of each Task and Finish Group at a high level, but 

authority to determine the detail of the remit and the required lines of enquiry/witnesses will be 

delegated to Task and Finish Groups by each parent scrutiny committee. 

The Deputy Chief Executive, within whose portfolio the scrutiny topic resides, will appoint the Lead 

Officer to support the Task and Finish Group; and the final report of any Task and Finish Group will 

be drafted by the Lead Officer (in consultation with the Task and Finish Group) in order to avoid any 

suggestion of bias towards any one of the Partnership councils. 
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In order to ensure that capacity is managed, any joint scrutiny work must have clear benefits and no 

more than four topics will be scrutinised in any municipal year. 

Recommendations from Task and Finish Groups, if supported by the parent scrutiny committees, will 

be taken through the relevant decision-making process of each Council. The decision-maker will 

depend upon whether the matter in question is an executive or non-executive function. 

Recommendations will be tracked by the DEMS Team(s) in liaison with the Lead Officer. 

It is recognised that a free and frank exchange of ideas, together with the willingness of witnesses to 

engage, may be best served by meetings taking place in private. Task and finish groups will, 

however, be free to meet in public where they feel that this best serves the public interest. 

Recommendations will in any event be reported to parent scrutiny committees. These meetings will 

be considered in public unless it is clearly in the public interest not to do so. 

The partner Councils will keep this process, and the way it operates alongside place-based scrutiny, 

under review 

Flowchart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PDP or PMP (SHDC) 
Overview & Scrutiny 

Committee (ELDC) 

O&S C and C or O&S E 

and P (BBC) 

Joint Task & Finish Group                                                                  

Agrees detail, lines of enquiry and witnesses and undertakes the 

scrutiny. 

Supported by Lead Officer                                                                    

Lead Officer appointed by relevant Deputy Chief Executive 

Final report and any update reports drafted by Lead Officer and 

presented to parent Overview & Scrutiny Committees for formal 

approval. 

Appoint up to 3 members each, plus any external representatives that might 

be helpful to the topic.  Set broad topic for scrutiny. 

Topic identified 
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SCRUTINY & POLICY PANELS 
Project Scoping Template 

 

Topic: S&ELCP ICT Strategy 

 
 
 
 

Objectives and Key Issues: 

 

To review the proposed partnership ICT strategy and provide feedback for 

inclusion in the subsequent cabinet/executive report. 

 

A key area of focus should be whether the strategy supports the delivery of the 

partnership business case previously agreed by Council. 

 

Lines of Enquiry: 
 

- whether the strategy supports the delivery of the partnership business 

case; 

- whether the priorities identified in the strategy feel right to members;  

- alignment to other emerging partnership strategies 
  
 

 

 

Standard Areas to Consider: Equalities / Relationship with Corporate Strategy / 

Financial Implication 

 
 
Witnesses: 

 

Internal: James Gilbert, portfolio holders, CMT 

External: Jackie Wright PSPS, SOCITM (strategy production partner) 

 

Resources: n/a 

 

Liaison Officer: James Gilbert 

 

Required officer expertise: n/a 

 

Timescale 

Start date: TBC 

End date: TBC 

Target Overview / Scrutiny meetings: TBC 

Target Council meeting: TBC 
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Suggested joint scrutiny topics 

Topic Portfolio Holders CX / DCX Assistant  

Director 

Possible  

Timeline 
Public Transport (Review bus/train provision, the challenges and 
opportunities, access to education/employment/tourism) 

SHDC – Cllr N. Worth 
BBC – Cllr N. Welton 
ELDC – Cllr Grist / Kirk 

Michelle Sacks Lydia Rusling March 2022 
3 – 6 months 

ICT Strategy (review of the proposed S&ELCP ICT strategy in terms 
of priorities and delivery) 

SHDC – Cllr J. Astill 
BBC – Cllr P. Skinner 
ELDC – Cllr C. Leyland 

Christine Marshall James Gilbert May 2022 
2 months 

Housing Strategy (Developing a Housing Strategy across the 
Partnership including impact on decisions around housing list 
prioritisation) 

SHDC – Cllr C. Lawton 
BBC – Cllr M. Griggs 
ELDC – Cllr W. Gray  

John Leach  Emily Spicer October 2022 
3-4 months 

Health & Leisure Facilities (sub-region) SHDC – G. Taylor 
BBC – Cllr T. Abbott 
ELDC – Cllr G. Marsh 

John Leach Phil Perry September 2022 
3 – 4 months 

Health & Wellbeing Action Plan (sub-region) (Developing a Health 
& Wellbeing action plan across the Partnership addressing health 
inequalities and linking to the wider determinants of health) 

SHDC – Cllr E. Sneath 
BBC – Cllr M. Griggs 
ELDC – Cllr W. Gray 

John Leach Emily Spicer July 2022 
3 – 6 months 

Environmental Act 2021 (sub-region) (Developing the waste 
strategy in order to deliver the requirements of the Act as set out in 
the statutory guidance due Spring 2022) 

SHDC – Cllr R. Gambba-Jones 
BBC – Cllr D. Evans 
ELDC – Cllr M. Foster 

John Leach Victoria Burgess January 2023 
3 – 4 months 

Single Use Waste Policy (development of a partnership approach to 
the sustainable purchasing of supplies and services to influence and 
reduce waste and use of resources in manufacture and  supply 
chains) 

SHDC – R. Gambba-Jones 
BBC – Cllr D. Evans 
ELDC – Cllr M. Foster 

John Leach Christian Allen September 2022 
2 months 

Housing Delivery (delivery of 1000 properties across the partnership 
over 10 years) 

SHDC – Cllr P. Coupland 
BBC – Cllr J. Noble 
ELDC – Cllr R. Fry 

Adrian Sibley Richard Hodgson 1 – 2 months 

An offer to Overview & Scrutiny to review the work of the 
executive/cabinet and look for partnership opportunities to explore 
such as policy development, service merger reviews and 
partnership engagement. 
 

Overview & Scrutiny Chairs 
and Vice Chairs from SHDC, 
BBC and ELDC 

Rob Barlow All n/a 
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REPORT TO: Policy Development Panel 

DATE: 23 March 2022 

SUBJECT: 

 

PURPOSE:  

Policy Development Panel Work Programme 

 

To set out the Work Programme of the Policy Development Panel 

KEY DECISION: N/A 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: N/A 

REPORT OF: 

 

REPORT AUTHOR: 

Assistant Director Governance and Monitoring Officer – Mark 

Stinson 

Andrea Tait - Democratic Services Officer 

WARD(S) AFFECTED: N/A 

EXEMPT REPORT? No  

 

SUMMARY 

This report sets out the Work Programme of the Policy Development Panel and allows the Panel 

to monitor its progress; and identify any additional items to be added to the Programme. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

That the Panel gives consideration to the content of this report and identifies any issues for 

discussion. 

 

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS 

To allow Members to feed into the Panel’s calendar of Work Programme items and the Work 

Programme on a regular basis, to ensure that they stay relevant and up to date. 

 

OTHER OPTIONS CONSIDERED 

Do nothing 
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1.  BACKGROUND 

1.1 This report records the issues for consideration that have been identified by the Panel for 

inclusion on its Work Programme.   

2. REPORT 

2.1 Appendix A sets out the dates of future Panel meetings along with proposed items for 
 consideration. These items were either originally suggested by councillors or are being 
 referred to the Panel from officers or the Cabinet.  The appendix will be updated as new 
 items are identified. 
 
2.2 Appendix B sets out the task groups that have been identified by the Panel.  The table 
 shows: 
 

• The name of the task group 

• What it wants to achieve 

• Key dates 

• Membership of the task group 

• When the task group will be reporting back to the Panel 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
 
3.1 In presenting the information to the Panel, and by having the report as a standing item on 

the agenda, it will record the issues identified by the Panel and provide the opportunity for 
councillors to monitor the progress of its Work Programme  

 
4. EXPECTED BENEFITS TO THE PARTNERSHIP 

4.1 The calendar of Work Programme items and the Work Programme will provide Panel 
Members with up to date and relevant information.  Timelines for various calendar items 
and proposed task groups within the Work Programme are included within the appendices.  
The Panel will scrutinise policies that cover all three councils within the partnership, in 
addition to those that apply only to SHDC. 

 
5. IMPLICATIONS 

5.1 SOUTH AND EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL’S PARTNERSHIP 

5.1.1 None 

5.2 CORPORATE PRIORITIES 

5.2.1 In identifying issues for inclusion on the Work Programme, Members consider the 

suitability of the subject, taking into account considerations such as whether the issue is 

strategic and significant and whether it is likely to lead to effective outcomes.   

5.3 STAFFING 

5.3.1 None 

5.4 CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.4.1 None 

5.5 DATA PROTECTION Page 184



5.5.1 None 

5.6 FINANCIAL 

5.6.1 None 
 
5.7 RISK MANAGEMENT 

5.7.1 None 

5.8 STAKEHOLDER / CONSULTATION / TIMESCALES 

5.8.1 None 

5.9 REPUTATION 

5.9.1 None 

5.10 CONTRACTS 

5.10.1 None 

5.11 CRIME AND DISORDER 

5.11.1 None 

5.12 EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY/ HUMAN RIGHTS/ SAFEGUARDING 

5.12.1 None 

5.13 HEALTH AND WELL BEING 

5.13.1 None 

5.14  CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS 

5.14.1 None 

6. ACRONYMS 

6.1  None 

 

APPENDICES 

Appendices are listed below and attached to the back of the report: - 

APPENDIX A Work Programme Calendar 2021/22 

APPENDIX B Task Group Work Programme 2021/22 

 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 

No background papers as defined in Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 were used 

in the production of this report 

 

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THIS REPORT Page 185



A report on this item has not been previously considered by a Council body 

 

REPORT APPROVAL  

Report author: Andrea Tait, Democratic Services Officer, 

atait@sholland.gov.uk  

Signed off by: Mark Stinson, Assistant Director – Governance and 

Monitoring Officer 

Approved for publication: N/A 
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APPENDIX A 
 

SHDC POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL   

 CALENDAR OF WORK PROGRAMME ITEMS 
 

 

Date of 
Meeting 

Agenda items 

23 Mar 2022 • SHDC Policy Register & the S&ELC Partnership Policy Register  – 
standing agenda item. Corey Gooch 

 

• Graffiti and Street Art Management Policy Phil Perry/John Leach 
 

• Various ICT Policies Jackie Wright/James Gilbert 
 

• Workforce Development Strategy James Gilbert/Rachel Robinson 
 

• S&ELCP Joint Scrutiny and ICT Strategy Joint Task Group Mark 
Stinson 

 

• Welland Homes Housing Delivery Framework Caroline Hannon 
 

11 Apr 2022 
Special 
PMP/PDP  

• South Holland Centre Task Group Final Report Task Group/ Caroline 
Hannon 

Pending • Untidy Sites Policy Document Handbook Richard Hodgson (next 
meeting – May 2022) 

 

• HR Policies James Gilbert (some coming to next meeting - May 
2022 & further HR policies to subsequent meetings) 

 

• Safeguarding Policy Emily Holmes (next meeting- May 2022) 
 

• Records Management Policy Kirsty Porter (next meeting – May 2022) 
 

• Draft S&ELCP Asset Management Strategy Policy Andy Fisher/Marc 
Whelan (September 2022) 

 

• Consideration of the FOI Policy. Review due Jan 2022, deferred to 
March 2022. Agreement of Chairman to defer up to 12 months due to 
policy review and alignment with the partnership. Mark Stinson 

 

• Unreasonable Behaviour and Vexatious Policy. Review due Jan 2022, 
deferred to March 2022. Agreement of Chairman to defer up to 12 
months due to policy review and alignment with the partnership. Mark 
Stinson 

 

• Planning Reform (if any information to report, update to be provided by 
the Planning and Building Control Manager) Phil Norman 

 

• Lincolnshire Discretionary Housing Assistance Policy deferred until 
further notice Stuart Horton 
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APPENDIX B 
 

POLICY DEVELOPMENT PANEL – WORK PROGRAMME 2021/2022 
 

Name of Task Group What the Task Group wants to achieve Date added 
to Work 
Programme 

Date Work 
Commenced     

Membership of 
Task Group 

Proposed date to report 
back to Panel 

South Holland Centre 
Task Group 

To review the historic operation of the 
SHC, examine the proposals, consider 
other activities, uses and operation that 
may be possible to help inform the task 
group in making recommendations to 
enable the Centre to serve the public and 
ensure a viable future. 
 

8 September 
2021 

28 
September2021 

B Alcock (Chair) 
F Biggadike 
P Redgate 
S Walsh 
D Wilkinson 
A Woolf 
A Newton (Co-
Optee) 

Joint PMP/PDP 
meeting 11 April, 
prior to Cabinet 26 April 
2022. 

Street Art Wall Task 
Group 

Scope to be agreed at first meeting (20 
January 2022) 

14 December 
2021 

20 January 
2022 

HJW Bingham 
R A Gibson 
J D McLean 
P A Redgate 
GTD Rudkin 

PDP 23 March 2022, 
Cabinet 26 April 2022 

Community 
Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 
Task Group 

Scope to be agreed at first meeting of the 
Task Group.   
Task Group to consider the facts on the 
CIL, and findings to be fed into 
Supplementary Planning Document 
(SPD) 
 
 
 
 

24 
September 
2019 
Reconsidered 
21/1/20 

To run at same 
time as Planning 
Design Task 
Group-findings 
to be fed into 
SPD. 
Update 
(15/9/20)-work 
to commence 
early 2021, once 
direction has 
been clarified 
with regard to  
Government 
White Paper on 

Avery 
Drury 
McLean  
Woolf 
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Planning 
Reform 

 
PENDING TASK GROUPS 

 

Name of Task Group What the Task Group wants to achieve Date added 
to Work 
Programme 

Date Work 
Commenced     

Membership of 
Task Group 

Proposed date to report 
back to Panel 

Devolution Task Group Executive Manager Governance to set 
Terms of Reference once White Paper 
published 

23 June 2020 TBC TBC  

Data Protection/Data 
Retention Task Group 

To consider the implications of 
forthcoming changes to the Data 
Protection Policy as follows: 

• To develop the new policy in light of 
issues raised in the gap analysis and 
legislative changes and that a more 
detailed suggested scope would be 
circulated prior to the first Task Group 
meeting. 

 

3 October 
2017 

11 December 
2017 

H Drury 
M D McLean 
A R Woolf 
(Chairman) 
A Harrison  

To PDP 1 May 2018  
To Cabinet 29 May 2018 

Planning Design  To consider the draft Supplementary 
Planning Design document and how 
design issues raised (including those 
arising from the Performance Monitoring 
Panel’s Review of Implemented Planning 
Decisions tour) could be addressed within 
the document; and 
That the Task Group’s recommendations 
be incorporated into the draft 
Supplementary Planning Document, to be 
considered by the Policy Development 
Panel, with final agreement by the South 
East Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning 
Committee 

25 June 2019 28 January 
2020 
 

J Astill (Chair) 
J L King 
P A Redgate 
J L Reynolds  
S C Walsh 

Final Report to PDP 23 
June 2020. 
Further work to be 
undertaken, with 
updated final report to a 
future meeting, early 
2021, once direction has 
been clarified with 
regard to the 
Government White 
Paper on Planning 
Reform 
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Scope agreed at first Task Group 
meeting 28 January 2020 
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